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THE PRINCE, THE PAUPER AND THE GOLD 

EN MEAN: BY WALTER A. DYER 

TMNT NCE upon a time there lived a Prince who was very 

ee | fhiviaedios and very unhappy. He was the son of a 
HLT a King who, when he himself was a king’s son, had mar- 

a ried a goose-girl after a romantic wooing, and the 
7“) ( Prince inherited certain tastes and mental twists 

from his mother that proved to be most upsetting. 
The Prince was heir to a great kingdom and vast 

riches. One day he would don the ermine, grasp the scepter and 

mount the golden throne, where he would sit in state, surrounded 

by his counselors, and receive the homage of subjects and ambas- 

sadors. But he had a ploughboy’s heart in his breast, and he was 

unhappy. 
The Prince was young and strong and handsome. His people 

loved him. In prowess with arms and skill in horsemanship he 

surpassed all the young men of the realm. But he liked not the royal 

forest and the jousting field. He had a gypsy heart in him, and he 

longed for the open road and the wide world. The Prince was 
betrothed to a Princess of a neighboring kingdom. She was tall and 
fair as a lily, and her hair he Uke spun gad. She was so virtuous 
that the witch under the hill had never discovered a flaw in her char- 
acter. The two Kings had arranged the match, and the Prince had 
no rival. Buthe hada troubadour’s heart in him, and he was unhappy. 

At length he became so dissatisfied with his lot that he deter- 
mined to set forth alone to see the world. Saddling his white mare 
one night, he muffled her feet and stole from the city. When the 
morning sun struck the plume on his hat he was far from the gates, 
and the dew was glistening on strange fields. 

As he rode along he heard singing, and soon he overtook a ragged 
Vagabond. 

“Why do you sing ?” asked the Prince. 
“Why does the lark sing?” responded the Vagabond. “TI have 

no care resting on my heart, and so the songs must needs come forth.” 
“How did you lose your care?” asked the Prince, dismounting 

from his white mare and walking by the Vagabond’s side. 
“J never had any,” he replied. “I have no home, no wife, no 
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THE PRINCE, THE PAUPER AND THE GOLDEN MEAN 

money, no duties, no destiny. Nothing is expected of me. No one 
loves me, and no one hates me. I have no thought but for one day 
at a time, and at night I sleep because I am tired. What is care?” 

*T don’t know,” oe the Prince, thoughtfully, “but I have it. 
You are wise, I see. How can I get rid of my care ?” 

“Change places with me,” replied the Vagabond. “Give me 
your horse, and your plumed hat and your silken doublet and your 
well-filled purse, and take my shirt and staff and old shoes. ‘Take 
my joy, and give me your care. I would like to know how it seems; 
J will make a rare adventure of it.”’ And he laughed heartily. 

So the Prince gave him his horse and sword and doublet and 
purse, and set out on the road afoot, seeking happiness. 

When the Prince’s absence was discovered at the palace, a great 
hue and cry were set up, but the Prince could not be found. The 
King ordered his royal charger, and with his trusted knights set out 
in search of his son, but to no avail. After forty days they gave him 
up for lost. 

When a year had rolled by, the Prince returned, footsore and bat- 
tered, a gonipeling peganys and applied for admission at the palace 
ates. They drove him away thrice, but he persisted. ‘Then they 
Beare the dogs to set them on him. But the Prince’s faithful hound 
knew him, leaped joyfully upon him, licking his hands. 

Then the Prince showed the old ie cee the birthmark on 
his left shoulder, just the size and shape and color of a ripe straw- 
berry, and desired that the Queen be told of it. Doubtfully, the gate- 
keeper sent a messenger to tell the Queen mother, who came rushing 

out in all her purple robes and threw herself weeping on the Prince’s 
neck. 

So they made a great feast, for the Prince had come back to his own. 
But soon the Prince was unhappy again, and one day he sum- 

moned his father’s oldest and wisest counselor. 
“Why am I ueheped ?” he asked. “‘I gave away my purse and 

my sword and my good white mare, but I got no joy in return. The 
stones hurt my feet, and the food I got sickened me. I met with 
dirty people who drove me from their low doors. And so I came 
back again. Now I am as I was before; why am I not happy ?” 

The wiseacre thought a png time, and then he answered. 
“You are half prince and half peasant,” quoth he. “If you are 

very rich the peasant in you is unhappy; if you are very poor the 
vince in you suffers. You must seek a golden mean. Your father 
es you, and will give you whatever you wish. Ask him for a hill 

and a valley in the outskirts of his kingdom. Ask him for flocks 
and herds, and honest peasants to tend them. Go there to live as 
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‘THE PRINCE, THE PAUPER AND THE GOLDEN MEAN 

the ruler of a little rural kingdom. . Ask not for gold or for a court, . 
only for those necessities which the royal part of you must have, and 
not for the things which a shepherd is happier without.” 

But the Prince scorned this advice. Such a life was too tame for 
his young blood. He was loath to give up again the luxuries to which 
he had been born. He did not know that they and care were the 
same. So, shaking his head sadly, he turned away. 

ET us give heed to the parable. Most of us either are princes 
L or are trying to be. We are working to heap up for ourselves 

treasures on earth, and the labor of it is killing us. We become 
so entangled in the process that we even forget what we are working 
for. We think we are working for a future happiness; we believe ~ 
we are climbing toward a heaven of joy and repose, and we are only 
piling an Ossa on a Pelion of care. Sooner or later we realize this, - 
every one of us. ‘To some the realization comes too late. We have 
grown too old, or have become too inalienably devoted to the false 
quest. We have formed a habit that we thik we cannot break. 

But for most of us it is never too late, if we will but think so. 
Don’t you believe it? Have you despaired of ever finding release 
from the enthralment that you have cast about yourself? Listen. 

We must brush away the cobwebs and get down to first principles. 
In this world we must work to live. Even if we are born to the purple, 
we must work to live adequately. A workless life is a desecration. 
Nature abhors a drone. 

Now, then, what are we living and working for? ‘To gain happi- 
ness? 'To render service ? Both, I submit. Carlyle called blessed- 
ness the chief end of man, and he meant that highest form of happi- 
ness that comes indirectly through service rather than through salt 
seeking. It is self-realization brought about through the enlargement 
and te of self to include those things one loves aid cares 
for. And the happiest man is he who has the largest circle of loves 
and interests all intimately connected with himself. You will find 
all that in the Spencerian philosophy. 

But it is a sort of selfishness, after all. If we are candid we must 
admit that. History is the record of the human attempt to become 
a with a constant increase and elevation in the requirements 
of happiness. 

Let us say, then, that we are living and working to become happier, 
and let us not lose sight of it. Then we are not living and venting 
for money, are we? Of course not! Perish the thought! We are 
not of that sordid clan, youand I! We work for money simply as a 
means to an end. We earn money for its power to purchase hap- 
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THE PRINCE, THE PAUPER AND THE GOLDEN MEAN 

piness in the form in which we desire it most. Money is but a medium 
of exchange. Work, money, happiness; that is the cycle. 

And that is just where we are prone to go astray. Simple as the 
formula is, we become mired before we wallow through it. The 
more money we can earn, we say, the more happiness we can get. 
So, fixing our eyes on the nearer goal, we work for money, and for 
the visible indications of its possession. We err here, every mother’s 
son and daughter of us, to a greater or less extent. “‘Just a little 
more money,’ we say, “‘and then, ho! for happiness.” And we seldom 
get beyond the first step. 

Now the point I want to make is this. We have built up this 
three-part cycle logically enough, and then we set it up as a graven 
image and worship it, forgetful of its true significance. And in so 
daing, we have complicated life and enthroned the complication. 
What we must do, sooner or later, is to simplify life. And the only 
way to do that is to eliminate as far as possible the middle member 
of the cycle, and work directly for happiness—the highest form of 
happiness that our natures will permit. Money is but a medium 
of exchange, and the less we make of the medium, the simpler life 
will become. 

I need not argue that we want life simpler. I think we have all 
come to feel that. The way the public, a few years ago, bought and 
read Charles Wagner’s book was evidence of it. A Dusssautl pities 
that he was so academic and so re in his practical applications. 
The question is, how can we reduce life to simpler terms, and so give 
our souls the chance to contemplate the beauty of life for a little space 
before we go? 

- Now that the high cost of living has become such a vital question, 
especially to those of us who live in cities, I find more and more people 
turning their faces countryward. There the cost of living is less. 
There life is simpler. There the medium of exchange dominates 
life less completely. Every fifth man I meet is talking more or less 
definitely of buying a farm, and some of them really mean it. And 
heaven knows this country needs more and better farmers. 

And they are on the right track, too. Until some of us get out of 
town, the town will be too full. We can’t all go, but some of us must, 
and I believe we who go will be the lucky ones. Something must be 
dane to relieve the tension. Young men are filling the agricultural 
colleges, which are spreading education and uplift throughout the 
rural districts. It is a sign of the times, and one of the things that 
makes me optimistic in the face of imminent sociological and indus- 
trial upheaval. When the storm breaks, these educated American 
farmers are going to be the ballast in the ship of state. You'll see! 
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THE PRINCE, THE PAUPER' AND THE GOLDEN MEAN 

But for us it is an individual question, and it is the individual, 

here and there, that is leaving the slavery of the shop and the office 
for the liberty of the farm. “Back to the land” has become:a fixed 
phrase in our language. . ' 

Now comes the danger. The Prince steals forth from his palace 
and takes up his life of vagabondage. Whither will it lead’ him? 
Through mountain waste and deep morass, unquestionably. We 
must not be too hasty. We must seek a golden mean. : 

I have heard lately of several people who have steeled their hearts 
and cut loose from the city, and they have come to regret it. ‘They 
have embarked on a new enterprise ill prepared. No man would be 
so foolish as to open a drug store or start a newspaper with so little 
training and capital. So these would-be farmers, and their poor 
wives, pass through a period of real hardship, for which they are not 
at all fitted, and they are glad enough to get back again to thé old 
bondage of the palace. \ 

I find that the back-to-the-land movement has already received 
a setback from this cause, and the wisest of us hesitate to give away 
our swords and our purses and our good white mares.: We have 
seen farms and farmers. We dislike ile barnyard: Noisome boots 
and overalls in the dining room spoil our appetite for breakfast.. We 
dislike to wash at the kitchen sink. Better five rooms and a bath 
in the Bronx, say we, than a cold and lonely farmhouse at Podunk. 
And so we give up the dream and go back to our more or less suicidal 
jobs in town. : 

I contend that these hardships are not necessary, and that is the 
burden of my song. Whatsoever is good, whatsoever is uplifting, 
whatsoever is sanitary in city life, you can take these with you to the 
farm. In seeking the simple life, you must cast off the artificialities 
of life, but you need not abandon its refinements. There is nothing 
complex or ting about culture. A stable and a bathroom 
are not inherently incompatible. By taking thought, you can ‘save 
yourself and your city-bred wife much suffering, and perhaps avoid 
a failure of the whole plan. 

I know people who have gone back to the farm, and who have 
degenerated. I know some who are passing through a purgatory 
of discomfort and hardship. I know some who have utterly failed 
with the whole thing. But I know some, too, who are succeeding, 
and I mean, some day, to be one of them.. They have been prudent. 
They have not set forth without a loaf in their knapsacks. They 
have not expected too much. They have been prepared to work— 
not for money, but for happiness, appetite and blessed sleep. ‘They 
have not mistaken a new kind of bondage for freedom. ; 
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. BONDAGE 

- If you have no money at all, you must fight it out somehow, 
whether in country or in town. But if you have a little—just a very 

. little—you can make it amount to something in the country. An 
income of five hundred dollars a year is a drop in the bucket in New 
York; it is a fortune in the village of Farmingtown. You can buy a 

. farm that will give you a living, and your sons after you, for the price 
of an automobile that will be scrap-iron in six years. 

And I for one prefer the farm. To stand on your own hilltop, 
looking across your own orchard and meadow, with your own grain 
greening in the July sun, with your own cattle standing knee-deep 
in your own brook, with your wife singing in the kitchen of the little 
farmhouse that is your home—that is the simple life that satisfies! 
Joy-riding on Long Island isn’t to be compared with the rattle of the 

. buggy wheels, when Old Dobbin goes to town. 
; And when winter comes, and the stubble-fields lie sleeping beneath 

their white mantle, there is time for books, and talk, and dear old 
. friends. And best of all, you needn’t be marooned among a lot of 

. ignorant, hard-shelled, vulgar hayseeds. The city is sending its best 
. back to the land, and you'll find others like yourself at Farmingtown. 
Time and room to think, to enjoy, to live. Don’t you hunger and 

« thirst for it? 
An old chap named Abraham Cowley, away back in the time of 

. Cromwell and Milton, said some very sensible things on this very 
. subject. He cut loose from the city and found the simple life, and 

for those who, like Cowley, long for time and room to cultivate their 
. own minds as well as their own elds, a quotation may be permissible. 

Says the genial sage: “Since Nature denies to most men the 
capacity or appetite, and Fortune allows but to a very few the oppor- 
tunities or possibility, of applying themselves wholly to philosophy, 
the best mixture of human affairs that we can make are the employ- 
ments of a country life.” 

And yet I know that ae like the Prince in the parable, will 
read these words and turn sadly or scornfully away. 

BONDAGE 

HE poet is a prisoner for all time; 
l But, captive in the shining House of Song, 

Life, Love and Sorrow ’round about him throng, 
And sweet are his enchanted chains of rhyme. 

CHARLES Baa Towne. 
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A HOME OF HER OWN: BY GERTRUDE 

RUSSELL LEWIS 
HE district school-teacher, sweet and intelligent, had 

(—, married the farmer’s son. Her hours were lengthened 
se > from six to sixteen and her modest stipend stopped. 
= But she was congratulated: “For now you have a 

( 44 home of your own,” they said. She smiled happily. 
: “Then my Delft room will come true,” she responded. 

They were well to do. The land came by inheri- 
tance; the farming equipment was of the best. But in the house she 
found that the old way prevailed, and while her wishes were not 
denied, they were simply unfulfilled; they were unimportant. And first 
the tastes were dropped, and then the desires and, too often, the needs 

repressed. 
The work grew heavier; no labor-saving device was wanting for 

the men, but their time meant money: hers meant only love. And 
the agricultural journals that phrased the bucolic mind and advertised 
quite oe columns of most elaborate and oe machinery for 
the ten-hour men without the house, gave her but a scanty woman’s 
page, not of expenditures for her comfort, but of makeshifts for her 
economies. Even the new cream separator meant not an advantage 
to her, but the withdrawal of the ee money to her eemnre 

purse. 
And the parlor carpet was yet to buy. Five years had toiled away 

and the blue and white parlor, painted and papered by her own 
hands, with painful care, anne but as yet rag rugged, waited. 

Rugs elsewhere, yes, but not in one’s parlor on a prosperous farm, 
if only for the neighbors’ pride. She was reduced to argument: 
“The Dorcas Band meet here next time.” 

Then the man came in. “J am going to town; give me your 
money and I will get the carpet.’”’ They were not even to choose it 
together. She returned with the original pieces, here and there a 
silver dollar, hardly a paper bill in the roll, and handed them to him. 
“Remember the color, Henry,”’ wistfully, “and if you cannot get blue, 
do not get a red one, even if we wait until fall. My Delft plate hangs 
there you know.” 

He came in late but jubilant. “I got a bargain Smythe could not 
sell. The color isn’t good, he says, but it will wear forever. I saved 
five dollars on it toward the binder.” 

The carpet which she had to sew was red and green. ‘The Dorcas 
Band met with them in their turn. Her successor, the young school- 
teacher, was present with a shy new look of interest in domestic 
themes. ‘It must be sweet to have a home of your own,” she said. 
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AMERICAN ART IN GERMANY: THE VALUE 
OF OUR PRESENT EXHIBITION IN BERLIN 
AND MUNICH: BY CHRISTIAN BRINTON 

HE day of intellectual and artistic reciprocity is mani- 
baz om! festly at hand, and no two nations Tbetter illustrate 
a io this most enlightened of modern cultural movements 

oa as than do Germany and America. The recently estab- 
S' 44 lished system of exchange professors is already pro- 

ducing admirable results, and there is every reason to 
hope that a similar situation may obtain in the sensitive 

and persuasive province of the fine arts. In the field of the intellect 
the equilibrium between the two countries has been moderately 
well maintained. The majority of American college professors 
have studied and taken their doctorates at the various German 
universities, and Germany has in turn given the United States a 
brilliant succession of high-minded thinkers as well as sterling patriots. 
In manners esthetic, however, the balance has by no means been so 
carefully adjusted. For numerous reasons Americans are more 
conversant with German art than are Germans with the American 
product. Many of our foremost painters have been trained either 
at Diisseldorf or Munich, and have brought back Teutonic sym- 
pone and certain scrupulous technical methods which have not 
een without influence upon the native school. There has further- 

more been for generations a public eager to possess examples by the 
leading German masters of the day; in addition to this, the expositions 
at Chicago and St. Louis measurably advanced a knowledge of the 
subject. All this has nevertheless been in a sense circumstantial and 
even accidental. The first conscious and deliberate move toward 
establishing artistic reciprocity between these two great nations, both 
so progressive and so legitimately ambitious, was made last season 
when there was held at the Metropolitan Museum in New York, 
at Copley Hall, Boston, and at the Art Institute of Chicago, a notable 
exhibition of contemporary German art. It is this latter event which 
more than anything increased current American interest in Teutonic 
achievement, and which, in large measure, is responsible for its logical 

sequel—the present exhibition of American painting in Berlin and 
Munich. 

The reasons why Germany has up to the present time known but 
little of the art which this display serves so opportunely to intro- 
duce aie not far to seek. During many arid and aakioue years there 
was no such thing as American painting, and later it was so tentative 
in quality and so slender and widely scattered in quantity that its 
very existence was barely recognizable. The geographical isolation 
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From the Exhibition of American Art in Berlin. 

PORTRAIT OF MRS, WILLIAM ROCKWELL 
CLARKE: ROBERT HENRI, PAINTER.
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From the Exhibition of American Art in Berlin. 

“MARCH SNOW”: ELMER 
W. SCHOFIELD, PAINTER.
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“NOVEMBER”: ROBERT WILLIAMS 
VONNOH, PAINTER.
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“GOLDEN DAYS”: LILLIAN 
GENTH, PAINTER.
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“THE QUIET CORNER”: IRVING 
R. WILES, PAINTER,
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HOMER, PAINTER.



AMERICAN ART IN GERMANY 

of America, the stern problems of early conquest and self-preserva- 
tion in a new country, and the lon, period of enforced provincialism 
each rendered the evolution of esthetic expression both difficult and 
precarious. Once painting in America may be said to have gained 
a footing, its leanings were naturally toward the English school, 
and subsequent influences have, save for a brief interlude, been almost 
exclusively French. There has thus been little possibility of enlisting 
German interest, and scant opportunity for increasing any latent 
curiosity. The points of contact have been few, especially since 
Americans exhibit regularly at that great’ international art bazaar, 
the Paris Salon, and only aisccaealy in the Fatherland. In view 
of these facts particular significance attaches to the exhibition in Berlin 
and Munich. Itis the first time American painting has been adequately 
presented to the German public. It places before Teutonic eyes an 
art which offers many new and distinctive features, and which has 
matured under conditions never duplicated in the history of sesthetic 
development. 

HE exhibition which is attracting the Berlin and Munich 
‘ public in such numbers to the Kunst Akademie in the former 

city and to the Kunstverein in the latter, owes its inception, 
as did that of contemporary German art at the Metropolitan 
Museum last year, to the enthusiasm and liberality of a single in- 
dividual. Already well known on both sides of the water as the pos- 
sessor of an exceptional collection of modern international art, Mr. 
Hugo Reisinger encountered little difficulty in enlisting in each in- 
stance the highest official patronage. He has shown American paint- 
ing under the most favorable auspices, and naturally his efforts have 
met with corresponding appreciation. 

Profiting by his experience in organizing the exhibition of German 
art, Mr. Reisinger, in the present case, has made a distinct advance 
upon his previous undertaking. Not only is the collection of American 
painting now on view in Germany numerically more imposing, it is 
also more comprehensive and representative. The period covered 
is substantially the same, the German display having begun with 
those great ee of the modern movement, Menzel, Bécklin, 
Lenbach and Leibl, and the American starting very properly with 
such pathfinders as Fuller, Hunt, Inness and LaFarge. In each 
case the development of pictorial art has been carried down to our own 
day, the joyous pantheists of the “Scholle,” among them Putz, Erler 
and Miinzer, being paralleled with us by Henri, Luks, Glackens, 
Bellows and their colleagues. Guided by a kindred sense of conserv- 
atism, Mr. Reisinger paused, however, in both instances before 
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those more advanced tendencies which in Germany are represented 
by the leading spirits of the Berlin Secession, and on this side by those 
brilliant experimentalists who, under the protecting «gis of Mr. 
Alfred Stieglitz, are now creating such turmoil in the breasts of the 
timid. 

MERICAN art is predominantly Anglo-Saxon in its inception. 
A It was initially fostered by the stern Puritan of New England 

and the sturdy Quaker of Pennsylvania, and in its early 
manifestations evinced decidedly more moral rigor than sensuous 
charm. Though conditions have changed considerably with time, 
Puritanism stil persists in our midst, together with its legacy of 
 aeynee and even hypocrisy. Furthermore, we unfortunately 
nd few congenial fields for the employment of the figure. We have 

no pagan myths or classic traditions; we have no deep religious con- 
victions and we are lacking in creative imagination or a taste for the 
symbolical. Artis a ae product, and no one can form a discerning 
estimate of a nation’s painting without some knowledge of forces that 
are broadly human as well as specifically esthetic. This viewpoint 
toward American painting is precisely what the foreign public is apt 
to overlook. We render the spirit of landscape with singular per- 
ception because the We of our land is familiar and full of signifi- 
cance to us; we paint the figure feebly or not at all because the fi re 
has never become a vital part of our artistic consciousness. These 
facts should go far onal explaining the situation to our German 
friends and incidentally accounting for the lack of important work of 
this class in any collection of American art. 

With a aingle ungracious exception, all the owners, whether public 
or private, of important American pictures have been generosity itself 
toward Mr. Reisinger regarding the loan of canvases fr the German 
display. The Metropolitan Museum, the Pennsylvania Academy 
of Fine Arts, the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; the newly organized 
National Gallery of Washington, the Carnegie Institute, Pittsburgh, 
and the Museums of Chicago, Buffalo, Cincinnati and Worcester, 
have all been drawn upon, Pils among private owners the names of 
Mr. Freer, Mr. Canfield, Sir William Van Horne and Mr. Evans 
figure prominently among those who have cordially supported the 
undertaking. It is incredible that any collector should fail to appre- 
ciate the service to American painting of such fundamental courtesy. 
Our country was sadly misrepresented last summer at the Venice 
International Exhibition, and every effort should be made to redeem 
such a disgrace and to render its repetition impossible. Realizing , 
the situation, Mr. Reisinger’s activities were unceasing, and fortu- 
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nately the proper support was forthcoming. In a higher sense, collectors 
should not consider themselves the owners of pictures but merely 
their temporary custodians, and the sooner this view is taken the 
better for the interests of art in general. 

HE scope of the display is confined entirely to contemporary 
| production, no examples whatever being selected from the 

Colonial epoch or from the works of those patient and indus- 
trious early landscapists who constituted our first really native school. 
Of that great quartette, however, through whose efforts our painting 
was finally freed from its long period of provincialism—Fuller, Hunt, 
Inness and LaFarge—the exhibition contains numerous typical 
canvases. ‘The caressing and penetrant vision of Fuller is recalled 
by the three-quarter length of “Nydia’’ from the Metropolitan 
Museum, while the free brush and fine observation of Hunt find ex- 
ression in “The Bather”’ and two other subjects of interest loaned 

L Mrs. Enid Hunt Slater of Washington. ‘To Inness, the first and 
still the foremost exponent of emotion in American landscape, have also 
been alloted three canvases, “The Delaware Valley” and “ Autumn 
Oaks” from the Metropolitan and “Sunshine and Clouds”’ from the 
collection of Mr. Evans. So varied in his activities and so eclectic 
in his inspiration, LaFarge was a difficult man adequately to rep- 
resent. . . . These men, who typify phases of native art which 
are already of the past, were closely followed by the two great land- 
scapists of the transition period, Homer D. Martin and Alexander 
Wyant, who further paved the way for the future and whose work of. 
necessity finds place in the current display. That fine canvas formerly 
known as “Harp of the Winds” but now called “ View of the Seine,” 
is Martin’s chief contribution, while from Wyant’s more sensitive and 
poetic brush are three pictures, the most important being “View 
in County Kerry”’ which is likewise familiar to visitors at the Metro- 
politan Museum. With these men closes what may be termed the 
nein eneihg section of the display, figures like Albert P. Ryder 
and Ralph A. Blakelock occupying a place apart. They are both 
individualists in the extreme sense of the word. Their lives have 
been passed in isolation, and, though owing much to surrounding 
influences, works such as oe “Siegfried” and Blakelock’s “ Moon- 
light” and “The Pow-Wow” belong to the romantic by-paths of 
artistic production, not to those broad channels of progress upon 
which are built the successes of the men of the middle act later periods. 

It is obvious that our art did not achieve conscious and character- 
, _ istic expression until the coming of those two radically opposite but 

equally national painters, James McNeill Whistler and Winslow 
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Homer, both of whom are this year introduced to Germany for what 
is practically the first time. Owing to the liberality of Mr. Freer 
a Mr. Canfield, the delicate and subjective art of Whistler is being 
splendidly represented in Berlin and Munich. While it is true that the 
simultaneous exhibition of some forty-odd Whistlers at the Metropolitan 
Museum has deprived Mr. Reisinger of several desirable canvases, 
yet the incomparable “Balcony,” “‘Phryne,” “ Nocturne—Blue and 
Silver,” and other subjects, supplemented as they are by a number 
of pastels and etchings, give a fulfilling idea of the subtle magic of a 
brush which seems never to lose its freshness and appeal. In direct 
antithesis to the elusive vision of Whistler stands the sturdy objec- 
tivity of Winslow Homer. In his marines Homer reaches the apex 
of his achievement, and of these Germany has the pleasure of seeing 
four examples, the most important being “The Gulf Stream’’ from 
the Metropolitan, and “Alls Well” from Boston. Heightened by 
a sure sense of dramatic effect, the stirring naturalism of Homer’s 
art has not failed to arouse enthusiasm. If in the realm of the spirit 
Whistler stands first, in the vigorous, visible world the name of Wins- 
low Homer is preéminent in American painting. The one is psychic 
in essence, the other physical, and nelnae has as yet been surpassed 
in his particular province, though each has given his countrymen a 
legacy which can be traced through many channels of development. 

T WOULD be manifestly pedantic to enumerate all the painters 
I who have been selected for appearance in the Fatherland. Nota- 

ble among the figure men are ‘Thayer and Brush, who in different 
ways perpetuate the academic tradition, and Alexander and Dewing 
who owe not a little to the persuasive spell of Whistler. Each of 
these latter is represented by characteristic works, Alexander’s most 
typical canvas being the fluent and aristocratic “Portrait of Mrs. 
Alexander,” and Dewing’s “Before Sunrise” and “Lady Playing 
the Violoncello,” giving a welcome idea of a vision which is ever 
refined and tenderly transubstantial. Needless to say, certain of the 
older men such as Chase and Duveneck, who have done so much for 
the progress of art in America, have not been overlooked, nor has 
that brilliant array of expatriates living in Paris or London, including 
Dannat, Sargent, Harrison, Mary Cassatt, Mark Fisher, Walter Gay, 
McClure Hamilton and George Hitchcock been in anywise neglected. 
The sound draughtsmanship, clear tonality and strong character- 
ization of another distinguished internationalist, Gari Melchers, find full 
scope in his “ Mother and Child”’ and “‘ Portrait of President Roosevelt,” 
both of which were accorded special praise by the German Emperor. 
There is also a group of still younger men who possess marked Euro- 
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pean affiliations, and it is a pleasure to note that they, too, find eet 
with the others; among them being Walter McEwen, Robert McCam- 
eron, George Elmer Browne, Henry 8. Hubbell and the two brilliant 
and effective newcomers, Richard H. Miller and F. C. Frieseke. 

The real strength of the exhibition lies not, however, with these 
more or less cosmopolitan painters, but with those who, after receiving 
their Continental training, returned home to face adverse conditions 
and to achieve their hard-won successes on native soil. While fully 
sensible to the subdued appeal of the tonalists such as Dewey, Ranger, 
Minor, Murphy, Tryon and their pendants, it is a matter of record 
that chief interest attached to the members of the “Ten” and to 
those in sympathy with their particular aims and efforts. It is only 
natural that the vibrant glory of Hassam’s palette, the clear-toned 
lyricism of Metcalf, the pictorial eloquence of Reid, and the broad 
vision and fine handling of Tarbell, Benson and DeCamp, should 
entitle them to a full measure of Teutonic approval. Equal praise 
was bestowed upon still newer and more vigorous personalities, 
notably Redfield, Schofield, Dougherty and Lillian Genth, while with 
them may be mentioned the work of Glackens, Henri, Bellows and 
Luks, which is so full of youthful gusto and the desire to escape from 
the sentimental and the commonplace. In portraiture, Sargent, 
Chase, Wiles, Cecilia Beaux, Henri, Ben-Ali Haggin, Funk, Schevill 
and Miiller-Ury are among those represented. i one may except 
Sargent’s supple full length of “Graham Robertson,” Robert Henri’s 
Portrait of Mrs. William Rockwell Clarke and Ben-Ali Haggin’s 
decoratively conceived ““Mme. Hanako,” together with the works of 
Melchers and Alexander and others already mentioned, there is not 
much of compelling moment in this difficult province. 
pervie certain inevitable shortcomings there is on the whole 

reasonable cause for self-congratulation on the outcome of our first 
important exhibition of American painting in Germany. Without 
question, the Germans are the most progressive and open-minded 
of latter-day Europeans. They do not accept all we have accom- 
plished with equal enthusiasm, but their general attitude has been 
most gratifying. There is distinct value to be derived from such 
undertakings as the one here under consideration. American paint- 
ing is undeniably brilliant, sensitive and eclectic, yet in academic 
circles there is a tendency toward narrowness which must be com- 
batted if our art is to attain rer development. We have not entirely 
cast off that provincialism which has so long restricted our esthetic 
and intellectual growth, and nothing could be more fruitful or stim- 
ulating than regularly submitting our achievements to the test of 
enlightened foreign opinion. 
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MODERN COUNTRY HOMES IN ENGLAND: 
BY BARRY PARKER: NUMBER THREE 
(3 Sgn OME little repetition here of subject matter which was 
yi a in “The Art of Building a Home” seems inevitable. 
os, mq) We there pointed out that an appreciation of the 
(0) sway importance of the right relation to one another of the 
A | doors, windows and fireplaces must exist in the mind 

aa i S40) of anyone who is to succeed in designing a comfortable 
~ living room; that in a rectangular room which has 

one door, one window and one fireplace the most comfortable dis- 
tribution of these is that shown in diagram one, but that in a room 
which has more than one window the pleasantest is that shown in 
diagram two. All will understand that these two diagrams must 
only be taken as showing general principles N 
capable of application in an infinite variety of SSE 
ways to endless different forms of rooms, and Bale , eet i 
of course they do not apply to bedrooms, for , oF 4 
in a bedroom the bed should occupy just the | oe 
position the fireplace should occupy in’a livin: R i 
room. Rooms planned on the lines calicated i tl 
in these diagrams are comfortable not only be- | winoow N 
cause those who sit round the fires in them are “TiS 
out of the draughts and well in the light, but Pea 
because they may be free from the apprehension of disturbance 
caused by other members of the household entering or leaving, and 
EMSS Ae where they see the room and command 

R Hanae N the outlook from it to the best advantage. 
Nem N But we must realize that it is not enough 
NEE ee N to secure actual comfort only, the planner must 
Sun N also give the oo and appearance of com- 
‘ vee fort. Some rooms have a welcoming, cheery, 
Te \ sete aspect which e a 

DIAGRAM ONE. adds something every Sy on SN °° es 
day to the sum of pe eae of their fortunate § ‘ 
users; but others, which give as great actual ‘ ‘ 
physical comfort perhaps, are quite devoid of 4 
this charm, and we cannot easily overesti- 8 wKitcren. J 
mate the importance of constant study to § ‘ 
gain it. ; N § 

One can find excuses for most things, but Ree ieee sy 
there are faults in house planning which seem Oi S=-==WOS 
inexcusable, and among these might we not Ae ae 
include a living room planned with the fireplace where the room is 
darkest, or with a door opening right across the fire? A kitchen 
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THE HOME OF MR. C. F. GOODFELLOW, AT NORTHWOOD, 
NEAR STOKE-ON-TRENT, ENGLAND: FRONT VIEW. 
REAR VIEW OF MR. GOODFELLOW’S HOUSE, SHOWING 
HEDGES AND GARDEN.
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INTERESTING USE OF WOOD IN DOORWAY 
AT THE SIDE OF THE HOUSE.
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LIVING ROOM, SHOWING BAY WINDOW AND 

DEEP INGLENOOK, 

LOOKING STRAIGHT INTO THE INGLENOOK OF 

LIVING ROOM, WITH GLIMPSE OF OPEN COURT.
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CORNER OF LIVING ROOM, SHOWLNG BUILT 

IN SLDEBOARD. 

THE DINING TABLE IS PLACED IN A WIN- 

DOWED DINING RECESS, FROM WHICH A 

FULL VIEW OF THE FIRE IS GAINED,
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BEDROOM IN MR. GOODFELLOW’S HOUSE 
SHOWING RECESS FOR BED AND INTER 
ESTING ARRANGEMENT OF WINDOWS. 

THE BUILT-IN LOW CUPBOARDS AND 

PLACE OF DRESSING TABLE IN THIS 

ROOM ARE VERY ENGLISH.
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BUILDING FOR. LIGHT 

planned in such a way that the cook will when cooking block out the 
light that would (were she not there) fall upon the range, or to have 
doors on each side of the range as shown in diagram three ? 

There is a common supposition that small rooms are necessarily 
most economical of space when square in form. For a small bed- 
N room the square form is not the most 
MXM economical because all the space the bed 
N ‘6 8 does not occupy comes to be merely a 
Nee ‘| marrow passageway around it. A room 
Nf O| mame © “poor oblong in plan works out much better, 

Ng"| 7 \, for there ag is left at the foot of the 
N vans. O \ bed available for dressing in. Neither 
N winvow § is the form of room shown in diagram 
M>DD¢_>lTESS==MOMIN four really necessarily the best for a small 

pracraw’ Foe. dining room, though it is generally taken 
as a matter of course to be so. Something on the lines indicated 
in diagram five has many advantages over it. No one sits at the 
dining table with his back to the fire roasting himself and keeping the 
heat from the others. No one sits in , KX 
his own light or where he keeps the NS a pee 
light from falling on the table, and the y Sf ; N 
door does not open right behind one & oOo “  |ey 
of those at the setbie but where there is N chains ca 
a little space between those at the table. \ Oo Oo 1 

EADERS of “The Art of Build- & Oo ys 
R ing a Home’’ will be specially Qw pow O San 

in teres te d in the illus tra: tions MSS 0050 NN 

accompanying this article, because we et ee 
there described and gave plans of a house designed for a site 
at Northwood near Stoke-on-Trent, together with reproductions of 
some of the first of my preliminary sketches for this house, and we 
are now able to give reproductions of photographs which show what 
resulted from the carrying out of these plans and sketches. We repeat 
the plans to explain the photographs and we give a section through 
the house to show how the court was planned to have the roof sloping 
down to it on all sides to make sure that light should always flood it, 
and that it should bring brightness and cheeriness and airiness right 
into the midst of the house. We have all seen small courts the effect 
of which was the very reverse of this, and was even one of well-like 
darkness, and so we realize the importance of avoiding this. I am 
glad to say the Poa of this court was beyond wk we hoped 
it would be when we planned it. This pleasantness is enhanced 
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FRONT yirry when the framing sepa- 
ecial ‘rating the court from 
foe conc # cooprniLow, Ren. the corridor is made 

Wh open framing by 
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corridors running around this court are then +4 converted into 
open cloisters, and in so sheltered a posi- “"——~ tion they can 
be left open for all but the very coldest weather. Onto these 

cloisters the rooms open with wide double doors, so that it is pos- 
sible, even though the house occupies an exposed site on a hill, to 
have the rooms open to the fresh air to an unusual extent, except in 
extremely cold weather. The sun, if it does shine, shines into the 
living room from morning to night. The dining table is placed in 
a windowed dining recess from which a full view of the fire is gained. 

During the past few days I have visited again the first house 
I ever designed, Moorlands, Buxton, Derbyshire. In many respects 
it shows imitative work, of course, but the fireplace had some of the 
advantages of the ingle fireplaces of olden times. The light of the 
fire filled the whole recess, making it contrast pleasantly and invit- 
ingly with the rest of the room. The ingle te it possible to have 
the grate standing and the fire burning right out in the room, protected 
from cross draughts. This resulted in a great proportion of the heat 
which in an anne fireplace goes up the chimney coming into the 
room, and gave three sides of the fire on which there could be seats 
instead of only one. The more completely a fire-grate is recessed into a 
wall the more heat goes up the chimney and the fewer are the points 
of view from which the fire can be seen. If an ingle is to be a success 
one essential is that a full view of the fire is obtained from all seats 
within the ingle. The design is at any rate a simple straightfor- 
ward one, depending for any charm it might have on frank 
acknowledgment of the facts of its construction and of its uses. 
Well, upon my recent visit I discovered that the present owner 
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BUILDING FOR LIGHT 

ie Geena rt | had built out a chimney- 
sae Ann aut a Im breast projecting into this 

ny TOP ill ti ingle and in this chimney- 

(| forested UW ER AE Ep breast had placed a fire-grate 
ieee nee | BED Roon IZ y of the ordinary type recessed 
ox ma Ad XN into the wall. ‘The consequences 

. Hn Pe E pai were that any a advan- 
tt = 1 tages the ingle had before were 
eS Uf I< ’ gone and the effect was only that 

fo Soho _ of a fireplace within a fireplace. 
f D ROO ES pp TY 7 The fire could only be seen by 

we eS a | those who sat in front of it. The 
fy ingle had become one in which 

\___/ no one would ever sit, because the 

; FIRST FLOOR PLAN brickwork of the new chimney-breast 
would prevent their seeing the fire, and it would 

baie a¢ne always remain a dark recess behind the range 
of the ruddy rays from the fire. It could never 

DRAWING NO: (083g again glow, open, spacious and inviting; it had 
been reduced to an absurdity. In the house at Northwood our effort 
was to approach our work in the spirit which would prevent our 
falling into mistakes such as these, for it is all a question of the spirit 
in which the work is approached. Work done with the object of 
gaining certain definite advantages of utility or beauty, which one 
really values and ip Ataigproaii is work which if simply, honestly and 
straightforwardly done generally comes out right. At Northwood 
it will be noticed that the hall ingle is contrived under the staircase 
and. landing, the flue being brought over in stonework onto the arch. 
The porch is also arran; a under the stair landing. 

Our client eee some beautiful Oriental pottery and a few 
ood Japanese wood-block prints ; these we were able to use, the 

founen in glazed cupboards in the ee en ingle, and the latter 
on various parts of the wall surfaces. ith this exception we were 
privileged to design everything in the house and to plan the garden. 
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THE DINNER PAIL: A STORY: BY LUCILLE 

BALDWIN VAN SLYKE 
‘T HALF past six o’clock on a December Saturday 
morning Evy Gilroy was dressing for a, day at ‘Taggart 
and Emslie’s pattern counter and an evening at the 

| Royal Arcade Theater. Her small sister Agnes who 
yt ‘| shared the room with her was still in bed, for Agnes 

} : had not yet reached a size that could attain. even 
“‘workin’ ’stificates for th’ holidays only.” Agnes 

was not asleep, the vehemence with which Evy had yanked at an 
unruly bureau drawer had thoroughly aroused her and she was staring 
with shrewd eyes at Evy’s frantic preparations. : 

“Your rat shows this side,” she announced gravely as Evy: put 
down the comb with an exasperated sigh of finality. Evy oe 
at the hand mirror and scrutinized the cushioned upholstery that 
loomed above her nervous little forehead. : 

“Darn!’’ she snapped, despondently, “if I ever get a dollar fifty- 
nine ahead I’ll buy me a good transfermation and don’t you for- 
get it!”’ pO 

“You’d be a fool to,” responded Aggie, sagely; “Annie Halleran 
was telling me and Meg that up to her store they are selling hardly 
any; she says they are goin’ out entirely and that coronets is goin’ 
to be all th’ rage.” vy 

“Ts that so?” asked Evy, with deep scorn, “did she tell you any 
other re-cent news?” She paused to suck ruefully at the thumb 
her belt pin had penetrated. “‘Gee, and the bunch of cheap folks that 
mob that store up there! What does she know "bout style?. Why 
the Cramer girl, you know that one that had all the money left her 
and that got married to old Anderson’s son ?—well, she’s back from 
a Paris honeymoon and she was in Taggart’s yesterday and I saw 
her close up—and her hair was pomped—not so high as some, but it 
was rae all right.” Evy paral: a second time, she was pinning 
an elaborate lace collar underneath her hated black blouse before 
fastening the stiff little collar prescribed by the store rules, an opera; 
tion requiring much skill and many pins. “You can tell those 
Halleran girls that,” she ended, contemptuously, “and you can: tell 
’em that what they think about style or anythin, else don’t cut any —? 

“Say,” interrupted Aggie, sitting up mn bed excitedly as she spied 
the collar arrangement. “Are you goin’ to another show tonight? 
You’ve been four Sat’days runnin’ this makes!”’ 

Evy smiled, a very tantalizing little smile, and finally laughed 
outright. ' ais 

“Did th’ Halleran tribe want to know anything about that?” 
she asked; “you can tell ’em I’m liable to be goin’ for some Sat’days 
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THE DINNER PAIL 

more. If you want to know it, Dan’s got regular a ares seats 
ato for the rest of the season, N seventeen and eighteen.” 

“You certainly did grab Annie’s beau all right,” giggled Aggie; 
goodness knows he hain’t worth the fight you two put up, but Annie 

certainly is madder than mad.” 
“Dry up!’ commanded Evy, shortly, “Annie Halleran’s been 

stuffing you with lies” 
rc to you!” cried Mrs. Gilroy from the doorway; “you’ve 

no call to be talking against Annie Halleran. I’m ’shamed to meet 
her mother these days from your carrying on so wid Annie’s feller— 
’nd him so small he can’t pertect himself,” she added, scornfully. 

Evy went red with rage. Danny was a shipping clerk, he could 
wear his “good”’ clothes every day and he did not carry a dinner pail, 
but he looked ridiculously small beside Evy, daughter of big Marty 
Gilroy, even when she adroitly carried her hat in her hand. 

“A man’s no call to be a telegraph pole,” she flared back, “and 
Danny hain’t always so covered with dirt you can’t see whether he’s 
big or little!” 

“Well, you’ve no call to be knocking your father all the time,” 
retorted Mrs. Gilroy, slamming the toast plate before her daughter; 
“aman can’t work all the time and then come home widout a bit of 
honest dirt to him——” 

“Honest dirt!’ snorted Evy, jabbing her hat pins through her 
long-sufferin pompadour; “Heaven knows there’s enough “honest 
dirt’ around tee all the time and you ‘widout’ the sense to get out of 
it.” She flounced angrily through the outer door. “You needn’t to 
put by any supper for me, I'll not be home.” 

And all day long, as she scornfully flipped over the gaudy pages 
of the fashion journa|s for the worried devotees of “style,”’ she brooded 
over the petty morning squabble. As the nervous strain of the day’s 
work increased, her resentment of her mother’s interference and 
Aggie’s malicious teasing grew so sharp that she was in a mood of 
ill-suppressed rage when she met Danny at the great iron gateway 
of the employee’s exit. 

Until now she had always charmed him with the sharp gaiety of 
her “company manners,” and he stared in amazement at the petulance 
of her preciue 

“Tired 2”? he asked, anxiously. 
“Dead to the world!” she snapped; “I’m sick of the whole darned 

show!” 
““Who’s jumped on you?” he demanded, promptly. 
She Teaptied a little at the shrewdness of fis query. 
“Oh, nobody in the joint,” she said, with a backward nod of her 
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THE DINNER PAIL 

head to the building behind them. “It’s just up to the house. Ma 
picks on me and picks on me.” 

She was still grumbling over the querulous plaint of her wrongs 
when they turned through the shabby doorway of the tawdry little 
eating house. 

“Ym sick of being treated like a kid,’’ was the burden of her wail. 
“Ma acts as if I was a dog sometimes—I’m getting dead sick of the 
whole thing, I am.” 

Danny leaned across the imitation marble top of the table and 
put an apologetic hand on the much-manicured fingers that were 
beating out an angry little tune with the salt cellar. 

“Evy,” he protested, “don’t get a grouch on the old lady. It’s 
a hard life our mothers gets—since mine’s gone I get ’most crazy 
thinkin’ about it sometimes—women has th’ hard time.” 

“They ‘has’,” mimicked Evy; “they certainly ‘has,’ if they 
‘hasn’t’ the sense to take care of themselves or else find somebody 
decent to do it for °em.” She tossed her head impatiently. “They 
don’t have to tie up to the first guy that comes along and then keep 
cae ‘thank you’ all their lives every time they get hit in the 
ead.” 

All through the evening in “N seventeen” of the Royal Arcade 
Theater he sat with a proprietary arm over the back of “‘N eighteen.” 
He was not thinking about the play, he was pondering over Evy. 
Until tonight she had always seemed to him a radiant being who 
moved in a happier sphere than mere work-a-day man. a dull 

pity for her sorrows possessed him, a pity that roused a daring hope. 
e straightened his shoulders manfully and grinned. 

. ae sighed as they stepped out into the snowy dampness of the 
night. 

“Tt was an elegant show,” she said, politely ; “I think she was ever 
so much grander than she was last week in ‘Trilby’. T’ll bet,” she 
added slyly, “she'll be simply great next week in ‘Kast Lynne’.” 

“Will you go?” he faked promptly, “I got th’ seats reserved 
regular, you better use ’em.” 

Evy smiled into the swirling storm. 
“I might if I don’t find a better fellow,” she replied as Danny 

tucked his arm protectingly through hers. They were loitering 
carelessly under the entrance portico, an elaborate structure of stucco 
and tin, when Evy spied Annie and Meg Halleran with their gawky 
brother as escort pushing their way from the narrow doorway that 
served as the aged exit. She grinned with malicious sweetness. 
Danny’s embarrassed touch to his hat brim provoked Annie’s noisy 
mirth. 
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“ook who’s here!”’ she cried out; “hang onto him, don’t let him 

get away or you ey lose him; th’ little thing gets lost easy!” 
“Gee, she’s awful sore on me,’ Evy remarked with guileless 

innocence, “and her and my mother’s cousins, too.” 

Danny stood in chagrined silence. 
“Annie’s all right,’”” he answered, nervously; “I used to be good 

friends with her—she was just kiddin’ me—she was always kiddin’ 

me—it wasn’t you she was knockin’ he ended, feebly. 
“Take it if you want it,” said Evy, shortly; “Ill get enough more 

of the same all right, when I get home.” 
Danny eT and drew her into the shelter of the drug store’s 

gleaming vestibule. 
“Evy,” he said, huskily, “you don’t have to go back and take 

their lip unless you say so. You and me can hike over to Jersey 
and—and———”’ his voice quavered with excitement. “I suppose 

that sounds dead crazy to you, but I—I been thinkin’ about it this 

long time back and didn’t have th’ nerve to ask you. They can’t 
kick on your goin’ out with me if—if you’re married,” he laughed 
nervously and iis voice grew deeper, “I'll be good to you, Evy, always, 
I will, and you can take it decd and Bey Pn getting twenty-eight 
now—and I—I’m dead gone on you,” he ended, pleadingly. 

“J don’t know,” whispered Evy, “I——” 

She stared into the storm, her thoughts were whirling like the 

snowflakes. She was no longer young, her little dreams of romance 
were tucked away in the long ago days when she had lived through a 

heart-aching “‘crush” for a frock-coated floor manager, and the 

deadly monotony of behind-counter life stretched before her appall- 

ingly. That Danny—Danny who in her own parlance was “ Annie’s 
mash being strung along for a good thing’—that Danny actually 

wanted to marry Tere was the stupendous unexpected. 
“Will you?” he asked, breathlessly. 
She looked at him, startled by the intensity of his tone. Again 

she felt that tremor of fright that she had experienced earlier in the 

evening. A vague sense of unfairness, toward what she could not 

have told, made her hesitate. Her voice quivered. 
“Are you sure you want me ?” she faltered; “are you sure ?”” 

“Dead sure,” whispered Danny, gravely, “dead sure, Evy.” 
The first weeks of their life to ether passed like a child’s holiday. 

Evy luxuriated in the first real idiedes of her life. Their “light 
housekeeping rooms” seemed to her the very heaven of elegance 
and the money Danny so willingly gave into her hands every Saturday 

she spent with a joyous prodigality that seemed to him altogether 
delightful. : 
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Afternoons she dressed herself in her new finery and sauntered 
about the stores as a resplendent customer, gossiping with her old 
friends behind the counter when the floor manager had passed by. 
One red-letter day she flounced haughtily into the “Gates Hair 
Emporium” and nonchalantly bought a “seven dollar and ninety- 
eight cents, twenty-seven-inch, extra quality Maxine coronet,” which 

. the trembling fingers of her erstwhile rival were forced to adjust 
under the pompous supervision of the proprietor. 

These were the days of Evy Noonan’s pride, the pride whose very 
arrogance brought light to her dancing eyes and smiles to her thin 
lips. Her quarrelsome family, in the reflected light of their daughter's 
rise in the social scale of Shonnard street, forgot their former griev- 
ances against her and exulted in her pretty airs of condescension. 

“She's a regular high stepper and no mistake,” chuckled her 
father; “I meets her tonight goin’ to the office wid a feather as long 
as your arm to her od evenin’, Mis’ Noonan,’ says I, winkin’ 
to th’ boys. ‘Good evenin’, Mister Gilroy’, says she, sassin’ me back, 
cutelike. And bye and bye she comes along back wid th’ boy wid 
her. He’s all right if he is small,” ended Marty, reflectively, “and 
certainly dead stuck on Evy. Looked as solemn as a church 
over it.” 

Danny looked as “solemn as a church’ for many nights to come, 
for that was the night when Danny lost his job. Though he searched 
unceasingly there seemed to be no other job. Evy no Aone tripped 
gaily about the shops. The old lines of worry and discontent were 
Se Cond back into her face and for whole days she scarcely spoke 
to Danny. For Evy had no patience with adversity and professed 
a fine scorn for “luck.” 

“Luck!”’ she sneered, when Danny with buoyant faith in the 
next ey insisted that it was all a “chancy thing”; “folks make me 
sick and tired always talkin’ about ‘luck! What am I goin’ to eat 
tomorrow? Your luck?” ; 

And then it was that Danny rose up and went out into the night, 
leaving her to fret and fume until she had cried herself to sleep. It 
was long after midnight when he came back and woke her with his 

little follieien laugh. 
“Your father's the grand man,” he cried out, joyously. “I was 

chasin’ around with my grouch and I meets him on th’ corner and 
he stops me and gets me to tell him what a mut I’ve been and then 
he chases me up to Hanan’s house and gets me a job!” 

Evy sat up in astonishment. She pulled her gaudy kimono over 
her cheap bridal laces and stared. 

esl didn’t know pa had any pull there,” she said, stupidly. 
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“You can just bet pa has a pull,” sighed Danny, contentedly ; 
“he’s fon to stop for me in the mornin,’ we'll be goin’ up to; ether.” 

“What makes you go so early?” she asked, “th’ office don’t go 
down till eight. There’s no use your hangin’ around th’ yards till 
an hour.” 

“Tl be hangin’ around th’ yard nine hours,” said Danny; “it’s 
not in the office I'll be.” 

“And you'll be in the yards?” gasped Evy. “You went and 
took a dirty job in the yards ?” 

He ad not understand the sudden flood of anger that she let 
loose. He could not realize that it was not simply a definite outburst 
against Danny Noonan; but that it was the accumulated rage of years, 
the foolish shame of a girl for her father’s humble occupation; the 
pitiful, unreasoning resentment of a woman against the lines of caste 
that manual labor meant to her. He could only grasp at one con- 
crete thing, that constantly her teeth clicked over one word, an insult- 
ing reiteration of “lit-tle—lit-tle” until he could endure it no longer 
and burst forth. 

“Little am 1? I was big enough—you were glad to get me a 
few weeks back!” 

“And a fool I was!” she snapped; “I thought you had th’ makin’s 
of a gentleman, but you’re like all th’ rest! Fit to be some decent 
fellow’s slave!” 

“T’m no more a slave in th’ yards nor I was in th’ office,” he 
answered in amazement; “it’s decent work and it’s decent pay!” 

“Decent!” Evy snorted. “Decent! You talk like an old woman! 
If you think it’s so decent I ’spose next you'll be gettin’ a pick and 
gettin’ down in th’ trench—or maybe you can get you one of them 
fine jobs on a swill wagon—seein’ you’re so ambitious! You'll be 
th’ eae lookin’ little shrimp when you get into jeans and trot off 
with your dinner pail ty 

“Evy Gilroy!’ he cried, desperately; “shut your mouth or I'll 
shut it for you! Your own father carried a dinner pail these years 
to feed you and I'll do the same by you, but I'll take no more of your 
lip this night!” 

Frightened by the queer gleam in his eyes she let her tirade die 
away in muttered grumbling, grumbling that slid into trailing bits 
of speech like a tired child that will not stop its fretting. 

Hie was gone when she awoke in the morning, but all through the 
day she brooded sullenly. The few tasks she might have frtssed 
herself about she deliberately neglected ; she did not even dress herself, 
but cuddled, wrapped in her kimono, in a chair by the window, idly 
watching the children in the street below. 
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When she heard Danny coming she fled obstinately to the bedroom 
and buried her face in the pillows. 

‘*Where’d you put yourself, kiddo ?”’ he called, cheerfully ; “where’d 
you get to?” and he stumbled into the dark room, shielding the lighted 
raatch in his hand. When he had lighted the gas he went over and 
pear at her shoulder gently. ‘‘Let’s shake th’ grouch,” he said, 
tenderly; ““I dropped mine. Come on, let’s cut it out! Gee, what 
you got for supper? I could eat any old grub!” 

The more she pouted and grumbled, the louder he laughed. At 
length he pulled her out of her pillows, set her on the floor and kissed 
her resoundingly. 

They ate their supper in awkward silence. It was not until she 
began to drop the spoons noisily into the pan that she et the shinin 
object he badd half hidden among the gaudy couch cushions. Behind 
his paper he was watching her anxiously. She dropped the pan with 
an abrupt bang and crossed the room hurriedly. 

A moment later a very new dinner pail went hurling through the 
window to the street below and Danny and Evy Noonan took up their 
quarrel again with all the intensity of their young souls. 

The weeks that followed were filled with nights of ceaseless bicker- 
ing and days of sullen brooding. All the little griefs and grudges 
with which Evy Gilroy had fretted away her girlhood, all her disgust 
for the distasteful occupations into which poverty had forced hen 
were lost in her anger at this one great blow to her pride. She felt 
she had been ieeclty cheated, that she had been unfairly tricked; 
she had given all her prettiness and smartness to a man who pre- 
tended to be Danny Noonan, shipping clerk, but who was really only 
Danny Noonan, laboring man. 

This new Danny Noonan, a sturdy little figure in jeans, dusty 
shoes and slouch hat, with his dinner pail on his arm, seemed to 
her a daily insult. 

In some blind, unreasoning way, his greatest crime was the fact 
that he felt no shame in that pail—the outward sign of his degrada- 
tion. From the night when she had sent it flying into the street she 
had hated it with all the intensity that an angry woman can cherish 
toward a thing inanimate. 

Mornings she taunted him bitterly while he clumsily tucked 

great slices of bread and meat into it. Evenings, if he chanced to 
put the pail on the table she would brush it angrily to the floor and 
scold over the “dirty, cluttering tin.” Sundays she affected great 
pity for the trial it must be to him to leave it behind him. 

Under the steady insolence of her constant scorn a far better man 
than poor Danny Noonan might have been driven to desperate lengths, 
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but in some mysterious way the great love that he bore her made 
him pity her unreasoning rage. 

And vague memories of the pride that had made his struggling 
mother keep him in shoes when other little urchins einered joy- 
ously barefoot, made him realize that the “looks of the thing” meant 
far more to the heart of poor, foolish womankind than the mind of 
man could comprehend. 

Evy’s flimsy attempts to hide their discord from her family 
amounted to so little that she found a fresh impetus for her rancour 
in their open sympathy for Danny. 

In his blundering way, Marty Gilroy, his great heart aching for 
his foolish daughter and his manly sense of justice roused at the mani- 
fest suffering of Danny, tried to smooth things over. 

“Don’t mind her too much, Danny,” he faltered, “she got a bit 
fussy working in th’ swell pee she did. Just plain folks like us 
fret her. You see me and her ma spoiled her some—her bein’ our 
first. So’s if you’d just humor her like——” 

Danny turned his head away and spoke thickly. 
“Lord knows I have,” he said, “It’s a-makin’ it worse, too. I guess 

we just got to scrap it out—but, gee— it’s the divil!” 
“It’s hell, a thing like that is,” answered Marty, solemnly. He 

stopped in the middle of the street and put his hand on Danny’s 
arm. “Boy,” he said, wistfully, “it’s askin’ a lot, but maybe it would 
help some if I knew—what’s she set on? I know her—she’s set on 
somethin’—what is it ?”’ 

Danny laughed mirthlessly. 
“She’s set on nothing,” he said, shortly, “she’s set agin some 

thing.” 
What ?? demanded Marty. 
Danny lifted his dinner pail and sighed. 
“Tt’s this,” he said, grimly. 
And Marty Gilroy, brave soul, laughed with his rare but hearty 

laughter. : 
“Lord love us, lad!’ he said, ‘‘ Wid her mother ’twas me pipe!” 
“Pipe!” gasped Danny. 
“Old Dugan’s son Jack that married her sister was smokin’ 

se-gars,” chuckled Marty, “‘and me—well, I liked me pipe. An’ 
many a one we broke between us! An’ to think Id forgot it all 
these twenty years! Danny, you'll have to wait till it senses itself 
to her. There hain’t no other way about it wid women. You can 
talk it out easy and square wid a man, but wid a woman—she’s got 
to sense it herself. An’ she'll sense it the queerest way—ways you 
and me couldn’t see into—suddenlike sometimes and sometimes slow 
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like—but turrible easy when she does it! Don’t you fret, boy, don’t 

you fret.” 
But Danny did fret, he fretted out his very soul in these trying 

days. For over and over there was borne in on his consciousness 
the fact that Evy did not really care for him, that she had only married 
him “to better herself.” 

He plunged into his new work with an intensity that startled his 
foreman. He pored over the books that sympathetic man advised. 
He was no stupid cog in the great machinery of the ey was 
Danny, he was a man, a man stirred deeply by the ambitions of a 
woman he had doggedly determined auld care. 

By some delicious freak there came into that dreary February a 
delectable, springlike day, a day so deceptively fair that all humanity 
felt itself stirred by the recollection of summer joys and a disgust 
for the unprofitable monotony of things urban. Danny and Evy 
were but a small, small part of the great throng that swarmed beach- 
ward to stroll along the ugly seaside streets down to the great bulk- 
head that ended the boulevard. 

They leaned over the parapet like the rest, alternately gazing 
out over the water or lookin, tek at the shining line of motors 
drawn up at the head of the dive 

Evy watched the women in the tonneaus jealously. 
“Tf I rode in one of them automobiles,” she said, fretfully, “Pll 

bet I’d get myself up somehow. There’s plenty of cute bonnets they 
could wear instead of those veils. They certainly isn’t any style to 
tying your head a like the toothache.” 

“They certainly haven’t nothing on you for looks,’ responded 
Danny, gallantly. 

Evy made no answer. She was eyeing the occupants of the car 
that had stopped directly back of them. ‘To her amazement the youn, 
man who was clambering over the steps was greeting Danny with 
a friendly, 

_ “Hello, Noonan! Some day, isn’t it!’ and was actually lifting 
his hat to her. Even before she could respond with a dazed nod she 
was staring at the pretty young woman he was helping over the step. 

“Dan,” she whispered, excitedly, “it’s that Miss Cramer—with all 

the money—that married old Anderson’s son——” but her bit of 
gossip died vi unheeded for the pair had advanced to the edge of 
the bulkhead where the former Miss Cramer leaned far out over the 
ae taking long, delighted sniffs of the salty air. 

The two men talked a moment, then young Anderson turned 
easily to his wife. 

“Ruth,” he said, “this is Mr. Noonan, the Mr. Noonan.” 
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“J don’t know whether I’m glad to meet you or not,” said Mrs. 

Anderson, holding out her hand, “You’ve made Jack altogether 

too fond of you.” 
Evy turned from the trio with awkward reluctance. She felt 

a soft touch on her arm. 
“T’m sure,” said Mrs. Anderson, “that I’ve met you, too, Mrs. 

Noonan, only I can’t just think where.” 
“T used to be at Taggart’s before I was married,” blurted Evy 

and bit her lips over this needless betrayal. 
“Then I guess we’re both haughty brides, aren’t we?’ laughed 

Ruth, ‘‘Isn’t it the grandest day? Don’t you just love it?” 
“Yes,” said Evy in vague discomfort. 

“Were you going to walk as the sand?” persisted the girl. 
““We were, only I suppose now Jack has a man to talk to he’s quite 
forgotten me. We might stroll along just to see if they’d notice us,” 

pa so Evy let herself be carried along, pride and resentment struggling 
in her silly heart and her sulkiness betraying itself in her thin lips. 

“Aren't men the dearest ?” babbled little Mrs. Anderson, “look 
how chummy ey get right away and you and I as stiff as sticks 
because we don’t know each other! But then that’s not fair to us, 

either,” she added, ingenuously, “‘because they did know each other 

before. Jack is so fond of Mr. Noonan!” 
Evy’s eyes turned upon the girl beside her in startled amazement. 
“He thinks he’s one of the Rrlehicst men in the yards,” went on 

the soft voice, “night after night I have to listen to “Noonan—Noonan 

—Noonan!’ Haakon I’m jealous of Mr. Noonan sometimes! You 
see they have their lunch together most days.” 

Evy’s eyes opened wider, she could hardly tell what the little 

lady beside her was saying. 
“Had lunch together!” 
Evy went on stammering stupid yesses and noes while the voice 

chattered on. 
“Dear me, isn’t it the worst thing, putting up lunches! I’ve 

ransacked about twenty cook books trying to find new kinds of 
sandwiches! Once I made some lovely sounding nut ones that Jack 
perfectly loathed, he said if it hadn’t been for Mr. Noonan’s pail he 
would lave starved. I guess, Mrs. Noonan, you must be degecr 

at it than I am.” 
“I guess not,” stammered Evy. 
“IT guess yes,” contradicted Mrs. Anderson, merrily. “You're 

just modest about it. I’m not. I’m blatantly proud of my sand- 
wich ability. I think I could write a book about them, and lately,” 
she confided with a bridelike importance, ‘when it’s very cold I put up 
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a hot lunch and take it down at noon.” She nodded her head sagely. 
“T think hot things are much better for them. And then, too,” she 
laughed Ghfectiously, “I think the yards are wonderful.” 

“Wonderful ?”’ echoed Evy stupidly. 
“Do you know,” said Ruth, putting her hand impulsively on 

Evy’s arm, “I never was brought up Tkecihy in some ways, my 
father is disgracefully lazy and all my life long there was something 
I wanted terribly, I couldn't explain it, I just wanted it. And the 
first time Jack took me down to the yards I knew what it was—it 
was that!’ Her eyes shone roguishly. “Of course I know a lot of 
it is caring about our particular man—but somehow the tremendous 
bigness of seeing them all working together, making such wonderful, 
powerful things! Oh, it must be bet to be a man and do things 
—big things like that! Don’t you think so?” 

““I—guess so,” said Evy uneasily. 
“But then,” went on the voice, “it’s rather nice being a girl and 

seeing it all and helping a little bit—of course not in an important 
way fike men—but some. It’s all part of the game Jack says. I like 
calling living the game, don’t you? They actually do miss us!” she 
eoted abruptly, “that’s Jack’s whistle.” 

“How dreadful of me to have chattered so,” she said after they 
had walked back silently, “Do forgive me, Mrs. Noonan, the ocean 
just runs away with my tongue some days.” 

“It’s all right,” said Evy, slowly, “I don’t mind. I guess I—I 
guess he wants you should hurry,” she ended, lamely. 

“TI guess,” laughed Mrs. Anderson, “you see we borrowed my 
dad’s car and we’ve got to get it back to him before five.”” She held 
out her hand in warm friendliness when they parted. ‘‘ Good-bye,” 
she said, “it’s very nice to know you.” And then she smiled, that 
slow adorable smile that brought a queer choking feeling to Evy’s 
throat. 

“Good-bye,” said Evy. 
All the way home in the crowded train Evy’s thoughts lingered 

around the smile and joyous cadences of the voice. After a time the 
easy phrases began to recur in her mind and she frowned, a puzzling 
frown of bewilderment. 

“The big things men do—the game——” 
And then it was that the blessed light of understanding began to 

creep into Evy Noonan’s heart. It did not come with blinding force, 
it came with quiet ise ae little by little into her selfish soul. 

She was strangely silent all through the evening and far into the 
night she lay puzzling and thinking, groping through this strange 
new labyrinth of ideas. She was too bewildered to grasp it all, she 
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had for the first time in her life, the curious sensation of seeing herself 
as somebody else; she was like a bedtime child patiently sorry for the 
deed its naughty little daytime self had done. 

In the flood of thoughts that swept her along Evy flared back in 
anger and resentment. 

“Tf she’d grubbed along like my folks and me,” she thought, 
hotly, “she wouldn’t think things so——”’ but in the midst of this 
there came back the memory of the smile and the deep contented tones 
of the voice. 

“And Jack is so fond of Mr. Noonan!” They liked him down 
there! They did not despise him! And suddenly, tired from the 
maelstrom of thought, she dropped asleep. 

She woke early with an unaccustomed sense of coming back to 
something pleasant. She rose quietly and went out into the living 
room. 

In the corner beside his heavy work boots lay the dinner pail. 
She went over and picked it up with a laugh. 

All through breakfast Danny stared at her. 
“What are you laughing at?” he demanded. 
“Nothin’,” she answered, demurely. 
And when he had finished his coffee he began spreading great 

slices of bread and stacking them awkwardly together. She watched 
him, her eyes brimming with fun like a mischievous child. 

For some inconsequent reason her laughter hurt him more than 
her scorn. 

“It’s funny, hain’t it?” he said bitterly, and all the light of joy 
went out of her face. She got up abruptly and went over to the 
window where she stared out into the street through her hurt tears. 

He crossed the room heavily, jerked the pail from the floor and 
banged it down on the table. ‘The cover flew off with a clang. For 

: a moment as he stared down into the pail at the food she had so deftly 
tucked into it he could not realize what had happened. 

Then suddenly his voice rang out. 
“Evy! Evy!’ he cried. “What ever came over you to do it?” 
She turned very slowly, this strange, new Evy and stood, her hand 

on her heart, looking across the room at him. An ineffable peace 
possessed her soul, she smiled dreamily through her tears, all the 
new-found wisdom of the night lending sweetness to her voice. 

And then came the miracle. 
“Gettin’ to care, Danny,” she said, simply. 
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IRVING R. WILES: DISTINCTIVE AMERICAN 

PORTRAIT PAINTER 

MMM NE of the many interesting things in the work of 
La | Irving R. Wiles is that just as you have thoughtfully 

NS a and satisfactorily catalogued it you come across a 
ibe fresh canvas entirely along new lines, telling you an 

, oY) i\ invigorating story of an ever-enlarged interest in life 
Reese and an ever-increasing grasp of a sound and intelli- 

gently handled technique. tne had perhaps thought 
of him first and foremost as a painter of artists’ portraits, portraits 
that from their essential values have become a part of the record of 
the growth of portrait painting in America, andl you have found in 
these portraits—the greatest of them—that he was most interested 
in portraying the men and women of achievement, those who were 
contributing to the progress of art in America. This is true to such 
an extent that he has been called the artists’ painter, but it would be 

pi Lean true to call him the actors’ painter, seiner berg i portrait 
of Julia Marlowe and that masterpiece of portraiture, Mrs. Gilbert. 

Yet many who know Mr. Wiles’ painting best turn to his po 
tation of youth, and there indeed you have a fresh phase of his art, 
just as convincing and just as sincere. His children are full of charm. 
The very technique he employs in painting them is more joyous, the 
color fresher, “younger,” than in his delineation of mature life. 
There is a seemingly all-unconscious exuberance in his canvases of 
young people that stirs the imagination, and your response is immedi- 
ate, not only to the artist’s accomplishment but to childhood itself, 
to the young days, your own and a others. And yet in these paint- 
ings of boys and maidens there is never for a. moment the faintest 
suggestion of sentimentality. The charm lies in the truth about life 
which is shown and in the artist’s power to present it with a certain 
golden freshness and profound understanding. The wholesome 
realities of life are depicted in Mr. Wiles’ canvases, the gladness of 
childhood, the dignity of age and the glory of good work. You feel 
that Mr. Wiles sees these things before all others in life. He helps 
you to see them, and, even if you are a critic, in spite of yourself, you 
rejoice with him that such things are true. And if your experiences 
in life have given you romance as well as sorrow, you respond to the 
fine philosophy of life which touches all the art of this man as swiftly 
as you respond to the art itself. 

Perhaps this sounds a little elaborate. If so, it is an injustice to 
Mr. Wiles, for his work first of all suggests simplicity, simplicity of 
feeling, simplicity of expression. He presents no intricate symbolism 
in his work, no revelation of a nature complicated beyond power to 
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express its thought. Mr. Wiles’ mind, on the contrary, is evidently 
as serene as his methods of painting are frank. And you are very 
grateful to him for this, for the temptation today to bewilder an 
audience by a rapid-fire presentation of a befogged effort at sym- 
bolism is one that some of our young artists find it impossible to 
resist. Undoubtedly the man troubled with great imagination must 
sometimes see beyond his power of expression, but the difficulty is 
that so often he is willing to fumble in his technique because he has 
not yet learned to see clear and to master his imagination and make 
it a part of the great equipment of his art. And the public is likely 
to fall into that very heedless attitude (especially is it a pitfall for the 
critic) of fancying that the man whose method of expression is clear 
and fluent is lacking in the subtler qualities of imagination. We have 
let ourselves believe that imagination must be a vague and ponderous 
thing rather than a vital iiddity which shall help a man to see all of 
life vividly and to record it clearly; whereas the real mystery of the 
imagination is that it has the power to stimulate vision. For the sake 

of the right progress of art we should cease to regard the tangled and 
the foaled in art as expressive of vast heights of genius, and demand 
something greater than a self-absorbed artist, a bewildered onlooker 
and art as a victim of so-called symbolism. 

In Mr. Wiles’ frank simplicity we feel a deep-laid purpose. He 
has found the ideals of art in the realities of life—real people, young 
and old, workers mainly, these have furnished him atifficient inspira- 
tion for a life of ceaseless activity. It is interesting to note the extent 
to which the world is ready to respond to this sane joyous wholesome- 
ness in art. For years Mr. Wiles has been a member of the National 
Academy of Design in New York. He has had many prizes from 
the Society of American Artists as well as from the Academy. He 
has received medals from Chicago in eighteen hundred and ninety- 
three, from Buffalo in nineteen hundred and one, from the Universal 
Exposition in Paris in nineteen hundred and three, from St. Louis 
in nineteen hundred and four. In addition to his portrait work he 
has exhibited repeatedly the most interesting and delightful genre 
painting. 

If we were to select the pictures of Mr. Wiles which seem to us 
to represent his widest range of interest, his most complete realization 
of beauty, his most inescapable charm, we should group together 
the various portraits of his daughter, also an artist, young, with an 
inevitable quality of picturesqueness and the sensitiveness of tempera- 
ment which render i equally interesting as a sitter and painter. 
She has been the inspiration of some of her father’s most distin- 
guished work; among others, “On the Beach,” “The Girl and Horse” 
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(published in THe Crarrsman for March), ‘With Hat and Veil,” 
“The Black Shawl,” ‘The Window,” ‘The Student,” “Autumn 
Stroll,” “The Studio” and ‘Mrs. Wiles and Daughter.” All of 
these portraits, whether indoors or out of doors are inevitably full of 
light, of spontaneous charm, possessing a beauty that is built up of a 
realization of American ideals, and presented with a certain refined 
vigor which is the essential quality of Mr. Wiles’ work. Refine- 
ment, in fact, is never absent from his canvases, but it is not the 
refinement born of petty conformity; it is rather that of restraint and 
of determined proidane: of all eccentricity. 

Fortunately, Mr. Wiles’ earliest instruction was from a sane, 
wholesome American point of view. His father, a gifted painter of 
landscapes, was his det instructor, and although be subsequently 
studied in Paris with Carolus Duran and Jules Tete, he returned 
to America to work definitely to express himself as an American 
artist. At the start he did excellent drawings for the illustrated 
eriodicals of the times. He contributed to the Water Color exhi- 

tition! but little by little his attention turned to the more vital quality 
of portrait painting. He never sought the attention of the world 
through eccentricity of subject or technique. He has never been 
identified with any special school or any new movement. He has 
always worked quietly toward the accomplishment of his own ideals 
by way of his own fine purpose, until the public has grown to expect 
a¥standard of excellence in all his work, to the point of taking it for 
granted; for Irving Wiles is a student, which means that he is 
interested in his own development, and as life is his master, one expects 
that a growth will be along ways that are good for the artist’s feet 
to tread. 

At an exhibition of Mr. Wiles’ work at Knoedler’s in February 
last it was possible to estimate the sum of his achievement as a por- 
trait painter with some degree of satisfaction. Sixteen portraits were 
shown, pone: them some of his most distinguished canvases. The 
inescapable characteristics of the work were strength of modeling, 
freshness of tone, simplicity of treatment and always the ca acity 
to say convincingly how wonderful is the beauty of youth. Mr. Wiles 
has come close to the ideals of his own country and has been generous 
in presenting them in his work. And the betier we as a peo ie realize 
the significance of these ideals the more grateful we shall Ae to the 
men who treasure them for us in their art. 
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ROSES: BY THE AUTHOR OF “THE GARDEN 

IN THE WILDERNESS” 

= MA VER since I was a little girl, I’ve hoped each spring 
. AEE some nice old uncle from India would send me fifty 

H me) ) | dollars accompanied by a gruesome threat, such as: 
Vez | “If you use one cent of this money for ae but 

AD roses, the first night the east wind blows a blackbird 
will come along and nip off your nose.” But as it 
hasn’t really happened yet, I have to pretend along the 

last part of April or first of May that it is about to Nanpen and start 
to work to alect the fifty dollars’ worth. 

It is so hard to advise another just which roses to get, because 

my list of irresistible ones grows each year, and then the rose-growers 
have been so generous sending me unlabeled gift roses it so happens 
now that some of my loveliest roses’ real names are unknown to me 
—they’ve had to attain names as best they might. For instance, 
that delicate pinky-white climber with the great loose clusters having 
the odor of frankincense and myrrh, is known to us as the “horse- 
bitten-rose,”’ but to you that name would not be enlightening. 

Of course, we all have reminiscent reasons for wanting certain 
roses, and, if you are like me, you’ll keep on trying Marechal Niel 
and Fortune’s Yellow even though geography prohibits and zero 
browbeats you. One of my rose prides is the Cherokee which I 
have teased through three winters now, because of the great wild 
hedges I remember along the highways in the South. Each winter 
I lighten its protection, as I have a theory that if you can persuade 
a delicate rose to survive several Northern winters it grows hardier, 
following out Nature’s old law of adaptation to condition. 

UPPOSE we pretend together that the old uncle from India has 
stingily sent us only nine dollars and twenty-five cents instead 
of the expected fifty dollars, and make the best of it. Out of that 

amount we'll have to get hybrid perpetuals, hybrid teas, plain teas 
and climbers—and feel thankful all at the same time. The hybrid 
perpetuals, you know, are the cone hardy roses, supposed only to 
bloom in June, though mine bloom spasmodically through the fol- 
lowing months until winter. After each flowering I cut the branch 
that has flowered almost back to the original stalk, and then it puts 
out new shoots which often blossom. 

The hybrid teas have a hybrid perpetual ancestor on one side 
and will stand through a Northern winter with protection. ‘They 
are perpetual joys, blooming constantly until November. We'll have 
to have the hybrid teas even if we economize on the hybrid perpetuals. 

The teas—if you live in the North—are the roses you'll keep 
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on trying for sentimental reasons, association, or sheer bravado, 
because they are not hardy here. But they are the most florescent 
and are very beautiful, so we'll have to indulge in a few for luxury 
and by getting two-year-old plants we will be generously rewarded 
this season anyway. The climbers we'll rurohade will be of the 
rambler and Wichuriana varieties. If we could have only one hybrid 
perpetual I’d beg for Gloire Lyonnaise. Its blossoms are sump- 
tuously beautiful in form and of a golden white shade. The foliage 
is distinguished and it is unpopular with insects. 

Soleil d’Or is the most spectacular rose—a mingling of peach, 
marigold and flame. Given great richness of fare the bush wall geo 
to prodigious size. A splendid velvety reddish black rose is the 
Prince Camille de Rohan. With Mrs. John Laing—that exquisite 
pink rose, we will have a white, a pink, a red and a yellow. 

If you know roses at all, and I said, “guess which hybrid tea I’ll 
mention first,” I am sure you’d say “Killarney.” Well, you would 
be right. It’s the Irish queen I’d be pining for first of all. In bud 
it is perfection; open, it “spreads and spreads till its heart lies 
bare.”” Even fallen, each petal is a poem—a deep pink shallop with 
prow of gold. 

Bessie Brown is so dignified, pallid and austere she is known as 
Elizabeth in my garden. The Kaiserin Auguste Victoria has a 
Teutonic hardiness and carries her cream-white flower head high and 
regally. 

A seswenie de President Carnot has a feminine-like blush, but a 
masculine vigor. The Wellesley gives us a delicious shade of pink. 
But here we awe chosen two pinks and no red at all. How could I 
have forgotten that giant J. B. Clark, when he has grown nine feet 
in height trying to woo my Dorothy Perkins? He is the reddest, 
healthiest, tallest man-rose In my garden. 

For yellow we will choose the Moa Cochet. Now that we have 
reached the plain teas I’m glad to begin with one that has proved 
almost as hardy with me as a hybrid tea—that is, the Coquette de 
Lyon, which is a lemon yellow and positively wears itself out bloom- 
ing. The Souvenir de Malmaison is strictly speaking a Bourbon, 
but we'll let it be a tea for our purposes. It is so lovely with its shell 
pink tones, and we may be able to winter it, with especial care. 

Isabella Sprunt is another yellow rose of great florescence. It 
is so easy to get yellows in the teas, and yellow seems to go with frail- 
ness of constitution. But I’ve chosen only the ones that fie proved 
hardiest with me, and those I can brag of having wintered a few 
times. For pure recklessness, let’s buy the Golden Gate, simply 
because we can’t resist its blending of pale gold and rose. Another 
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extravagance will be the Sunset, which we will be satisfied to enter- 
tain this one summer for its topaz and ruby beauty. 

Of course, we can’t do without that fragile creature, the Duchesse 
de Brabant. Such silky texture and delicate pinkness of cheek has she. 

“Citron red with amber and fawn hadi” say the rose cata- 
logues of Souvenir de Victor Hugo—nobody could resist that. It is 
al that is sung of it and more, for they do not mention its fragrance. 

ERE we are to climbers and I find Lynch’s hybrid at the tip 
H of my pen first. Wherever you live, you may one day see a 

strange rose branch looking over your fence, and I'll just 
tell you now, that it will be my Lynch’s hybrid. Not content with 
spreading in every direction, over all neighboring roses, I’m sure it 
will soon ignore garden bounds and become a wandering minstrel. 
I permit its branches to grow six or ten feet, then drape them over 
to adjacent arches or mais ibekti rose nie This has happened so 
often that now when the Lynch’s hybrid blooms there are ropes and ropes 
of roses swinging in every direction. It is of the Wichuriana family 
and blooms only in June, but it blooms all of June. Its clusters are of 
many perfect fairylike roses of vee paling to white. Of the Wichu- 
rianas my next favorite is the Evergreen Gem. Its blossoms are not 
in clusters, but each rose comes in an edition-de-luxe. Of a pale 
yellow with apricot tones, the color of the flower is enough to recom- 
mend it. But shut your eyes and whiff its perfume, and you'll say, 
“ripe apple.” The Evergreen Gem prefers to sprawl on the ground 
atl delights in covering stone terraces; it can be trained up, just 
as a monkey can be taught man tricks, but what’s the use? 

Manda’s Triumph (white) and ah Gay (cherry pink) we must 
have. And I can’t resist ending with Dorothy Perkins, but to praise 
her well-known charms would use up needless type. I'll only say, 
save all the cuttings of the Dorothy you plant, so you will have at 
least a thousand to comfort you when you’ve grown old. 

Now we’ll count up our list and put the roses down sensibly in 
line so we may see both what we have and what we have spent. 

Hybrid Perpetuals 
Gloire Lyonnaise, larger size... 6. se. co... es cee gee tees. s. 80.20 
Soleil d’Or, two-year-olds. faces cee cee etine cee teen e ee 60 
Prince Camille de Rohan, larger size...................  .20 
Mrs. John Laing, larger size... .............0..0.0.020.. 20 

Hybrid Teas 
Willamney, larger size wen cy 4. desi ien con Seok eee | 280 
(Bessie Brown, larger size... 2c ssey svi s se aeeae nine.  aO5 
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Kaiserin Auguste Victoria, larger size................... 20 

Souvenir de Death Carnot, larger size................ 20 
Wellesley, larger size... 2.05.0... bec e cee eee eee 80 
J. Bo Clarks larger size. Js ais erat beams a sal AO 
Yellow Maman Cochet, larger’size..0. 0000. cee BS 

Teas 
Coquette de Lyon, two-year-old................-2.-..+. 85 
Souvenir de Malmaison (Bourbon), two-year-old.........  .35 
Duchesse de Brabant, two-year-old...................... 85 
Souvenir de Victor Hugo, two-year-old.................. 80 
Isabella. Sprunt, two-year-old. oi... 60. ee ee, | BB 
Golden, Gate; two-year-old..).) ec. eee dh 8 BB 
Sunset; two-yeareold.s och sn coeuteds Seesaw es eee. 86 

Climbers 
‘ Lynch’s Hybrid (Wichuriana), two-year-old.............. 40 

Evergreen Gem (Wichuriana), two-year-old.............. .40 
ME ana Triumph (Wichuriana), two-year-old............ 40 
Lady Gay (Rambler), two-year-old...................... 40 
Dorothy Perkins (Rambler), two-year-old............... 40 

BP Ota let ee eee cae le salut cin Wena ne ene Panne OG 
And after all we haven’t used up all the nine dollars and twenty- 

five cents; so you may either change “larger size” to “two-year-old,” 
or you may spend the surplus on that dream shatterer, the blue rose, 
which I see advertised on the back of the latest rose catalogue. 

T IS worth considering in connection with our expenditures, that 
I an ordinary bunch of roses you’d buy at the florist’s to send your 

sweetheart might cost more than all our old miserly uncle has 
sent us, and the Ronlquict from the florist’s would be withered and 
thrown out in a week, while here we’re starting a rose garden for the 
aes of that sweetheart to enjoy years and years from now. 
d so when we begin our rose garden we'll begin it right—no super- 

ficial dig ing and sticking in any old way of these precious plants. 
First we il lay out our garden with a ball of twine tied to a stick, either 
informally or, improvising as we go, in some private original design 
which expresses us, not our neighbor. ‘Then we will have it all dug 
as deep as we by strategy and a can lure some man to dig. 
When it is all dug, then to mark out the individual holes, leaving 
generous space between the hybrid perpetuals because they grow 
to be such big fellows, and not forgetting to give Mr. J. B. Glark 
plenty of courting room. 
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The hybrid teas need less space, generally speaking, while the 
teas may be planted, say, about a foot apart. Save a climber to cover 
the arch (designed by yourself, not a store bought one) at the entrance 
to your rose garden, and trail the others over your paths in spots 
where one wil have to stoop perhaps a little when passing under 
blossoming branches to find new beauty on the other ae, 

Each hole must be twenty inches pe take all the old everyday 
soil out, and put a little coal ashes in the bottom for drainage. If 
you have a compost pile, mix compost and well-rotted cow-manure, 
filling half the hole with the mixture. Sprinkle this with the plain 
soil, then place the sacred bush in the hole, spreading the roots in the 
direction they naturally take. Cover the roots with more bed-soil, 
then press gently, gently, until the plant is firmed. Now pour in 
water, from which the chill has been taken, until the hole is almost 
full, letting it soak in gradually, then put compost and cow-manure 
until it is higher than the surrounding ground. Plant your feet firmly, 
but not disrespectfully, on the surface of the hole, packing it down 
around the rose-bush, which you meantime hold in upright position. 
As a finality, draw the bed-soil up loosely about the stem of the rose, 
leaving the surface quite dry so the sun may have no chance to bake 
or broil. 

If oe done all this simple, yet seemingly complex, business 
pee you need never water your rose again! 

en the bushes reach the blooming stage, trim back severely 
the branches which have flowered, always trimming so as to leave 
an eye on the outside of the branch. Don’t be afraid of cutting too 
much. The courageous rose-surgeon is the one who gets the largest 
fees in flowers. If you have done enough trimming through the sum- 
mer blooming months, there will be no necessity for any trimming in 
the fall, except always to cut out dead branches. ‘Then, too, when you 
think of the cold that’s coming, and the struggle the poor things will 
have to go through during the winter, to trim them at this perilous 
time would be as mean as to strike a man when he’s down. 

In mid-April, prune all blackened ends and weak branches. 
Some of your hybrid teas may look absolutely dead, but don’t give 
them up yet. ‘Trim the bushes down to within two inches of the 
ground, and shortly you will be rejoiced to see red-nosed sprouts 
peeping through the ground—shoots from the roots, which generally 
survive. 

If you don’t own a compost pile begin one now. Even a weed 
becomes valuable when pulled up and thrown on the compost. Con- 
tribute all dead blossoms, weedings, trimmings, garden rubbish, 
leaves, manure rakings and even some garbage and dish-water. 
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Place the compost far enough from the house so you won't bother 
about the sanitary problem, and every few weeks spade a few shovel- 
fuls of earth over the whole pile. After a year’s mellowing you 
will have something more valuable than manure to work into your 
rose beds. 

Dig continually with pronged spade about your roses, being 
careful not to tear the roots. The soil should always be kept loose 
if you would be spared the bugbear of watering. Mulch with lawn 

clippings, spulig old supply under when the fresh is ready. Spray 
once a week with a water made foamy by tobacco and sulphur soap. 
You will not vanquish the insects—no, not in this world, but even 
abating them is a human triumph. 

About the middle of November purchase rye straw by the bundle 
and after tying your rose-bushes gently to a firm stake, sheathe the 
straw about the hybrid teas and plain teas not too tightly, tying in 
about three places. The hybrid perpetuals may go nude all winter. 

A trip to the West Indies or Sicily about the middle of March 
might help you to overcome the unconquerable temptation of uncover- 
ing your roses too soon. Returning from your voyage about the 
second week in April, the plants could be disrobed safely, and—live 
ne ever after, or at least all summer. 

ou will realize, of course, that growing roses is not easy work. 
Believe me, the rose-grower can be neither a fool nor a lazy man. 
It’s so hard to write plain, practical facts about roses. ‘To write of 
them properly one would irresistibly compose a sonnet. And when 
you pick your first great basketful some very dewy June morning, 
please eee them in an old blue bowl for my sake, and the sake of 
our Indian uncle, whom we had almost forgotten. 

—f Ol a ae 
Pp ee eee 

ee i eee 
BR Sek SRE Sc OG SLAMS 5 IRI ee rn 
a Bonne ee rns oe ees ee a a 

PO as Ni ki 
Te ge NA ee ee ae 

7 oe Pet neo Neri ae lk 
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PROF. L. H. BAILEY, DIRECTOR OF THE NEW 
YORK STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE 

ip VV \ROFESSOR L. H. BAILEY, who was appointed 
tg j_ {| Chairman of the Country Life Commission by 
Bw] President Roosevelt, had his agricultural career forced 
[7 .-<2| upon him contrary to all his personal ambition. When 

q nea } he was asked to become Director of the New York 
i State College of Agriculture at Cornell University, 

Prof. Bailey was recognized as the leading horticul- 
turist of the country, and his income from his books and farm made 
him financially independent. But President Schurman and the 
farmers of New York told Professor Bailey that he was the only man 
who could build up a college of agriculture equal to those of Wiscon- 
sin, Minnesota, lowa and Illinois. They were right. Professor 
Bailey secured a building worth two hundred and fifty thousand dol- 
lars from the State legislature, but a life of political and administrative 
cares was much against his taste. He preferred writing and lecturing, 
was afraid of travel and looked ferred to testing dwarf apples on his 
own farm. But duty called him and he gave up his private pleasure 
for the public good. 

Prof. Bailey’s love of nature developed very early. He was 
brought up on a fruit farm near Lake Michigan, and at the age of 
fourteen he read a paper on birds in relation to agriculture before the 
fruit growers of his county. His interest in botany was suddenly 
aroused, as in the case of Asa Gray and John Bartram, and the first 
flower he analyzed was a crocus. He became an assistant to Gray at 
Harvard and is now the leading American authority on the botany 
of cultivated plants. His particular hobby is the notoriously difficult 
genus Carex, which comprises the sedges. 

Prof. Bailey is a wonderfully versatile man. His magnetic per- 
sonality makes him an inspiring teacher and he is in great request as 
a public lecturer and speaker. He is a philosopher, witness his 
“Survival of the Unlike,” and has even published a volume of poems. 
The number of books written by him is prodigious. His greatest 
editorial undertakings are the “ Cyclopedia of American Hocticnl- 
ture” and “‘Cyclopedia of American Agriculture,” each in four 
volumes. His philosophy of agriculture and country life is comprised 
in “The Agricultural Outlook” and “The State and the Farmer.” 
But the book he loves best, so they say, is “The Evolution of Our 
Native Fruits,’ which comprises some of his best work as an inves- 
er: Liberty Hyde Bailey was born at South Haven, Michigan, 

arch fifteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, and was graduated 
from the Michigan Agricultural College in eighteen hundred and 
eighty-two. 
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MRS. DUNLAP HOPKINS, FOUNDER OF THE 
NEW YORK SCHOOL OF APPLIED DESIGN 
FOR WOMEN 

OST people in New York are aware that for some years 
ae ; pe there has been a School of Applied Design for 

im of omen down on Twenty-third Street, and that within 
( BLN Friiig | the past year it has been removed to a new and com- 
Ht ed ane building on Lexington Avenue and Thirtieth 

J Street, but few realize the profound social significance 
of this school or remember that it has all grown out 

of the inspired common sense of one woman. Mrs. Dunlap Hopkins 
is a wealthy and fashionable woman, gifted with a wide understand- 
ing of life and social conditions. Being kind-hearted, she was often 
appealed to in former days to help this or that struggling enius to 
find a more or less precarious market for work that ha But little 
market value, and through experiences of this sort she came to realize 
the great need for some system of training which would fit talented 
irls to earn a livelihood by producing work of a kind that would 

Have a definite and permanent market value. 
Here was an opportunity for the kind of help that would be worth 

while, and Mrs. edi Hopkins enlisted the interest and support 
of a number of her friends and, eighteen years ago, she founded the 
New York School of Applied Design for Women. The institution 
grey rapidly and within two years was self-supporting, so that three- 
ourths of the subscriptions were returned to the donors, the founder 
believing that the school would be hampered rather than aided by 
pening superfluous funds at its disposal. A modest tuition fee of 
fifty dollars a year was charged on upil for the regular course of 
instruction. Special courses were ae and prizes were given for 
good work, ae the school found opportunities for the students to sell 
any of their designs that proved to tee a market value, no commis- 
sion being asked for the sale. The instructors were all practical men 
and women actually employed in manufactories or offices in the differ- 
ent branches which they taught, and one thing insisted upon was a thor- 
ough knowledge on the part of the student of the process by which 
his design would be applied or reproduced. As a consequence, over 
four thousand women have been fitted to fill permanent and well- 
paying positions as designers, illustrators and architectural draughts- 
men during the few years since the school has been opened. ‘There 
are now five hundred pupils, and the new building on Lexington 
Avenue has been erected entirely by the school, with the aid of funds 
contributed by Mrs. Dunlap Hopkins and other regular patrons of 
the enterprise. 
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JAMES E. FRASER: AMERICAN SCULPTOR 

. AMES FRASER is an American artist who has ie 
a / ; ractically all his life in this country. As a boy he 

Tey cia the recat good fortune to live out in the West. 
BT He was born in Winona, Minnesota, in eighteen 

if # hundred and seventy-six, and his father was a railroad 
rt y constructor, so that when he was quite a little lad he 

had the happiness of traveling about from place to 
place over the most romantic and picturesque country. In this way 
he came to know of the wild free life of our great Western land, and 
his work today shows the result of his early life in no less a degree 
than that of Gutzon and Solon Borglum and of Frederic Remington. 
He must have been an extremely impressionable child, and undoubt- 
edly received inspiration in those early days that has vivified and 
invigorated much of his work. He was interested in sculpture 
from the time he began to think about any sort of boyish accomplish- 
ment, and was only fourteen when he started carving figures from 
the schoolroom chalk furnished to work out problems in arithmetic. 

In eighteen hundred and ninety-eight he won a prize offered by 
the American Art Association in Paris for the best work in sculpture, 
a competition open to all his countrymen. Saint-Gaudens was one 
of the jury that decided on the work of the competitors submitted 
in this contest. He at once became interested in Benses's work and 
wrote to him saying that he would be glad to help him in any way. 
This resulted in the younger man becoming chief assistant to one of 
America’s greatest sculptors, and working with him on many of his 
masterpieces. One feels very definitely Saint-Gaudens’ influence 
in Mr. Fraser’s work, and if it had not been for those early days of 
vigorous Western life, the strength and the power which he had 
absorbed from it, it is possible that this influence might have been 
detrimental. For what we need in America today is essentially the 
American sculptor, and Mr. Saint-Gaudens, with all his rare achieve- 
ment, was essentially the universal sculptor. Fortunately for his 
work, Mr. Fraser has in addition to his buoyant Western experience 
a very sympathetic interest in the ordinary conditions of human life; 
children interest him and the definite personality of all kinds of 
people interest him. With a certain wide artistic outlook he also 
is intensely personal in his work, and it is this phase of his achieve- 
ment which is most significant to his country. 

He has not exhibited as often as many sculptors whose work we 
look for at all the various public gathering together of sculpture; on the 
other hand, he is well known among the people who best realize what 
progress our nation is making in this most plastic and vital art. 
Mr. Fraser’s life is one of absolute devotion to his work. His studio 
is down in the artists’ colony of MacDougal Alley, New York. 
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WILSON EYRE: A PIONEER IN AMERICAN 
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE 
OO 'T IS safe to say that in future days when someone 
Pal writes a history of the growth of American architecture 
ae { as distinct from the traditional styles we have imported 

from older civilizations, the name of Wilson Eyre 
will stand well up in the list of the pioneers who were 

| OSM not afraid to work out a building art expressive of 
the needs and character of the present day and of the 

American people. 
Seeing that all our civilization is built up from the achievements 

of older nations, it seems fitting that Mr. Eyre should have gained 
his earliest impressions of art in Italy. He was born in Florence in 
eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, and was not brought to this country 
until he was eleven years ald. so that with his American faculty of 
keen and quick observation he had absorbed during these impres- 
sionable years an ideal of beauty which has never failed him, and 
which has found expression in every dwelling as well as every public 
building that he has designed. Fortunately for the cere e ment of 
his own individuality, Mr. Eyre has had very little technical training 
in architecture, beginning work for himself after a period of study 
covering only five years. He has traveled widely and has studied 
the building art of many lands, and the fact that he has frankly built up 
his own art upon the broad foundation of the varied impressions he 
has received, makes it more definitely American than it would be 
even if he had evolved an entirely new style. In spite of his many 
and successful public buildings, Mr. Eyre is best known through the 
dwellings he has designed. These range from large and_ costly 
country seats, set in the midst of acres of ground laid out with the idea 
of furnishing the best possible environment to the house, down to 
simple cottages and bungalows, which are if possible even more a 
part of the landscape than are the larger establishments. 

My. Eyre is a stickler for the use of local materials, especially in 
the building of dwellings, for he holds that a properly-built house 
should not only conform in line to the contour of the landscape, but 
that in character it should give the effect of having grown up phere it 
stands. Therefore his houses are as distinctly one with their sur- 
roundings as are those in the quaint old villages among the hills 
of Kent or Surrey. He goes at the building of them in the same 
spirit that animated the builders of an earlier a when craftsmanship 
was a matter of pride and thoroughness of workmanship was taken 
for granted. To his way of thinking architecture is Ansel upon 
craftsmanship, and its beauty grows out of the thoroughness with 
which constructive problems are solved, and the necessary work is done. 
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COOPERATIVE STORES IN ENGLAND: AD- 

VANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM AND HOW IT 

DIFFERS FROM THE TENTATIVE EFFORTS 

MADE TO ESTABLISH COOPERATION IN 

AMERICA: BY THE EDITOR 

IN Gy gg HILE the high cost of living has induced many people 

C4 | in this country to think seriously of the advisability of 

¥@) | establishing codperative stores, with the idea of doing 

an . Ae} away with the middleman and his profits and endeavor- 

TX We ing to establish a more direct relation between producer 

Vd and consumer, the experiments made so far have 

mostly been tentative in their nature and, if the prom- 

ised reduction in the prices of foodstufis and clothing material comes 

about within a reasonably short time, it is quite probable that the 

idea of codperative distribution will remain in a theoretical stage for 

years to come. Nevertheless, the economic value of the system, as 

established in England and several of the Northern European coun- 

tries, is just as true as if we were forced by the pinch of necessity to 

recognize it in a more practical way, and there is hardly any question 

but that it will ultimately gain a foothold here as it has in the older 

countries. In our preceding number we reviewed the earlier history 

of the codperative movement in oe showing the foundations 

upon which it was established and the reasons for its great success. 

But the progress it has made, and the part it plays now as an economic 

feature of English life, is so significant that it is worth going into a 

little more. 
We hear vaguely about the oe codperative associations in England, 

and we know that they include both producing and distributing 

organizations, but the majority of us do not realize that one out of every 

four persons in England is actually benefiting from the establishment 

of codperative methods in manufacturing, buying and selling the 

necessities of life. In this country we have not advanced beyond the 

stage of considering it a pleasant but more or less vague and idealistic 

scheme, advocated earnestly by the Socialists and by economists and 

social reformers, but hardly to be considered as part and parcel of our 

industrial and commercial machinery. Yet the English people are as 

commercial, hard-headed and practical as we are, and they have a far 

keener sense of the value of economy. So, considered wholly in rela- 

tion to our own advancement, it is significant that the codperative idea 

permeates the entire salary and wage-earning class of England to such 

an extent that nearly every town and hamlet in the country has its 

local codperative society. According to statistics given a little over a 
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year ago, there are enrolled as members of different codperative 
organizations in England, Scotland and Ireland, close to jtwo millions 
and a quarter heads of families, which means,—estimating an average 
family at five persons,—over eleven millions of people, out of a total 
pene of forty millions, who are actually realizing every day the 
enefits to be derived from codperation. 

This is due to the fact that the codperative system in England is 
based on sound business principles, is complete in all its details, and is 
thoroughly adapted to the conlitions it is intended to meet. It rep- 
resents in essence the struggles of individual men to save a portion of 
their earnings, and to bring within reasonable limits the cost of the 
actual necessities of life. lt is a thoroughly personal and individual 
thing, and we can gain the best idea of its workings by tracing the rela- 
tion to it of some one of the ordinary members. It is more than likely 
that this member will be either a clerk or a laborer, for it is in these 
and related classes that the movement had its origin and still has its 
eer strength. This man may have heard through some personal 
riend of the advantages he can gain by iy a codperative organ- 
ization, or he may perhaps have received one of the many pamphlets 
or newspapers sent out by the Codperative Union. This is the pub- 
licity bureau of the federation, and its methods show the admirable 
management which has contributed so largely to the success of the 
whole movement. It is supported by contributions from all the organ- 
ized codperative societies, the members of which are assessed each one 
penny a year for the support of the institution. It is the center of all 
publications, publishing a regular paper as well as all reports, dis- 
tributing literature that explains the purposes and benefits of codpera- 
tion, holding meetings, and doing everything that may further the 
cause. 

If an active man with some capacity for organization becomes 
interested in the idea, he is apt to see the advantage of starting a 
ae aes society in his own town. He talks of it among his friends 
and, if he can get together seven who are sufficiently interested to go 
into it, he is ready tetomn his society. ‘The English law makes it very 
easy to organize such associations, for they come under the Industrial 
and Provident Society Act, which requires in such cases that seven per- 
sons shall join together; that they shall adopt a list of twenty simple 
rules, and that they shall nominally subscribe five one-pound shares 
for each man,—of which the subscribers shall be obliged at the begin- 
ning to contribute only one shilling per share. Therefore they need 
only be able to muster thirty-five shillings among the seven men to 
form the organization, and their liability in the association is limited to 
five pounds for each man. 
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T IS interesting in this connection to compare the facility with 
I which such an organization may be formed in England, and 

the difficulties which beset such a step here. Not only do our 
corporation laws vary widely in different States, but under the easiest 
of them it would be necessary for even a codperative organization to 
be incorporated, and the mere expense of drawing up and getting 
out corporation papers would be nearly two hundred dollars. This 
item alone is quite sufficient to deter people of limited income, such 
as would be likely to originate such a scheme, from taking it up. 
Moreover, it would be necessary to state the capitalization, and ten 
per cent. of that stated amount would have to i paid up. These 
difficulties go far toward explaining the slowness with which the people 
of the United States have taken up the codperative idea. 

But in England, when seven or more men have formed a society in 
their own village and have provided a store or warehouse of some kind, 
the organizers would begin to consider from whom they would buy, 
and in most cases they turn entirely to the Codperative Wholesale 
Society, Ltd. Itis the Codperative Wholesale Society which has really 
period the entire system of codperative distribution in Great Britain, 
‘or it is an immense central organization or federation of retail asso- 
ciations, through which the smaller local societies are able to reap all 
the benefits that accrue from codperation and concentration in man- 
facturing. It stands in the position of a manufacturer with whom all 
the males societies dealandita effect is to make them practically a unit 
in interest, purpose and methods of business. 

Naturally, the idea being to spread the principles of codperation 
as thoroughly as possible through the wage-earning class, it is made 
very easy for a new local society to enter into membership in the 
Wholesale. To do this the local organization need only subscribe for 
a number of shares, valued at one pound each, equaling the number 
of its members, and to pay down one shilling a share. This relation 
does not in any way force the local society to buy entirely from the Codp- 
erative Wholesale Jociety, but in practice it is usually the case that most 
of the stock for the smaller organizations is bought from the federa- 
tion. We gave some idea of its activities in our preceding number, 
but it may be as well to emphasize the extent of its resources 1 stating 
that in Ireland it has cctablished seventy-five creameries, and scattered 
over England it has establishments for printing, for making biscuits 
and bean soap, lard and starch, woolen cloths, clothes, flour, furni- 
ture, pickles and vinegar, linen goods, millinery, paper, tobacco, flan- 
nel, corsets, hosiery, hardware and butter. It has its own tea gardens 
in Ceylon, its fruit farms in England, its own steamships, forwarding 
and purchasing departments in the United States, Canada, France, 
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Spain, Denmark and Sweden, and banking connections all over the 

world. 
Because ithe ‘factories belonging to the federation are run on 

codperative principles, and because all their business is interrelated, so 
that one factory can get what it needs from another at the lowest pos- 
sible cost, it is easy to understand that immense savings are effected. 

Also, it is made an item of the first importance that the factories shall 
be run in the best and most economical manner, getting a maximum 
of efficiency at a minimum cost, just as in our own huge commercial 

organizations. It is impossible that the control of them should be 

abused, because each member of the network of small codperative 
associations all over the country is really a shareholder in all of these 

institutions, and is personally interested in the way they are conducted 

and in the economies that may be effected. He has a vote in electing 

the officers and managers. The Wholesale Society holds quarterly 
elections, for which the country is divided into districts in which pre- 

liminary elections are held, and from them delegates are sent to the 

central meeting in Manchester. The interest that the individual 
members show in the elections and in the quarterly balance sheet 

accounts in a great measure for the success of the movement. These 

men show themselves amazingly capable when it comes to understanding 
the complex mass of figures, covering nearly one hundred pages, that 
constitute the report and balance sheet, and are very acute in Cecile 
bad management or bad policy at any one of the many factories con- 
trolled by the Society. In fact, it is doubtful if any factory managers 
in this country are called so strictly to account by their owners as are the 
managers of these codperative institutions. 

N ACCOUNT of the success of the codperative movement in Eng- 
A land carries with it a question as to le the people of the United 

States, usually so progressive, have not only failed to be pioneers 
in this movement, but are hardly entitled to be termed even feogans 
in the rear-guard. Many codperative schemes have been started in 
America, but, except for the creameries in the Middle West and in 

certain locations where a large proportion of the population is foreign 
—as in Minnesota where there are a great number of Scandinavians,— 
no one of them has ever made a success. The reasons given for this 
state of affairs are many, but in every case they are based upon our own 
national peculiarities rather than upon any defect in the codperative 
system as exemplified in England,—this being the system Which would 
naturally commend itself to the business sense of Americans. Our 
great manufacturing and commercial concerns are miracles of econ- 
omy in their administration, but the resulting profits are all for the 
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benefit of the owners and stockholders of the concern. We pride 
ourselves so thoroughly upon our efficiency in this direction that it is 
amazing that we have not taken the one step further which, by a wider 
p Leinet> of the same efficient and economical methods, will bring 

about a distribution of the hee to the people who produce and con- 
sume the goods. It is urged that we as a nation are not yet old enough 
to realize the advantages of such a step sufficiently to induce us to take 
it. Furthermore, that our intense individualism and far-reaching 
personal ambition tends to make us take “‘every man for himself’ 
for our motto rather than seek to find a just, wise, economical and 
truly human method of carrying on the work necessary to satisfy the 
needs of mankind. Americans fully appreciate the money-making 
side of the codperative idea, but the difficulty is that they are not con- 
tented with small investments and small returns. Each man wants 
to own a lot of stock and realize big profits for himself, whereas in a 
codperative concern he would anny take his pro rata share as evidence 
that he had discovered a practical way to do his purchasing econom- 
ically, the great advantage being the saving on expenses rather than 
any area addition to his personal income. 

ROBABLY the largest of the codperative movements recently 
P started in this country is that carried on by the Socialists, under the 

name of the American Wholesale Codperative. This aims to 

develop along the lines of the Vooruit of Ghent, or the Maison du 
Peuple of Brussels, both of which are purely codperative in their princi- 
ples and carry on a wide range of social work. There are now about 
forty retail Soares organizations on the Socialist pee in 

operation throughout the Eastern States that will ree e com- 
bined under a central po as they are in England, and the 
organizers of the American Wholesale Codperative believe that within 
a short time between three hundred and four hundred stores will be 

established with the Wholesale as a center. This American society 
differs in purpose from the English organization, which is carried on 
wholly as a producing and distributing concern, and does nothing in 
the way of outside social work. The purpose of the American society 
is to centralize the purchasing power of the retail codperatives con- 
nected with it; to form codperative distributing societies; to sell mer- 
chandise to retail codperative organizations, and to Helin them with 
a uniform system of bookkeeping and method of doing business. Its 
membership is made up of fetal societies instead of individuals, but 
individual members are allowed under the name of adherent members 
who come in purely for the purpose of helping to make the enterprise 
a success. 
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The plan of the American Wholesale is a combination of the princi- 
ples which govern the Vooruit, the Maison du Peuple, and the success- 
ful codperative associations which have been formed in Finland and 
in Holland. Its organizer, Mr. Peter Vlag, has had the opportunity 
to gain ample experience in the best tnetiiods of codperative distri- 
bution according to socialistic principles, through his connection with 
the management of the Vooruit, and later of the Maison du Peuple. 
In the light of this experience, Mr. Vlag has developed a system of his 
own for the carrying on of the American Wholesale Society and its 
affiliated retail organizations, as they shall come into being. This 
system is simple and practical, its chief advantage being that it elim- 
inates the necessity for an elaborate system of bookkeeping. seule 
are sold to the consumer, and are used instead of cash to pay for the 
goods. Every Friday and Saturday the treasurer, or a member of 
the finance committee, is in attendance to sell stamp books to all who 
may wish to purchase. These books each contain twenty-four dollars 
worth of stamps. The purchaser indicates the amount that will 
probably be expended for the supplies of the coming week, and buys 
stamps up to this amount, which are initialed by the treasurer or his 
deputy. The whole book is given to the purchaser, but, as the stamps 
which do not bear the initials of the treasurer have no purchasing 
power, all outside of the amount indicated are meant for future use 
to be initialed as they are paid for. 

If the purchaser thinks ten dollars worth of stamps will pay for the 
supplies needed during the coming week, he pays ten dolless to the 
treasurer and stamps equal to amount are initialed, to be used at will. 
The stock in the store is kept by valuation alone, the clerk being re- 
sponsible for goods hie acertainamount. As he receives the stamps 
in ee for purchases made from these goods, they are put into 
a drawer, and when the inventory of stock is made, once in three 
months, it is by valuation alone, the clerk being expected to have either 
the goods or the stamps which show exactly how much has been sold. 
No itemized bills are sent to the consumer, but a pass book is given him 
whereon the amount of stamps purchased each week is iredllied and 
the total amount of purchases made during the half year is put down. 
When the dividends are declared it is necessary only to run through 
these books, note the total amounts, compare them with the valuation 
of the stock, and calculate the divideade, These are made entirel 
upon consumption, no rebate oe given upon the purchase. All 
sales are at market dager it being the policy of the Society to keep on 
good terms with other dealers and never to cut the prevailing prices. 

The methods of the American Codperative Wholesale are very 
conservative in every detail, and it recommends that all retail organiza- 
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tions should begin by dealing in the simple staples of life, such as 

bread, groceries and coal, and shall go into other ea only when 

the demand has been established and the advisability of expansion is 

beyond a question. A consumer who is not ready to become a mem- 

ber of the Wholesale Society may deal with it for cash, and receive 

dividends to one-half the amount given to members of the Society, 

until such time as the other half,—which has been retained by the Society 

instead of being distributed to its members,—amounts to te par value 

of a share of stock. Then the consumer is requested to join the 

Society, and if he should not desire to do so the amount retained 

becomes the property of the Society. 
One of the most interesting features of Mr. Vlag’s system is the 

way he handles the credit difficulty. He holds that codperative stores 

in this country have failed for two reasons,—because they gave credit 

and also because they did not give credit. In the case of the stores 

which gave credit the business was carried on at a risk, as the con- 

sumer was trusted without sufficient security, so that in case of loss 

of work or other emergency which rendered him unable to pay his 

bills, the store was Hansen the loser. The stores which are carried 

on upon a strictly cash basis, refusing to give credit to anyone, lost 

heavtil in times of financial depression, because the workman out of 

a job could get credit at the corner grocery sufficient to tide him over 

the time when he could not pay cash. The plan of the American 

Wholesale Society is really admirable, and is entirely its own. It can 

afford to give credit without danger of being swamped, because the 

member who feels that he ce at any time Be such credit is paid 

only a ewe of the dividends belonging to him, the other part being 

retained by the septic) as a fund to be kept in reserve for tiding its 

owner over difficult places. When the depositor of such a fund is 

out of work, or for any other reason cannot pay cash, he is given goods 

on the strength of this reserve fund until it is eeeutel and then 

if he needs still further tiding over, all the members of the Society are 

assessed one or two cents each until he is on his feet again. It being 

one of the cardinal principles to help any member who is temporarily 

in difficulties, all ae willingly enough in such a case, the reserve fund 

acting as a sort of insurance against suffering in hard times. 
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TWO SIMPLE CRAFTSMAN _ built within the past few years have ex- 

COTTAGES FOR THE ACCOM. Priel ths sit of common, sey, to 
MODATION OF SMALL FAM- mony and the fitness of things. 
ILIES The first of the two houses illustrated 

eh here is a plain cement cottage, such as we 
HE Craftsman style of building is so © find coming more and more into favor as 
proniviead in its es that it the possibilities of this excellent building 
is difficult, in describing the houses material are developed. The walls and 
which are designed from month to foundation of this house are built of cement 

nat Pe say erating ee ee that i on truss metal lath, and the hood over the 
strikingly new or different. In the case of entrance door is of the same material. The 
the two houses illustrated here, their special shape and structure of this hood expresses 

‘ Hers oe ee Pad ne eae and pocpibilties of cement, 
10 esigned to meet individual needs, and reveals the method of construction as 
ee a all are very apt : be rivera frankly as do the beams and brackets used 
needs. he requirements of modern life in wood construction. The severity of the 
bard ie among oe raalority of plain cement walls is relieved by the group- 
people who surround emselves, aS a_ ing and placing of the windows, and by the 
matter of course, with a home environment a of a erie in the gables. These 
that is comfortable and convenient, simple boards are put on like clapboards, the lower 
and geeattul ‘ oe - the Guanes of ends resting against a wide beam that marks 

€ “American people to adopt and put into the upper termination of the cement wall. 
effect a new idea when once they have be- The roof is of ruberoid, and is made in the 
on Re that a ‘sensible yi an way we have so often described, the lengths 
ore desirable, simplicity in designing, of the material being brought down from 

building and furnishing homes has come _ the ridge pole to the heavy roll at the eaves, 
to be the usual thing instead of the rather and each joint covered with a strip of wood 
a thing i was only a ev ae ago. which caps the rafter to which the roofing 

1s the exception now to nd a house is fastened. 
cut i as a oa a se little er A cement seat is built at either side of the 
overloaded with furniture and ornamenta- entrance porch, and the front door opens 
tion. The charm of big free spaces, of into a small vestibule with a coat lose at 

rich, quiet coloring and of simple, durable one end. This vestibule leads directly into 
furnishings that do not tax the time and the living room, which extends across the 
te " the house oe with their entire front of the house, with a big fire- 
emand for constant care and renovation, place at one end and a glass door at th 

has made itself felt through the length and other leading to the lente at ihe gue 
breadth of the land, with the result that the This living room is wainscoted to the height 
great majority of the better class of houses of the frieze with wide V-jointed boards, 
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and the staircase and all the interior wood- the event of a shortage in the supply of 

work are of the same wood. For a Crafts- domestic servants. 
man house, as we build it, we are very apt The upper floor is divided into three bed- 

to give the preference to chestnut for this rooms, a well-equipped bathroom, plenty of 

kind of interior woodwork, as it is-very closets and a good-sized sleeping porch, 

interesting in texture and grain and takes which can be screened in summer and 

on a beautiful color under the dull smooth glassed in winter if desired. The bathroom 

finish of the surface. This wood is par- and this sleeping porch, as well as the ter- 

ticularly desirable in a room because of its race below, are floored with red .cement 

quality of mellow radiance, and the sturdy marked in squares. 

character which goo The second house is of shingle construc- 

harmonizes so ad- Wh | tion, and the whole of one end is taken up 

— —" a with the recessed porch and sleeping bal- 

tcl ie : cony above. ,The small entrance porch 

Tl 1 | Mit 5-71 is sheltered by a shingled hood sup- 

| (24 pou ; + | ported on brackets, and small hoods 

| Pe Le Ua Hs + appear over each of the windows that 

ol NAs psa lf He are exposed to the weather, and also 

| Px Aen HE TH over the openings at the ends of the 

‘nl rl AP H cH ||| |. upper and lower porches. The roof, 

7 oases at | like that of the cement house, is of 

i Ly ruberoid. Used in the way indicated 

ea [ es TT here, this material makes a very inter- 

Fy ine | Ee esting as well as durable roof, and is 

Pf ainda IEE EH much less. expensive than shingles or 

eel i Ho slate. 

i i = This ‘building is as simple in form 

Pagers a as the cement house, and the arrange- 

1a Gelert ment of the lower story is quite as open, 

el caren giving the effect of more space than would 

FIRST ———— Se seem possible, considering the size of the 
FLOOR P= Lill house. The living room 

roe [=———T] mirably with the occupies the whole depth Le 

pa} rough  sand- saa eae 

finished plaster of the ceiling and frieze. ea ~ 2. 

The staircase and landing occupy the | si a 

greater part of the wall between the living Bxp Room LA eegarl 
room and kitchen, and the remainder of | et Saget Pos 

the, wall space is taken up by the wide open- , [| HCH ath 

ing into the dining room. On either side of seen am 

this opening is a post supporting the beam - Bre mT = 

which runs around the room at the top of i kone (5 2 = 

the wainscot, and between this post and the 4 men i | | lh 

wall on either side is sufficient space for a a i 

built-in bookcase or cabinet. a | ! Say oe 

The dining room is finished in the same me. cegade al iekiae 

way as the living room, as the intention is Po ote sere 

to throw the two into one large room, the I ! I 

division between them being merely sug- Bots Tr | 1 see | 

gested. The entire end of the dining room Paar se AGT et 

is taken up by a built-in sideboard, with a ~~ crarrsman : Bet, 

group of three casement windows set high CEMENT fae eEOoR 

in the wall above, and a good-sized china HOUSE. PLAN. 

closet on either side. 
The kitchen is arranged with a special of the building. A big chimneypiece is 

idea of simplifying the housework as much built in the middle of the outside wall,. 

as possible, the intention being to make this the chimney projecting on both porch and! 

a house that can easily be taken care of in balcony. On either side of this chimney- 
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piece is a glass door leading to the ae — ————— 
porch, and windows on either side # eel - 1 | I 
of these doors give the effect of a | [5 ch 3 
triple group of windows. Grouped eadcucall Re Bey — {| 
windows also appear at either end oe ween, PETERS xcom 
of the room, so that it is well }j'— Tey . , By saign sta | 
lighted and cheerful. The entrance Po = I 4 K f 

door opens into a small vestibule, |.|/+2: BBL mall oo | 
which leads in turn into a hallway Heat) fee Te Py Py |U | 
that connects the dining room and itd |B —_ 
living room. The position of this otal] HT | 
hallway is hardly more than indi- } ea ae | alien | 
cated by the staircase opposite the eee Wo Bep Rooms Pee Neonat vestibule, the heavy ceiling beam ree ceall SPE Os ed aia | 
that runs across the wide opening | }trrhe| 1 | CEs QI om | 
of the living room and the posts eit? |} {Ci deb) 
that define the opening into the "™#.——4 SS Ss 
dining room. The walls in both rooms are CRAFTSMAN Roce SECOND 
wainscoted to the height of the frieze with Court eae 
V-jointed boards, and the frames of doors . " se 
and windows are so planned that they ap- _ will be noticed that there are no projections 
pear merely to emphasize the construction and no applied ornament to rot away and 
of the wainscot. crumble under the action of the weather. 

The arrangement of the kitchen and of The construction offers no opportunity for 
the bedrooms, closets and bathroom on the deterioration, because everything is exposed 
second story, are quite as compact and con- and made as solidly as possible. The 
venient as they are in the cement house, @trangement of the interiors expresses the 
and the upper balcony provides a com- Same idea of exceeding plainness that yet 
modious sleeping porch. is interesting and dignified. Rich color is 

Nothing could be more unpretentious given by the presence of much wood, and 

than cither one of these cottages, and yet the high wainscotings assure a eae 
in each design theré is the impression of [:— friendly, substantial feeling in the 
marked individuality, and their very plain- | poxex living rooms,—a feeling which is 

inherent in them before any fur- 
el ——— een j—tes ey ~nishings are put in. Also, the 

cath Teh oe Lass | TL gooding of these rooms with light 
+ ee | yo BRRAS wscnen ff from the many windows gives 

. Ft oH _— Pri S2+O"x59'0" Hi them | a wholesome cheerfulness 
Ett AN i E443] (Cf that is never to be found in a 

i thet || Ti = | room where the sun cannot come. 
: ¢ E ae A we it nh ee mellow cal 

| Pe || th of the wood, which seems to have 
sae H ee une, | I |} the property of absorbing light 

iz te ee] SS OxR Se li! an } and radiating it again in a soft 
aS a | }. glow, there might be almost too Be I, | Diniwe ion § a 

eee | fi | Room. | || much light in rooms so surroun 
pat sof 1 | Ay | | ed with windows. But the wood 
Spee i i: oi | i gives to the whole room the at- 

i ch | | | | mosphere of a mellow autumn 
eo oe i | afternoon, and the free view of 

a SSS" the outdoors is so essentially a 
CRAFTSMAN SHINGLED [om | ee part of the whole character of the 
HOUSE. a house that it would all be changed if the 
ness redeems them from [———l "4" sky and the trees were shut our as being 
any suggestion of triviality. If they are alien to the life carried on indoors. There 
well constructed there is no reason why is a kind of plainness that is barren and 
they should not last for generations, with cries out for relief, but on the other hand 
very little cost in the way of repairs. It there is a plainness that is restful. 
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AN EXAMPLE OF PROGRES-  Anceurs: pestnep BY MR ALFRED HEINEMAN, 
SIVE ARCHITECTURE FROM rough cement blocks and pillars of a part 
THE PACIFIC COAST: BY of the construction. Both te Bhingiee ne 

the heavy timbers are of redwood, the ric! 
HELEN LUKENS GAUT red browa tone of the oiled wood contrast- 

O many beautiful and unusual designs ing pleasantly with the deep biscuit color of 
S for houses come to us from the Pa- the concrete. The decorative use of wood 

cific Coast, that it would almost seem is shown in marked degree in the fence 
as if the West were the only home which extends from the back of the house 

of the new American architecture. It is to the stable. The device of wide boards 
perhaps natural that this should be so, for of alternate length, set close together and 
the true Westerner is a practical soul, and capped with a heavy square rail, is so sim- 
ever open to suggestions from any quarter ple that the individual effect of such a fence 
which promise to increase his comfort and is amazing, and sets us. to wondering why 
gratify his sense of beauty. Furthermore, most of these high screening fences are so 
the Californian has the courage of his con- irredeemably ugly when it is such an easy 
victions in building the kind of house that matter to make them beautiful. 
seems to him most suitable for the climate This bungalow, which was designed by 
and surroundings of that part of the coun- Mr. Alfred Heineman, a Los Angeles archi- 
try. Therefore, he either builds it of con- tect, and is owned by Mr. E. A. Webber, of 
crete, in which case it takes naturally a Los Angeles, shows the result of close sym- 
form resembling that of the old missions; pathy and clear understanding between the 
or he builds it of wood, and here we get the architect and the owner. It contains eight 
influence of the Orient, especially of Japan. rooms, with a bathroom, screen porch, large 
This does not mean that both types of upper screen bedroom, front veranda, patio, 
houses are not entirely modern and distinc- cellar and furnace room, and being on one 
tively American, only that the same condi- floor it naturally spreads over a fair amount 
tions which created the older forms of of ground. It is not at all the sort of a 
building have been met with equal direct- building to be put up on a narrow city lot, 
ness in the new. for in addition to covering a reasonable 

Therefore the bungalow shown here re- area of ground itself, it absolutely de- 
minds one distinctly of the Japanese group- mands to be set in an ample space of grass 
ing of irregular roof lines, and also of the and shrubbery, or much of its charm would 
Japanese use of timbers. Yet there is hard- be hidden. 
ly a feature which one could point out as One of the most charming features of the 
being derived from the Japanese. The re- house is that which marks it as belonging 
semblance comes rather from the same ap- to a warm, sunshiny climate,—the patio on 
preciation of the decorative possibilities of the south side. This is put to precisely the 
wood as a building material, and of the same use as it was in the old Spanish days; 
modifications that present themselves nat- that is, much of the family life is carried on 
urally when the wood is combined with the out there, the place being made charming 
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with rough, comfort- i 
able furniture that 5 332 ite, 
can stand exposure to == | 
the weather, and with ; aaa i 

pots and hanging y & . 
baskets of palms, tll 
ferns and flowering § oe ae Yaa , 

plants. A small open [7 =) SoSiae ; i r s gt 

space between the | lu ti re b ee 4 as | 
pavement and wall of | pi ee Wwe fF i ] 
the house allows for | =*7™55ig005 sae ie 4 : tee ] 

a flower bed, so that |) WR “ae ae) 4 mS ; 
all the plants are [ame <i seat r i Wg ‘ 
growing and healthy. eS Gere HR Ge aaa i Seal oe 
At night the place is Ray OO ag ae } 
lighted with Tanterns al ” 8 = Beast |e ee. a | 
of hammered glass >i [= ee ee oe 
that hang in wrought- eee ee ji aed ee iy 
i S aero Pe Se eee nN ee ea iron frames from the - a —s = a e a 
cross-beams of the §& = ae So Se ee 
pergola. The vines, a e cama . 
which will ultimately , 
clamber all over this pergola, have been PATIO IN MR, WEBBER'S BUNGALOW. 

planted so recently that they have barely  Jow, there is nothing crude about its finish 
reached to the top of the pillars, but when or construction, either inside or out. The 
they attain their growth, as they will do woodwork of the interior is all of redwood, 
within a marvelously short time, the last finished so that the satiny surface and beau- 
touch of beauty will have been added to  tiful color effects are given their full value. 
this pleasant outdoor retreat. The admi- The beams which span the ceilings of the 
rable arrangement of the bungalow is living room, dining room and den are all 
clearly shown by the floor plan, but a more boxed, as are the massive square posts that 

appear in the open- 
C Re J ings between the liv- 

5 : & ing room and den and 
Waa : also between the din- 

ig ing room and break- 
fast room. 

cai A particularly 
charming effect is 

nai ie | a given by the arrange- 
MI ee ao te | ‘on : ment of the tiled 
vn , 1 | il a S : chimneypiece in the 

' (i cas i We eos a living room. This is 
( Uh - vu et E , low, broad and gen- 
Ny pe i eat sai erous looking, and the 

a o eee , ie = bookcases on either 
! side, with the leaded 

glass windows above, 

form a part of the 
structure which is 
treated as a whole 

. and fills the entire 
TIVING ROOM, LOOKING (ENRON: end of the room, Leaded glass, in beautiful 

vivid idea of the rooms and their relation landscape designs and harmonious coloring, 
to one another may be seen in the repro- is used with admirable effect in the win- 
ductions from photographs of the interior. dows above the piano and fireplace, and also 
Although this house is distinctly a bunga- in the glass doors of the buffet and book- 
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PROGRESSIVE ARCHITECTURE IN THE WEST 

tainments are given. 
ne The same _ taste 

\ ee . , : that ruled the build- 
eS ing and decorating of 

f ™ = this house also di- 

F a y Rs ea 6~—SSséreectted ‘its furnishing, 
|e See he  ~=Ss—s sco that the furniture 

es] rd YT Pelee pias readily into 
Q oe id S34 ‘Plbice cs. 1n te foe) place as a part of 

ea Pree ea ct i = ‘the whole scheme of 
2 Ive ~ n aoe 5 

he tl pe | ~—™~*é«things;, ~=sand =harmo- 
vm! a |} ae ime = —Stsénizes: completely with 
+ ne t b 77 at w | =the woodwork and 

l DD eens Smee 8©86=— the ~whole style of 
i L , i aN . i a Ei =~ —sconstruction. It is 
| a a. oat hd ss —F een! ) not often that one 

oll ee ee yy ce] sees this because, al- 
Ke haga eg though people may 
Lek MP ae a , ae build an entirely new 

LIVING ROOM, SHOWING FIREPLACE. house, they usually go into it laden with 
cases. The den, which forms a part of the possessions which are dear to them, but 
living room, is treated in much the same which can hardly be said to harmonize with 

way as the larger room, save that its walls the structural scheme of a modern bunga- 
are wholly paneled with wood, and in a re- low. In this case, however, the furniture 

cess at one side of the window is built a might have been chosen with a special ref- 
wall bed which can be let down when neces- erence to this house. Even the Turkish 
sary, converting the room into an additional rugs, ordinarily so difficult to reconcile with 
bedroom to be used when the house is full. the slightly rugged effect that usually pre- 
The opening into the dining room is so wide _vails in a bungalow, are quite at home here, 
that it also seems to be a part of the living because the whole interior finish is so com- 
room. The ceiling ue Roa ah 

differs from that of 5 y . ee 
the other room in a —_ 
that it runs up to a saa | ee 
slight peak where a jj nN ; 
massive girder af- : Nama 
fords support for the aS cual (GH 
cross - beams. The i) ‘ vag | ee EY9 

walls of -this room we, = rt ial res i AN 
are paneled with red- a Lal pe re ey i i) ie i 
wood to the height of (ais i ag a betel: 
the plate rail, and the & yi. <n { | 1] i | | egy | : 
wall space above is 5 rit ae ee ea iI ok Le 7 
covered with tapestry ie aa nal Oey RN 
paper in a low-toned BNF e a z a me 
forest design. The i \ en ee Pray 
large buffet is built Wi . \ erly wc > Md ais 

in, and with the china if ue 1} ae are i). N = 

closet above, extends i : ane] | & 

to the ceiling. if oe oT a J my @ ie 
Just off the dining a a ES ‘ PE a 

room is a small breakfast room which, with DINING ROOM, SHOWING BUILT-IN SIDEBOARD. 

its wide bay window, is hardly more than a plete and delicate that the house affords an 
very large window nook that is flooded with admirable setting for Oriental rugs. 
sunshine in the morning, and is a delightful Plenty of outdoor sleeping accommoda- 
place for breakfast. It is also used as a_ tions are afforded because a screen porch 
supplementary dining room when enter- opens from one of the bedrooms, and up- 
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A CALIFORNIA RANCH-BUNGALOW 

stairs is a large screen room which gives bungalow which was planned and built 
ample accommodation to all who care to under his own direction and for his own 
sleep out-of-doors. This upstairs screen use at Kenwood, in northern California. 
room is not only a convenience, but its pres- The house was finished last year, but there 
ence adds much to the exterior beauty of are no photographs of it and none will be 
the house, as it gives an Co =F FLOOR PLAN OF MR. WEBBER’S 
opportunity for a slight Sea-e ™-¥e SSS Sar BUNGALOW, SHOWING SCREEN 

ST) eS aH = i ROOM AND PORCH. 

| EZ | [i aol — tee 

|_it-~ } » ACs 
theenn Boom 4 wo sR8S sca as pont ad la a | a rr | 

rt Co fl bo I ites —— 
| il een | nes l SSN ttl =i | pa. 

elevation in the cen- 7 ' Tr als ea eT cb 
tral part of the roof LEAT pa [. sages i bd Lob 
which breaks the roof || Alits | sae Bo A 
line very pl tly, and ff =" Hp | ! Posen | y pleasantly, and } Pela ene! 
has the effect of crown- I remanase iS if i _ \ | 
ing the whole building. _ are | il 

Provision for outdoor cece e lapses aly! mags |S fd | [ 
sleeping has come to be jaa)" zal Ir et 
as much a matter of Se—_ > —l ee LY eat 
course in the East as it aS . f 
is in the West, and this screen room would made until the owner goes out there this 
be particularly well adapted to the Eastern Year, So we are giving the plans alone for 
climate, because the widely overhanging the benefit of our readers, as the house is 

roof affords plenty of shelter even from $° compactly and conveniently designed 
driving storms. Also in an Eastern climate that the plans are of value as suggestions to 
it might be advisable to transform the patio others, 
into a sunroom by the addition of a glass In the first place, the bungalow complete 
roof and a front wall of glass in place of Cost only $2,000, although it would prob- 
the pergola and pillars. With a southern ably take a great deal more than that to 
exposure this would mean a delightful sun- build it in the East, as the prices of both 
room and conservatory, especially in winter, material and labor are higher here. It was 
as it would get all the sunshine there is Specially planned to do away with the usual 
and would also be sheltered from cold and drawback of the bungalow style of dwell- 
wind by the walls of the house. If the img—dark rooms, for as a rule the wide 
glass roof gave too much light the open verandas, which are the greatest charm of 

space could, of course, be roofed over in this type of house, mean that the interior 
the ordinary way. a very cas a See in a hot, esi 

climate this is a distinct advantage, as shade 

A BUNGALOW BUILT BY AN is eagerly sought for during The greater 
EASTERN MAN FOR HIS OWN ss part of the year, but in the East it forms 

an insurmountable objection to the bunga- 
USE ON A CALIFORNIA RANCH low in the minds of many who would other- 

O many of our best examples of wise find this kind of house most attractive. 
bungalow construction come from As the floor plan shows, Mr. Newcomb’s 
California, which seems to be the bungalow is built somewhat in the Spanish 
natural home in this country for style, with a patio in front and a large 

such hot climate dwellings, that it is-hardly square porch at the back. This rear porch, 
surprising that when an Eastern man wants which opens from the dining room, is 
to build a bungalow after his own ideas, he screened so that it can be used for an out- 
goes out there to do it. We have just re-- door dining room if desired, and also for 
ceived from Mr. C. L. Newcomb, Jr., of a sleeping porch at night. A wide terrace 
Holyoke, Massachusetts, some very inter- extends across the whole front of the house 
esting ‘plans and elevations of a five-room and around one corner, and a large pergola 
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A CALIFORNIA RANCH-BUNGALOW 

covers this terrace in the center, extending room of the bungalow. It is wainscoted to 

across the full width of the patio, to which a height of six feet with Oregon pine, like 
it forms an effective entrance. that used in the living room. The studding 

The bungalow is built on a knoll which is not revealed in the dining room, but the 
slopes away to a small stream in front. On joints of the wainscot are battened with 

the other side of this stream is a country  three-inch strips. Above the plate shelf 
road, about six hundred feet from the [| the walls are plastered and tinted, and the _ 

| | ceilings in both rooms are beamed. An 
~~. unusual and very convenient contrivance 

v7, ES el \’ seace7 | in the dining room is a disappearing bed, 

ri el EEE Rear 1K | 1 which slides under the floor of the closet 

Sa ee AE Z| — 1 in the rear bedroom. This bed is 

(pi | covered in the daytime by a false 

FRONT ELEVATION OF BUNGALow. drawer front which makes the 
A ori d lead +a thi lower part of a built-in desk. A device 

house. private road leads up to the hich gives an extra bed that can be elimi- 
bungalow from the main road, and this he nated in the daytime is one which will be 
bordered with a hedge, so that res : appreciated by every owner of a bungalow. 
main road the place has a charming shel-  (\" Gouble French window leads to the back 
tered look, as the low building appears to _ c 

nestle in a luxuriant mass of trees and | 
shrubbery. | 

The tiving room vet ample i ™ . 

for the needs of the family, an = = EEE] 7 Th 

appears much larger than it is, be- Pn An Eee 

cause the whole front end, looking 5 [exis Sema acne en ere eT 

out upon the terrace and the CW eUigee Umer os (alas hors 

patio, is almost solid glass. In addition to RIGHT ELEVATION OF BUNGALOW. 

this, double French doors open to the patio porch, and two more open upon the patio, 

and a broad archway connects the room | and as these always stand open in the sum- 
with the dining room. The interior finish mer time, the dining room, like the living 
of the living room is very interesting. The room, seems a part of out-of-doors. 
studding, which is all surfaced and very From the dining room one steps into a 

carefully finished, is left revealed. Before small hall which leads to both bedrooms 
and to the bathroom. The bedrooms are 

Deeg in hard wall plaster with white 

ae fas ie ~~, enameled woodwork, and the 

T | iu CT bathroom is finished in hard 
Hl H Hi waterproof plaster marked as 

Co a ee || tiles and enameled, so that it has 

SoC 1k very much the appearance of tiles. 
LEFT ELEVATION OF BUNGALOW. The floor slopes from all sides to 

the exterior siding was put on the walls a drain under the tub, and is covered with 

were ceiled with slash grain Oregon pine, a layer of imported red cement, smooth 

also surfaced, so that they have a paneled finished, which is attractive and thoroughly 

effect that is charming. The window sills waterproof. This arrangement is Mr. New- 

and caps are heavy, and the massive fire- comb’s own idea, as he wishes to be able to 

place and chimney are built up on a con- turn the hose into the bathroom without 
crete foundation with basalt paving blocks, damage. 

which are admirable when used in A REAR ELEVATION OF BUNGALOW. 

this way and are very inexpensive. | me 
A large panel of red sandstone is a 
set in above a heavy rustic plank ee ee = 

mantel, making an_ interesting wi TT] mi 
chimneypiece at comparatively | LI = || 
small cost. Pasa re Se ce) Hee Senate tet 

The dining room is the central. === SSS 
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THE TWELVE BEST PERENNIALS 

The kitchen, which in a house of this woodwork in the kitchen is left in the 
kind is one of the most important rooms, natural color and finished with spar var- 
is designed with the special idea of mini- nish so that it can be washed. 
mizing the housework. The sink and drain- The exterior of the bungalow is sided with 

iti Per wide redwood boards, split and lapped like 
= [Pett clapboards. A heavy building paper was 

Ponsss 1) I nancial: put under the siding and between the double 
= [J sere BUNGALOW floors, so that the walls are sufficiently thick 

Cramaen peers ergy []) pesicwep sy and warm. The exterior of the building is 
j i | A evs || aun 7 oe stained a dark ae ce ee es ro 

1a TY oe is mossy green. e bungalow is wire 
i, Ni ai I 1 besesttesaral SERED: Bt throughout for electric tights, and the 
SS] kk sewage is taken care of in a septic tank. 

— Roh The patio and back porch are both floored 
M copercsxs yeas alt with red brick, and the pergola is made of 

rome TT ennai ==] rough redwood logs. 
ring fF This bungalow, of course, was specially 

SRST SSE pe planned for the requirements of California 
Tamme Ht It i Nee q i Yo Saran ranch life, and some changes would have 

co 5 esa pt 9 to be made if the idea 
et were used either in a NS 

board take up one entire end of the room, town or in the East. As 
and along this side are four sliding win- 
dows. Opening from the kitchen is a large 
pantry with a sliding door, and in this 
pantry are the necessary cupboards, shelves, 
flour bins, work boards and cold closet, ————— 
so that all the work of cooking can be BaS= 
done in this room. The outer door of the SS FS = 
kitchen leads to a small screened porch on SS 
which are two set tubs. Under the kitchen || | 
is a large cemented cellar with a hatch from | || 
the outside. The cold closet in the pantry EN in} aun 
is connected by a dumbwaiter with a like SSN , 
closet in the cellar. A room for the servant — = 
and a storeroom for wood are provided in _ it is, the cellar is large enough to permit the 
a separate building just back of the house. installation of a hot water heater, and a 

The floors are all made concrete foundation is built under the éntire 
of selected Oregon pine, [FS house so that the mud sills rest on this, 

cettar -H] vu leaving a space of eighteen inches or more 
PLAN. ee under the building. 

cua THE TWELVE BEST PEREN- 
coms's NIALS FOR THE MODEST 
eu HOME: BY ADELINE THAYER 

THOMSON 

ft HE many advantages of hardy plants 
over the more tender annual varieties 
have been so fully and convincingly 
set forth by our leading floral maga- 

zines and papers that perennials are recog- 
nized today as being the most satisfactory 
for the permanent home. So much has 

filled, shellacked and waxed. All other been said in regard to “massed planting,” 
woodwork in the living room and dining “naturalizing by the thousands,” “stocking 
room is stained dark and waxed, but the the yard with hardy plants,” “harmonious 
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THE TWELVE BEST PERENNIALS 

color combinations,” etc., that the modest plant among all June-blooming varieties. 
property owner is apt to gather the im- The azure blue flower spikes are borne from 
pression that perennials must be planted in four to six feet high, and one can scarcely 
quantities to be satisfactory, and because jmagine a more brilliant effect than this 
but a few varieties can be afforded, defers plant presents when in flower. It will blos- 

planting them from year to year. A great som again in the fall if the flowering stalk 
deal of satisfaction, however, may be had js cut down immediately after its beauty 
from a dozen well-chosen hardy plants, and has faded—an advantage which few per- 
delayed planting means only wasting pre-  ennials possess. 

cious time, for within two years these same The soft, silvery foliage of the hardy 
perennials may be divided, and one’s stock pink, which grows one foot high, makes it 
increased at least fourfold tact * h . an effective plant at all times. It blooms 
Genesee ar eee ae 4 Ge erick profusely, however, and ee month 
wn . : - of June is loaded with a mass of attractive 
limited ito ‘the: choosing, of but a few vari - a. oers that fill the air with a rich, spicy eties, unless there is perfect familiarity with f Stele. i dil Itiplied b 
the different perennials, it is a difficult mat- P& Ee oe em as at 
tee de low awluehiare bestiadaptedcforthe cuttings made in the early spring, for at this 
home yard. P une a root Ms et if re ina 

As an aid to the amateur, the following S"8CY ocation and carefully watered. 
hardy plants have been carefully selected The Oriental poppy is the most gorgeous 
from the host of varieties as the twelve best. Plant among the perennials. The flowers 
perennials for general use,—the choice. be- @7€ Unusually large and glowing red in 
ing based upon a standard of extreme hardi- Cor, while the petals are nee 
ness, beauty of form and color, adaptability blotched with. markings of black. The 
to different soils and locations, and varying oat alk el oad qe ee 
seasons of bloom that will insure a con- : : : ae 
tinued floral display from spring until fall, creased quickly by cutting the root into 

The hepatica is the best hardy variety for Pieces, and each part will form a new plant. 
early spring blooming. At the very threshold This work should be done immediately after 

of April, when the other perennials are only flowering, and the new plants rooted in the 
beginning to push their way through the dry shade. It grows two feet high. _ i 
leaves of winter, this plant unfolds its har- Pyrethrum is another perennial which 
vest of delicate blossoms, and for three flowers in June. The blossoms are daisy- 
weeks or more it is easily queen of the gar- like in form, but they possess a range of 
den. The hepatica thrives luxuriantly in Color unknown to that variety. The un- 
sun or shade, and increases rapidly by self usually graceful foliage makes the plant 
sowing. Its height is six inches. aaa a Uae an eee] ee 4 

The columbine,—that old, old favorite— oreopsis (lanceolata) scatters cheer an 
still possesses the characteristics that make brightness throughout the months of July 
it invaluable. This plant is among the and August with a host of orange-colored 

hardiest in cultivation, thrives in sun or blossoms. It is a thrifty variety, multiplies 
shade, and is entirely free from insect pests. amazingly, and reaches a height of two feet. 
The nodding, bell-shaped blossoms are very | Platycodon flowers in July, and it is an 
attractive and appear generously through- ee The earpia Te 
out the month of May. It grows one foot shaped, white or blue in color, and are borne 

high. profusely. 
The German iris is a highly decorative Lobelia is a close rival of the Oriental 

variety that grows two feet high and adapts poppy in brilliancy of color and decorative 
itself readily to all planting effects. The effect. In August the flowers form dense 
flowers unfold in May and are large and heads of bloom from eight to ten inches 
exquisitely formed. Varieties may be had long, and are a rich, glowing crimson. A 
in colors shading from the purest of white single plant will often send up six or eight 
through many different tints of yellow, stalks of these brilliant spikes. 
brown and purple. The iris increases rap- The Japanese anemone is an exquisite 
idly, but resents disturbance to its roots variety, and its delicate pink and white 
any time but in the fall. flowers are among the most beautiful in 

The delphinium is the most conspicuous cultivation. This plant blossoms in Sep- 
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PRIMITIVE MEXICAN CRAFTSMEN 

tember, and flourishes until frost. Height, was flooded. My mother worked as an ore 
one foot. sorter in the patio. She was of pure In- 

The pompon chrysanthemum braves the dian blood. I suppose that I inherited my 
cold, chilling winds of November, and love for silver ornaments from her. She 
thrives until severe freezing weather. No always wore beautifully chased silver 
collection of perennials would be complete carrings and bracelets, and she con- 
without this variety, which reaches only two stantly bought more, although we were 
feet in height. very poor, and often there was a lack 

The foregoing collection of perennials of fortillas and frijoles. When my 
means an outlay of about a dollar and a mother died, her little store of jewelry 
half. No other investment could give more was mine. Here they are. I will never 
real pleasure, or pay a higher rate of in- part with them. They are a source of 
terest, for once planted perennials thrive a constant inspiration.” 
lifetime, and with the passing years they in- He showed me a little carved cedar 
crease in numbers and in added charm. box, full of silver trinkets, among them 

an especially beautiful little figure of an 
SOME PRIMITIVE CRAFTS- ore carrier, with a basket held by a leather 

7 “RW strap from his forehead. “I made it,” the 
MEN IN MEXICO: BY VERONA old aati said. “You may see the same 
GRANVILLE young peon at the Cardones mine.” 

ILVER has been the favorite metal A few days later I photographed the 
of nearly all primitive craftsmen Indian model for the little ornament, as 

‘who work for beauty’s sake. This well as an old water carrier, of whom 
is especially true of the Latin races, the platero had a statuette in clay. 

and their descendants in Mexico of to- I was: employed for several’ years 
day are among the most skilled workmen S 3 
in the world. It is most interesting to : : + “ 
watch a native platero at work in his fies £25 aie 
quiet little shop in some of the larger ede \ sae sll 
cities where few strangers penetrate, and a ig | ft 
away from the tourists’ demand for the ih 9 — 
gaudy cut-out jewelry made from Mexi- ae v y 
can coins; the hideous belts, bracelets r om 
and watch fobs, and cheap brooches of ib ; 1 
butterfly and lizard designs, much of the A La F 3 
latter coming from Italian and German woe ie 4 
factories. ; ae ee 

I have in mind a little old half-Mexi- 1s 49 ¥ - 
can, half-Indian, and his tiny shop in a & es 
side street in Guanajuato, where more ae ; oe. . 7 
than ten years ago there was only a eee 
local supply for silver ornaments, and the "cig cae 
primitive workers depicted with an aston- had ae y a 

ishing grasp of intimate detail only such Ie ta A * 
objects and scenes as they were familiar as oe Se a 
with in daily life. a ithe St | ae 

One day while sitting on a rickety Fe ae, ager ‘ 
bench by the side of the patient old man, Se ey 

he told me his story with much naiveté and Oe ee 
harm OLD MEXICAN WATER CARRIER: A MODEL 

c ° is G FOR THE MEXICAN SILVERSMITH. 

“T was born,” he said, “in the great ; 

patio of the Valenciana mine, the great- about the assay office of the great mine,” 
est but one in the world, only the the platero went on; and, quite unblush- 

Potosi mine of Bolivia showing a greater ingly, he said: “I stole many of the 
record in adding to the world’s supply beads as they came from the cupels, and 
of silver. My father was killed when the: often bits of silver wire. I learned as- 
great octagonal shaft of the Valenciana saying, and when my knowledge of an- 
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WE “A. 2< 26 Sa carved rosaries, crosses and antique sil- 

P ee ele ver and gilt plate, old china and embroid- 

Fe a eries, books and pictures, but to the old 

See an platero the most interesting objects in the 

ron f bie collection were the splendid hand-wrought 

satin silver stirrups, saddle and bridle ornaments, 

“ yr : Se “We Mexicans, like the Spaniards,” 

: a ae * said the little platero, “love nothing so 
: ay A S, much as a splendidly caparisoned horse; 

eee | (ME ee and, oh, but it was a great sight in the 

ee es Vas aa old times to see from two to three hun- 
Se Se eS. a Cie ae dred caballeros mounted on_high-step- 

ee me ated ok ping horses, on fiesta days, with hand- 

AS ose some charro suits of terra-cotta colored 
mk ce | apie 96 ES, leather, trimmed with chased silver but- 

re Ar ES ao tons, tassels and braid. And the saddles 

ete “Sumey ki and bridles were heavy with silver trap- 

‘ i Le pings; and all of the caballeros vied with 

Fi Be a one another, especially in the choice of ie Stick ; their stirrups. This pair,” and he lov- 

I 9k) ee ingly touched those shown in the ac- 

< companying photograph, “was made in 
A MEXICAN ORE CARRIER: MopeL Guanajuato, by a famous platero of pure 

FOR THE MEXICAN SILVERSMITH. J[ndian blood. They are among the 

nealing silver, drawing wire, and other 
work became sufficient to set up a shop 
of my own I came here; and here I have 
worked for thirty-two years. No master 
has taught me anything. It is a heaven- 
sent occupation. I would not exchange ‘ 
it for any other, although the profits are 
meager.” 

I bought four of his silver thimbles, 
with agate, onyx and jasper tops. Tech- on 
nically and artistically the work is de- | up 
lightful, with curiously carved and intri- | i 
cate. designs of flowers and birds. He he Wi A ee 
afterward made for me a set of six tea- ah Nii a tear 
spoons, representing the various classes x Koad Coe 
of work performed Bhout amine. There be a a A eta 
were Indians driving wood, and ore- ae fe i : sae 

laden burdens; ore sorters in the great Be i ah ~ o 

patio, ore bearers struggling up the ar We ie eae. 
“chicken ladders” from leoth of 1,500 a i ] Vd , Ml 
to 2,000 feet with 200 pounds of ore on i yi ae eee 
their backs, skilfully etched mules at Bg eet 7 ae idee | 

work in the arrastras, and realistic pic- ae. — 7 Lf ee 
tures of rich, pompous old Don mine | Sends otek ML 
owners. Lae ee 

The little old man himself went with PORER re Ee | 
me to the splendid mansion of Sefior Al- MEXICAN CABALLERO WITH 

cazar, a wealthy Spaniard, who has prob- SILVER SADDLE, TRAPPINGS. 

ably the most complete collection of heaviest I’ have ever seen, each one 

curios in Mexico. There are more than. weighing forty pounds. The silver came 

800 gold and silver watches, 200 Spanish from the great Valenciana mine. 

fans of lace and gold and ivory; scores “All beautiful work is of the mind, the 

of curiously wrought old candlesticks in cunning hand being but a servant. All 

silver, copper, brass and bell metal, great plateros, too, are their own de- 
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THE MOTOR CAR AND COUNTRY LIFE IN FRANCE 

signers; there are no specialists among WHAT THE MOTOR CAR HAS 
us yet, thank heaven, as among modern 
silversmiths. We think, think; observe, DONE TO COUNTRY LIFE IN 
observe, sometimes pondering for weeks FRANCE 
over a suitable design for a pair of stir- , - 
rups and the decurtions toe a saddle; “RK RANCE is of all ae a moe 
then all in a flash comes the inspiration, conservative, for the people who have 

and the work is, quickly accomplished, TT yet to tose it. Ted to think that the 
vinUe ey ea ais a enn blue blouse of the men and the white cap 

f of the women might pass for symbols of 

; \ 2 constancy or conservatism, so sure was I 
| ec ear that the pleasant things they stood for 

. | Ro cat sta? Ay would resist all change. Summer after 
A ie ar fen 8 summer I would return to the charming, 
Seg). \ | eae well-ordered town, the friendly, comfort- 
Seca —— able inn, the courteous people, the joyous 

A es Saag feasts, to find them as I had left them. 
Nts ‘ He But when I return now, I come everywhere 

‘ot ee upon the trail of the innovator. France I 
ple ie ve do believe has changed more in the last 
Bae : \ ae few years than in the whole century before, 
peas ia » and one of the most immediate causes of 
its 4 t toad! a the change is the motorist. It has been said 
Ah cae Cn SS that the motor car has restored the romance 

f a 4 ae i, of travel; it would be truer to say that the 
ie ihe e motorist has destroyed it forever. A quar- - 

| % ter of a century ago—I have not forgotten 
nae —Ruskin was saying the same thing of the 

cyclist. But the cycle brought back free- 
Ges Goce Ganiniee cormasuun «dom to the traveler without demoralizing 
Ae RURRL he chink way, end : the eee through which he passed. 

same way, and never . . . To be a cyclist was not to be.a 
alter the pattern which is accurately im- millionaire. But te motor means money, 
Basie 4 Aa : ee his nae and money recognizes only one standard of 
ieee and this AYE with: Bare Cali comfort and insists upon maintaining ‘it. 

fornia pearls I made in a week, although re ee tonle trip ae Be tocnd teas, their designs had cost me many days of asking of his Touring Club only to reduce 
Serious thought.’ He showed me. his the cost of life for him as he rode i the 
handiwork eagerly, and was gratified at motorist will have nothing remain as it is, 
my praise, for nothing from the hands but clamors for the latest fashions in 

of famous Spanish plateros could excel plumbing and upholstery, and for his own 
the patiently chased saddle trappings and hours, and his Own ree, his own table at 
the bridle decorations in the famous Al- Meals, and he raises the scale of living as 

- cazar collection. he goes. . . . He does not know that it 
In Mexico today but little of this beauti- 18 just in the old-fashioned inn he disdains 

ful work is left, and practically none is that the traveler who does know is sure of 
being made. The tourist wants too much an excellent dinner and a good bottle of 
for too little to make possible the trans- Wine, a comfortable bed at night and, most 
muting of rare imagination through deft likely, a cheerful landlady and gay talk at 
craftsmanship into a work of art. The sou- the table d’héte. 
venir craze has killed the desire, even the The motor gives to the traveler who can 

capacity, for skilled labor among the crafts- afford it the opportunity to see the world 
men of the Southwest. New designs are as it never was seen before, and the motor- 

no longer to be secured, and the old ones ist is fast making the world not worth see- 
are imitated by the unintelligent workmen ing at all.” 
so heedlessly that the very beauty of the E. R. Pennell. 
original thought has vanished. 
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A FRIEND OF THE TREES 

A FRIEND OF THE TREES: mammoth forests up near the timber line in 

BY M. KENNEDY BAILEY the Colorado Rockies. He was still about 

i his business, this time writing the message 

HE first time I saw Enos A. Mills he that for ten months of the year he had been 

was addressing, at a national con- delivering from the lecture platform. He 

vention, an audience which became wrote in a cabin studio that would have de- 

strangely silent as he pleaded for lighted William Morris by its simple fur- 

his friends the trees. Wearing as he did nishings made from the limbs of fire- 
the look of one who lives his life in the killed trees, its tables supported upon 
open,—the look of contact with the trees weather-carved stumps, its wonderful bal- 

and the beating sun and the forest trail, strades of rock-flattened pine roots, 
there was something in the man’s person- wrought by time and nature into beautiful 

ality that spoke unconsciously of decades shapes and strange fretwork. He is not at 
consecrated to the wilds and cloistered in first easy to understand, unless you ap- 
them. He seemed to have,come to the plat- proach him as he approaches the trees, 
form impelled by his affection for the for- meeting him on his own ground of love for 

ests to go out and tell the world of their the natural and sweet and wholesome. As 

danger, As you listened you felt the beauty he laid down his firearms before entering 

of the forest’s life, the pathos of its strug- the sanctuary of the forest, so must you 
gles against the accidents of nature and the lay down the armament of conventional 

abuse of man, the joy of its days, the maj- small talk and small thought before being 

esty of its nights, the tragedy of its death. admitted on a basis of friendship with so 

*You felt almost as if this man had been sent intense and sincere a lover of nature. 
Iby the trees themselves to ask a busy world It is really the artist in Enos Mills that 

.of men and women to protect them, for in has made him one of the most effectual de- 

the bearing and look of the speaker was fenders the forests have today. He knows 

wees a ers 
' 4) : ae 

\ . 
a 4 

ot em Me 

Fa. — 

ce i fi Aa a v- ig ey 

i z i 
an wee a) P ae 

| _ Fi re ie. 4 Say Se 

\ - ik Visa i 2 aie ‘i 

| re - , . 
Bere ad 

unmistakable kinship with them,—a_ kin- DED WS MERION ae eee 
ship that told of many years spent alone that he may fail to save the trees and beaver 

with nature in the intimate companionship and mountain sheep and flowers and lakes 

of which poets have dreamed, but few men of his beloved Colorado, but he will at least 

have actually experienced,—perhaps no have given his life to the effort. It is the 

other for the same purpose and in the same artist in him that will not give up the for- 

spirit that has animated Enos Mills. ests, the poet in him that learns the secrets 

Years later I saw Mr. Mills in his own of the trees, and the naturalist that watches 
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A FRIEND OF ‘THE TREES 

the beavers at their i ¥ Be 

work of soil-making * bos % = 
and moisture-con- id : ill 
servation. , - ca. al : 

On the broad east 4 : = 

shoulder of Long’s os a a _ nae 
Peak, Estes Park, f baie ap co POP Ss ail 
Colorado, Mr. Mills - * alfisie2 a es a ft, | i has built an inn for een Ca ain = |e 
the entertainment of es ay a ee | 
nature - loving _ holi- . | ey : ee 
day makers, artists, ; = 

writers and __ stu- ; | 
dents. Naturalists Sate -/: Aa eS TE ; 
aud nature-students e ee aay a che 

are apt to congre- - oy Pe fe : 

gate there in sum- 5 ® 
mer, Botanists take 7 5 ; Fi 
the mountain trails every morning and ES ES MONTANE MONE: 
return at noon with full portfolios. In ter as well as summer, when not lecturing. 
the evening young men armed with He has probably made more speeches on 
field-glasses and knapsacks start for the subject of forestry than anyone else in 
“The Timberline,” another cabin built | America, carrying his plea for their preser- 
by Mr. Mills at the point where the vation into every State and territory and 
forest stops and the snow begins. There before audiences as various as there are 
they spend the night and make an early — kinds of human beings. No one is too old 
start the following morning for the Peak. or too young; none too rich or too poor to 
Nobody plucks wantonly the flowers on feel the blessing of trees. Fashionable 
Long’s Peak and nobody shoots the society and the slums have heard him in 
game, and as you walk along the moun- _ large cities; he has spoken in college and in 
tain trail you realize that this is the true kindergarten; the students at Tuskegee have 
spirit of Arcady,—this leaving of the listened to his impassioned words and 

¥% . - wy Boston has been 
f ee ra ore as # aroused to enthu- 

iia — siasm on behalf of 
iy! B i A ey yl ar rf the forests. In clubs 

ms Cedeaaas (omen ak 4) f= are and conventions. in- 
ae ‘A f i) ee | terested in the con- 

| ORS te a aN | 4 | : Ae servation of the 
iy 7, a f Ss if | natural resources of 

. ap | ia Rul) N of ig i de the country, Mr. 
; = ne at . eee al te : ale bas . be <a 

- He ty, Se : much in demand. 
=a a. p He ¥y ad the Most of his early 

gf fe : ie Mooi. Jn addresses were de- 
ya me om iS Aes ae livered at his own 

[sg Ss ei! hi fe expense,—a kind of 
ae ; ie A af Wat eee philanthropy not 

ip ee at eee §=6widespread ten or 
oy oe rity, Ge SAN beam, fifteen years ago. 

ap Se o Inasmuch as he 
: earned the money 

flowers to bloom, the flocks to feed and LIVING Room IN THE INN. to pay for his self- 
the trees to flourish. appointed mission of tree-preserver by 

The sleeping cabins and large central deserting it at intervals to work in the 
structure of the Inn cluster about Mr, Mills’ mines or to act as guide through moun- 
own cabin studio, where he lives all win-- tain passes, his task was not an easy 
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THE DEMOCRACY OF ART 

| : chapter is “The Story of a Thousand-Year 
P Pine,’—the first adequate biography ever 

Ces written of an individual tree. This pine 
Vy i tree essay brings a new, large and most in- 

3 i teresting element into literature. “Tt is al- 

| Sy ge Ps most a marvel,” we read in this essay, “that 

| ipa les trees should be the oldest of living things.” 

Sere The pine of which Mr. Mills wrote was 
Tee born in the year 856 near the Cliff-Dwel- 

| oe lers’ Mesa Verde. It was cut down in 1903. 

} ve ae A poet might have taken these dates and re- 

an constructed from his imagination the drama 

ae enacted about it in all those centuries of 
ce time. But poet and naturalist together have 

“a ey tags te done vastly more than that. Not only has 
: | iia Mr. Mills painted with swift, bold brush- 

ae 5s strokes the pageant of the years, but he has 
| pai read from the tree’s own scroll, as it opened 

Me under his saw and knife-blade, the records 

| SPAS Se) of its personal experiences. He knew in 

| oa Pa Bx. 4 what year the borers attacked it and what 

| i Nae See i y B year it was cured by the woodpecker sur- 

are ane 495 geon. He knew the very season and the 

ieee é a ee | a. year in which it suffered an earthquake 

ee a A e oe shock, and when it was, in turn, the target 

is ge ore  * ee Z| z for Indian arrows and for the bullets of 

a pil, white men. His Old Pine was 636 years 
348 ee a < ¥ old when Columbus discovered America, 

~EZ a és a and yet it was green and healthy when cut 

Spa ——— down seven years ago. 
aye Pee ee One of the aids Mr. Mills has found 

a a oS aor ready to his hand in expressing the nat- 

A ee ae ee ural life of the mountains is the camera, 

ey : ; ek aie which he uses with marked success. Here 
ce ee ues per the ae stands ppb sel nat- 

" uralist and forester may have been sup- 
one, That it brought results of immense posed to have it all their own way. His 
importance we are assured by the changed victures are remarkable for the skill and 

conditions that exist today. It would be imagination displayed in the selection of 
difficult to estimate the influence of this one subjects. as 
man in britfging the country to its senses 
with fateed lis te forests. naw the for- THE DEMOCRACY OF ART 

ests have many champions and the idea of “POTENTIALLY, everyman ioareariee 
oo is becoming firmly estab- ome the artist, so called, and the 

Seer eee es ordinary man there is no gulf fixed whic 

oe somtele Ges Le a cannot be passed. Such are the terms of 

Sad vivid aiterprecitionoithe epinit ofthe Our mechanical civilization today that art 

wilds. The chapter entitled “The Wilds has Becomessperalzed, eptciee fiacice oF 
itl Fi De ; 3 1 it is limited to a few; in consequence artists 

without Firearms” is an interesting sevelt~ ive hecome a Kind of class, But ess 
eae ‘S We ersHEes GE HE ei Se tially the possibilities of art lie within the 

a in entering her domain ond in Sore Ohenya tian elven: the set eAcone 
saa tee forces ae eee Tt ig (litions. That man is an artist who fashions 

to this ol that one must Took for (ancaee ting tat Hie way cepeess hinvelt 

revelation of the author’s personality and Be sponse to is need gv netever the torn 
dome ve which it may manifest itself, the art spirit 

what he encountered in his early acquaint-  ;, one.” 2 

anceship with the deep woods. Another ‘ Carleton Noyes. 
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GUEST BOOK IN TOOLED LEATHER 

GUEST BOOK IN TOOLED 

LEATHER: CRAFTSMANPLANS || Y tse LaLa tl é 
LT: designing a guest book we would en- ey a 

deavor to construct something radiating Uo) bEN 
a little of the feeling that the home Vy) eS \ 
owner wishes to give out to the wel- : ; 

come guest—individuality, warmth and per- 
sonal cordiality. There is charm in a 
guest book that is made by the hand of the 
house owner, with the cover tooling a bit 
of self-expression, with the page quotations 

Soe VENUS 
WIE SSeS 
+. 1G QARING 

<2. = Ley i SECOND DESIGN FOR TOOLING GUEST BOOK COVER. 

hy Si filled with the names of guests. This is 
Be en done by placing two pieces of stiff leather, 
i ie about one-half an inch apart, on the inside 

2 of the covers. The pages are fastened in 
— a with lacings which pass through them and 

. . this stiff board. The front page is decorated 
we aa by hand, tinted in water-color the same tone 

i Cte as the soft shade of green that is used for 
. ‘ ey the silk lining of the cover, with a little 

hi Me { touch of pink and blue here and there. The 
lettering is done by hand. This book has no 
set margin on the inside pages, the idea 
being to allow absolute freedom to the 

GUEST BOOK: COVER OF TOOLED LEATHER. 

chosen because of real appreciation. §& 
And an echo of others’ thoughts, or, #F naa Cars| 
better yet, a carefully worded orig- #2 a Vy ( LOE A 
inal phrase from the guest, who Tp XT! =) | 
should enjoy paying some personal f FLY 2) Yl Ly 
tribute to the friends who have » leap I « 40 allem) | 
given him joy, is greatly prized. ee UT} UTS | 

This guest book is made of sa oh Dpaceai 
tooled Craftsman sole leather, 1 nbPeat eat | 

which is very easy to work. The a ev Encom- aah 
decoration is on the front cover. PT ba) ey, LA | 
There is no interlining, the body of | eS passen ia : 
the leather giving the required stiff- i i Siag tk hpaacd 

ness to the cover. The edges of the i we Vor 

leather are pared down thin and re 
turned over in a sort of a hem, — te — 
inside of which the silk lining is pasted. DOUBLURE AND TITLE PAGE OF GUEST BOOK, 
The binding on the inside makes it guest in expressing his own individuality. 
possible for the leaves to be removed Many guest books we have seen have been 
and replaced by others when these are most interesting on account of the sketches 
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THE CONVENIENCE OF HOME BOOKBINDING 

ke THE CONVENIENCE OF BE- 

ae a : ING ABLE TO BIND BOOKS 

LS ne i OOKBINDING is one of the pleas- 
oe B antest and most interesting of the 

con. ts ... handicrafts, and, given a fair amount 

boa ¥ ee of skill in handling tools, it is not 

i a , p  ifficult to learn. The difficulty is that 
a if ode most people who take the trouble to learn 

ee tHE to001 it do so with the idea of making money by 

waa win THe it and, as the demand for besetomd pee 

a fe GE is very small, it naturally follows that only 

pane! i CeIn ie the epert bookbinders who are designers: 

oe | SHARP, as well find any market for their work, and 

ho a i cLEAR our- even these find it difficult to sell hand-bound 
Bea a i | ounver _-bOOks at the prices they must ask to make 

| enn or tue the craft at all profitable, unless they are 

| 9] same too. fortunate enough to be regularly employed _ 

; —06060C~mC Sts sorr _ by some big publishing house which makes. 

ee euatce a specialty of editions de luxe, But asa 

lo vuat CAN BE USED o coax home craft to be applied to one’s own books 

THE LEATHER UP or Back. there are possibilities in the art of book- 

; | THE FLAT, spooN-SHAPED phinding that have never been developed. 

De 28 | 700. 1s VERY USEFUL IN RUB- We all know what it means to have a 

fase BING OUT ANY CRUDE LINES. 5, Vorite book grow shabby and dog’s-eared, 

or sonnets or bits of prose which express and how frequently we regret that it costs 

the individuality of the person in the whole so much to have it rebound as we would like 

arrangement of the page. But margins jt, After all, there is nothing like leather 

might often be an addition, as they would for the outer dress of a book that is much 

make the book a more complete design, if used and handled, and the more “leathery” 

the handwriting were confined in a more jt is the better. But if one sends the book 

conventional way. to a regular bindery to be rebound ‘in 

We show some pictures of tools which eather, the cost of it would probably buy 

give suggestions as to how we can bring up a new copy of our most expensive and 

the leather. The one with the sharp edge treasured volume. Yet if only the binding” 

is used for getting a sharp clear outline. could be done at home it would be a simple + 

The rounder end of the same tool‘is Soft matter not only to restore respectability to 
little punch that can be used to'coax the a book which has become worn and loose- 

leather up or back, as desired, in working jointed, but many a tasteless cloth binding” 

- from either the front or the back. The could be replaced with flexible, soft- 

flat, spoon-shaped one is very useful in rub- surfaced, mellow-toned leather that is a joy 
bing out any crude lines that are not to the touch as well as the eye. 

wanted. It is not necessary to indicate the We described in the preceding article the: 

uses of the tools, because the ingenuity of advantages of being possessed of sufficient 

the worker will at once suggest ways of skill in bookbinding to be able to make a 

bringing up the leather with the help of guest book that expresses the individuality 

the different shaped ends. of the hostess and something of her feeling 
In fact, the chief interest and value of - toward welcome guests, but this is only a 

this sort of work lies in the possibilities it part of the pleasure to be derived from a 

affords for the development of the worker’s study of the art of bookbinding purely for 

ingenuity and resourcefulness. A feeling personal use and pleasure. If once the idea 

for design and some technical skill in its of profit could be taken away from the 

application is, of course, a wonderful ad- practice of this craft, it would take much 

vantage, as by that means the worker’s own firmer hold upon the affections of people 
ideas can be given the fullest expression who have plenty of taste and leisure time 

that lies within his power. But if this be and who would feel genuine interest and 

lacking, very satisfactory effects may be pride in their ability to do some unusual 
obtained by using care in tracing or copying. and beautiful thing. 
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CABINETWORK AND NEEDLEWORK 

SOME CRAFTSMAN DESIGNS and the stretchers made of strips 14 ae 
square. The top should be 34 of an inc 

FOR BUNGALOW FURNISH- thick, and the tack is made of V-jointed 
INGS boards 34 of an inch thick. 

vee Although the construction of the frame 
S this is the season of the year when j, very simple, care should be taken to make 
most people are beginning to think it firm and exact. As shown in the per- 
about the furnishings of their sum- spective drawing, the front and back 
mer homes, we are giving as models stretchers are so placed that they are flush 

for home cabinetmakers some pieces that with the inside edge of the posts. Tenons 
are specially suitable for use in the moun- are cut at the ends of these stretchers, so 
tain bungalow or seaside cottage, as they that a check or shoulder is left on either 
are very simple and inexpensive, are easily side, but not on the top or bottom. The 
made and ee a 
ficiently durable for a = ere ve 
ordinary use, besides | pee pA ist 
being rather light and i i pepe ae ——— > —o 
cheerful looking,— ey Phe is fee | hen Near 
qualities vee seem HM nt ary ee Wii ly Ul He 
specially in keeping a4 Geis eS ee) || i A 3 

with fe furnishings PS ie ee 1 i kt ie (=| 

ofa vaction tome | Spree et W |p 8 The box cabinet is mf) PO =i te leq 
meant to serve in Wp | ee i nal 1 | ’ 

place of a bureat, and) (Ss memes ol 1 [CIT | 
the frame holds spe- Ay A SM eS | fet 
cially-made boxes of SN it ee Wl ayeicen heh 
heavy pasteboard cov- IN Meer lM nll | i 
ered with gay cre- i" eee ely" ea W St ic ee f 
tonne, which are used nt as ; oe iS A ee II 
as bureau drawers. | [NU BEI | Soe = | | 
The piece can be made if SN Lele os Ss SS Hei 
in any size to fit any} | Nig 6 a OI II given’ space in the| |} MiG eG <Zie So ss | 
room, but as shown SY Hl iO eae = NA p 
here the frame is 50 aN — ye ~~ i) 
inches high, 26 inches Mga fy 
wide and 18 inches { Ze ‘ 
deep. The posts should a 
be 2 inches square, 

CRAFTSMAN CRETONNE BOX CABINET. 

CRAFTSMAN BOOKCASE. 
oo side stretchers are carefully mortised into 

as the front and back stretchers, so that they 
fit closely against the posts, which help to 
keep them firm. The back is fitted into the 
space left behind the back stretcher, and is 

CRBINET made flush with the outer edge of the post. 
7 = ~ Bor The top is notched at each corner so that 
NPS R it fits around the posts which project above 

\ a them. The joints are all made with dowel 
oe pins in the regular way, and are carefully 

\ ORK. glued into place. Care should be taken to 
ie ciency BOX bevel the bottoms of the posts so that they 

os will not splinter when the piece is moved. 
= Five cretonne-covered boxes should be 

mss provided to fit into this framework, and it 
would be advisable to have them made at 
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CABINETWORK AND NEEDLEWORK 

x a Q carefully finished in the same way. 
feeara eee || || pps t hy The work-box and stool are de- 

signed as companion pieces to the 
cabinet, and should make very at- 
tractive furnishings for a bedroom 

(ieee eres eae ou ee) | eT 2 that is also used as a sewing room. 
The frame of the work-box is 25 

| inches high and 18 inches square, 
and as it is a much smaller piece 

a {| than the box cabinet, the posts and 

: rails are lighter, the posts being 
only 1% inches square; the top 

a , rails 1% inches by % of an inch, 
--—————_ | | |" | _ and the bottom rails 2 inches by 

| % of an inch, The three stretchers 
| that support the box should be 1% 

J______|_____|| | ||| _________.,| inches square. The rails are dow- 
i eled to the posts, as their position 

forbids mortising, and care should 
be taken that the dowels do not 

pone SO iqi-——q]|_ interfere. The three stretchers in 
Luise | eee eel I 18" _ the bottom are mortised into the 

Sle eee | [| lower rail. All the rails should be 
FRONT - Sop made flush with the inside of the 

[W2 SSE) DESIGN FOR A posts, so that the box will slip in 
CRETONNE and out easily. The detail of the 

| BOX CABINET box shows the way it is made, with 
PLAN pockets for thread, thimbles and 

| SCALE OF INCHES other sewing materials. It should 
| o 1 6 be covered with cretonne in the 

————eesaeas| same way as the boxes for the 
Sieg en hor eae cabinet, and carefully lined. Two 

3 Mie leather handles should be riveted to 
some box factory, as this can be done very the sides, so that the box may be easily 
cheaply and much more easily than at home. jifted from its frame. 
The dimensions should be observed with The construction of the stool is very 

great care, as the box ought to slip freely much the same as that of both box frames. 
into the opening, leaving a space of about Jt should be 17 inches high, 20 inches long 
¥% of an inch at the top and on each side. and 16 inches wide. The posts are 114 

The cover should be hinged about to inches inches square and are tapered for about 

from the front, as this will allow the box 6 inches at the bottom; the seat frame 2 

to be drawn out about 2/3 of its length, and inches by 7% of an inch; the front and back 
the cover lifted without the necessity of stretchers 2 inches by %4 an inch, and the 

removing it from the frame every time any- end stretchers 114 inches by 14 an inch. 
thing is needed. In case the boxes are The seat frame is mortised into the posts, 
made at home, a strip of light canvas should which project about 4 of an inch above 

be used to hinge the cover. It is a very the top stretcher, the edges being carefully 
simple matter to put on the cretonne cover- beveled so that they are quite smooth. The 
ing, which is drawn firmly around the sides jower stretchers also are mortised into the 
and pasted on, the cretonne being cut at posts. The detail drawing of the stool 

each corner and pasted under the box, so shows the corner blocks which support the 
that it forms a neat joint without humps. frame for the slip seat. This seat is care- 

About 1% inches should be left at the top fully padded and covered with cretonne. 

to draw over the edge of the box and paste The dotted lines in the detail drawing show 
inside. The bottom is covered with a square the wooden frame of the slip seat, over 
piece of cretonne the exact size of the box, which the cretonne is stretched and fast- 
and should be very firmly pasted so that it ened underneath. 
will not pull off at the edge. The top is The bookcase, which like the other pieces 
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CABINETWORK AND NEEDLEWORK 

is intended for bungalow use, LO 
shows a certain primitiveness eS LLL 
in design and construction that " “ [ [ 
will harmonize with the more | 
or less rugged furnishings that D Cc 
we are accustomed to associate — 
with a vacation home. While o |—— 
it is neither massive nor crude So ee 
in construction, its extreme 
plainness gives it individuality 
and a certain austere beauty fH! 0 [| 
that we are accustomed to asso- a) ¥ |} 
ciate with very heavy pieces. ee (aL 
The construction is much the ES a 

same as that of the box cabinet | | 
and, as in the case of the cabi- F 
net, the dimensions may be Hl = 
altered at will to suit any given Q L— —| 
space in the room which it may | |) F=f | | | prin 
be intended to occupy. As | [| 
shown here the dimensions of 56" | 10° 
the piece are: 48 inches high, | | i | 
30 inches wide and 10 inches Sone sae 

deep. The posts are 24 inches UASSSELLIE SSIES SN BES STE SOS DESIGN FOR 
square, and the stretchers 1% ee PF BOOKCASE 
inches wide by 1% inches PLAN, 
thick. The shelves are 34 of SCALE OF INCHES 
an inch thick, and the slats at PR pan veneers 
the end are % an inch thick. 
These slats are mortised into the posts at splitting. The back is made of thin V- 
each end of the bookcase just above the jointed boards, fitted in as described in the 
shelves, so that they will support the books instructions given for the box cabinet. 
at the ends. The shelves and: top are It goes without saying that, simple as 
notched at the corners to fit around the _ this piece is, it should not be crude in work- 
posts, and the latter project above the top manship or finish. It may be made of 
and are rounded off.. The bottoms of the almost any one of our native woods that 
posts are, of course, beveled to prevent are sufficiently hard to be used for furni- 

- ture, as for bungalow 
gy use it is not necessary to 

PU SS have the maximum of 
ia m iS Feet ioriartiin eee durability or finish that is 
Neal a ay ee required for a piece of 

nt ae yea ta lh i {Redfin ete furniture meant for the 
i j Like Nellie), § ; Lil | permanent home. Of 

lik a YY/| calls ia iY Dis AEN [| course, if oak can be ob- 
Ny ie | beat zy =i NL Y \li| | tained it is the best of all 

NX! i (i | oe woods for making such 
7 ; i carl If it a pos- 

— eS  —_— SSS sible to fume it with am- 
DS SSS SS SSS SS. monia, it should be given 

ast = =a SSS this treatment, which mel- 
Ne a ~ | lows and ripens the nat- 
— ural color of the wood. 

If it is fumed it should 
- be well sand - papered 

afterward, lacquered and 
PRACIICAL DESIGNS FOR CRETONNE COVERED WORKBOX AND STOOL. waxed. 
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a One advantage of 
ee DESIGNS FOR AA BS these cretonne - cov- 

_CRETONME YYORKK ered boxes set. in 
BOX ATID STOOL - frames is the ease 

CDCALE OF IICUES with which they can 
- a atoiatatated be renewed when 

a A eS he ae ee 
fy p= Y CORMIER Buel aisermnr 
E ag 7 BLOCK. is good for years of 

| 4 wear, and it would be 
oe a simple matter to put 

| (Se a fresh coverings on 
the boxes each year, 

i so that they would al- 
| > ways be bright a 

a Ro". dainty. The idea o 
18 | | r | flowered chintz or 

J | cretonne is always 
associated with a 

Pleas ae ey ey bright, attractive bed- 
be I room, particularly in 

fay Sine ale eee a country house, and 
PLAN oe ahr oT this use of it makes 

| 2SLIPSEAT FRAME——>] one think of the 
F LS ee quaint furniture seen 

paula : . PLATT oF STOOL: in old English homes. 

A BEDROOM SET DONE IN a 

CRAFTSMAN NEEDLEWORK ‘' | ee 7 EMBROIDERED 
ON CANVAS OR HEAVY LINEN oe ; t hy) Sear 

: OY z 
OR home craftworkers we give this Wie jer) NA ean 

kK month designs for a set of bedroom Wea Woe Ppa] ROCKER. 
fittings, and for a willow rocker that ‘ees see MANA 
is meant to be a part of the bedroom NaN Ss Se A 

furniture. Of course, any comfortable NE = ae ny 2 a 
willow rocker might be used, but this one Vea ar amen ANA NTT 
was made by a woman who has learned ‘oe bu AR pf 
basketry, and shows how skill in willow ca NE 
working may be applied to simple furniture wees sé‘ 
as well as to baskets. Vy) : e oe Pe f 

The cushions, as shown here, are made SAYER) accent A 
of wood-brown canvas, with a design in ha Seay cl al WE a 4 
braiding and satin stitch worked out in tan- big NAL ee i 
colored soutache braid and linen floss. The ee <a, 
great advantage of this design is that it : 
allows the use of narrow strips of canvas 
if necessary, instead of taking one whole 
piece, so that small pieces of canvas left of the conven- 
over from other work may be utilized. The tionalized _blos- 
design, of course, may be varied according “soms at the top 
to personal taste, as the idea of it is very show large dots 
simple and admits of development in almost done in satin stitch to represent the seeds. 
any direction, according to the individual The scarf, which is meant for a table, 
fancy of the worker. The spaces left in the bureau or dressing table, is bordered with 
braid loops are filled in with linen floss in _ plain lines of the braid, broken at intervals 
dull coral and sage green, and the center with small loopings. The ends show the 
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same pattern that appears in the eT Se Ped aaa 
back cushion of the rocker. The | 
bedspread is easy to make in that 
it allows the use of narrower i —a | 
strips of canvas than would ordi- aw wo od | 
narily be used for a piece as large =, oa sa | 
as this. The detail drawing of Ht | | iT | 
the whole spread shows the way a 
in which the design is applied, and ! 
the smaller detail drawing gives a | 
clear idea of the design itself. In | 
case couching or outline is pre- f | 
ferred instead of the braiding, it | 
is quite possible to carry out this I 
pattern with outlines of linen Reve SN 2 ENE Se ee ee A 
floss, and of course any color |e | Ss | 
scheme may be used. It would | Se | 
be very effective done in heavy \,_1e = |—.-! | 
hand-woven linen instead of can- |, _|ae 2s Le | 
vas, with the pale pastel colors | 3. 
that harmonize with the cool gray [ess es 
of the linen used to develop the | es = | 
design. eee ili. Ee a 

We find that, in a Craftsman ; | 
bedroom, linen or canvas in soft | 
grays or browns harmonize much eS ey 
better with the furniture and ] [| 

| | CRAFTSMAN 
| ||| EMBROIDERED 

DG BED 

Ox (4 quiet and will harmonize with almost any 
US SS a in “ae 2 oa and ee wash 
a B % and wear admira with any sort of care, 
[om DN) and is exquisitely ten in effect. 

——— oa ut ae 

festa || les! | 
assem} | | (Gemyaney | a i 

| (SS 
SZ Se ii 

DETAIL OF EMBROIDERY IN CRAFTSMAN BED COVER. a 

other fittings than pure white or lace- s = } 
covered scarfs and bedspreads. A very i =A 
charming effect might be produced by the { a ite | 
use of ivory linen or canvas with the design i i | 
worked out in two shades of gray-blue, or i 
it might be done in all-white embroidery on 5 
natural-colored linen. This last is one 
of the most generally satisfactory color Rica herair AN TiGta Shas eR 
schemes for bedroom furnishings, as it is ERED TO MATCH BEDROOM SET. 
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AMATEUR METAL WORK 

GOOD AMATEUR METAL of the trees into 

WORK BY ANDRE DES- “ay ee pelle so ie 

CHAMPS k igs eu ee slightly rounded 
keen feeling for decorative form is A | aval flat. The 
shown in the two pieces of metal ‘ i same form of dec- 
work illustrated on this page. Both ofation appears in 
are the work of Mr. André Des- the top of the lan- 

champs, of New York, who writes to us Hy tern. anduthe. bot- 
that he has never had any technical training 2 : fora aha ern 

in metal work, and has picked up all that . ; Shoan separately 
he knows about it through reading THE ’ . is decorated with a 
CRAFTSMAN during the past two years. f . eth 

It has always been the greater part of our. puee es on G Si yee gr Part ‘ i trunk and spread- 
purpose, in publishing designs and instruc- Satraatel the lant 
tions for various sorts of handicraft, to ITO el eaeai ; 
make these more inspirational than tech- Be ertis otame nee 

y corren VASE. square, with lights 
i t 13% inches high. The roof is 11 inches 

f a square, and from top to bottom the piece 
' QS stands 18 inches high, so it is not small. 

a 38 The copper vase is less strikingly decora- 
J \ tive, but its shape is simple and graceful, 

and the hammering at the bottom is almost 
Japanese in the simplicity and boldness of 
the suggested decoration. The handles are 
shapely, but show the inexperienced metal 
worker in that they are curved so that the 
inner part is hollow. This gives a graceful 
shape on the outside, but does not make a 

; eas si 

: ; Bg (i i@ of 7 : a (Q:aae > 
HAMMERED BRASS LANTERN. ‘ ‘es - a 4 a 

nical in character, believing that the best aig : & a: eos. oP 
work and the greatest pleasure in work can yer AY ‘e. Ae 
be gained only through rousing the true ne &, ms Pe 
spirit of craftsmanship which seeks expres- 4 ‘ els, A eS F 
sion in its own way, paying but little heed Od eta? a (tC 
to rules and formulz and the copying of set us bas | babes 

designs. + ers Ad 3 - 
That it is evidently a material entirely 7 #RReee eae 

congenial to him, is proven by the boldness [9 = a 
and luxuriance of the decorative forms that Rae aeee. 
appear on the hammered brass lantern. Ab- DETAIL OF BOTTOM OF LANTERN, 
solutely straight and severe in shape, the good handle, which should be so shaped as 
panels of this lantern are made of brass to be easy to grasp. Equal beauty could 
hammered into impressionistic tree forms, have been gained by curving the handles the 
the metal being cut out to allow the light other way, so that the hollow would be on 
to stream through the antique glass which the outside. This would make the handle 
lines the pierced metal, The effect is height- entirely practicable without altering its 
ened by hammering the trunks and foliage graceful shape with reference to the vase. 
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the altruism is not carried too far. The 
Meee RAN fact that our national resources have been 
THE QUESTION OF READY-MADE FARMS practically boundless, and that our easy- 
f i \HIE latest device to get people back going Government has placed them freely 

to the farm is the result of a philan- 2+ iy, disposal of anybody who was clever 
thropic impulse on the part of Gov- enough to exploit them, has made us the 
ernor Hadley of Missouri, who sug- wealthiest and most recklessly extravagant 

gests that it would be a nice thing to have ‘people in the world. The fortunes of our an incorporated association, with plenty of multimillionaires stagger the imagination, 
capital at its command, locate well-stocked 344 when these millionaires show a dis- 
model farms in various States and allot position to use their gigantic resources for them to promising applicants. This plan the benefit of society at large, our first 
has gained the support not only of such impulse is that of unqualified approval. But 
well-known social workers as Miss Jane  j, there not a demoralizing side to all this 
Addams, Mr. Jacob Riis and Dr. Lyman lavish helpfulness? The patricians of an- Abbott, but also of the Secretary of Agri- cient Rome were ready enough to give 
culture, so there must be something more bread and games to the multitudes who 
in it than at first meets the eye. Yet the fawned upon them, but in this age we do 
policy of handing out ready-made farms to not look back upon those patricians as shin- people who apparently lack the ability to ing examples of altruism. It is so much 
gain farms for themselves would not seem easier to give things out of our abundance, 
to be the most wholesome and progressive han it is to get right down to bedrock and 
in the long run. The object of this group try honestly to do our part toward creating of philanthropists is to dignify agriculture; conditions ‘that will give everybody a fair but would such a plan dignify it? It is oy, This last is not easy, and we know universally admitted that the country needs it. The old wholesome pioneer conditions 
competent, energetic farmers, but would are gone, and the West holds the only rem- 
any man continue to be competent and ener- ant of the spirit which made them. Here getic if he were suddenly put in possession jth, East we have to take into considera- of forty acres or so of good land with all tion on the one hand the tremendous power the modern scientific equipments of a model of money linked with our well-nigh perfect 
farm? Would not such a gift from a industrial and commercial organizations, benevolent organization tend rather to and on the other the load of poverty and 
undermine his self-respect and self-reliance, ignorance that is being continually dumped 
and to kill what little resourcefulness the on our shores from the old world. In the 
schools had left him? It is safe to say that West life is still primitive enough to make every thinking man or woman who has success or failure a matter of personal reached middle age knows that the very ability, but here the ordinary individual has essence of success in any line of endeavor to encounter at every turn the hard aggres- grows out of the effort used in honeys siveness of our modern spirit of conquest, obstacles. Our DIOAeSE porereners My 4 and to feel grateful or resentful, as the case Went out into the wilderness and hewe may be, when it is relieved by an outburst their farms out of the heart of the forest of paternal benevolence. It is easy enough 
by main strength and stubbornness, Mae t6 Ebest to the demoralizin tales of the men who made this nation possible. yeCr ‘ g y A f¢ many philanthropic efforts made to relieve But would the beneficiary of a group o thelecnditens! ot the 4d di d ’ 

poor and discouraged, wealthy and kindly people, who purpose to but we must acknowledge that they are con. stock modell farms and hand them out to siderably better than nothin at Jeast until the deserving, be the kind of man to whom ae ae ae ; at Hie 4 
Id like to trust the shaping of the Ss §¢ to readjust our social con: we wou ditions so that there will be no need of nation’s future? peveucience 

THE DANGER OF TOO MUCH BENEVO- ‘ LENCE 
THE TASK OF THE INDIVIDUAL 

THE hope and belief that a genuine oe whole course of events as we altruism is more and more modifying see it seems to prove that the per- the aggressive individualism of the age manent bettering of conditions which we is one to rejoice over, but in our enthu- deplore lies in the hands of the people them- siasm it is just as well to be careful that selves, and that until they take hold of it 
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the well-meant efforts Cae to if eye Ee ae eee 
ide the framework for a model com- and it on akes a generatio 

ae will go but a very little way. life on astiean soil to put something of 
Whether farmer or working man, salary the same spirit into the most hopelessly 
earner or laborer in the mines, each man poverty-stricken and down-trodden of our 
has to meet his own difficulties, solve his immigrants. The American people do not 

Be at a sued os them featdtiey do-eane.e Gand 1 etn easure of success which he is fitted to . orkin 
Gere Naturally the task is much easier out the national problems and ae in 
when the means of education and improve- a St e city, ee rhage 
ment are placed at his disposal, but a Pe a ee eee Sadie aa at 

ae shove Sy asi ee aie, ee salary earners, the intellectual and profes- 

ks pe pane see stein, sional people who have hitherto kept away 
which are established by the Government ah a as they iene ee 
for the improvement of see ohana ty acknowilee ue mething Bp ee 

real benefit ape eed ae ut ea yh obligation as citizens. Also, as the results 
reach of cee saris € eee his Of some of our recent elections show, the 
Bees eh ae e a a me ot avail great body of voters are coming gradually 
pondiaon ea iiy wee ‘hi to recognize that the power of the franchise himself of it, and from it create his own is meanfito give the people somethin Of 
opportunity, he would do but little toward ea dy 4 aid t and that if th 

. d developing a well-stocked What they nee ,and want, an at 1f they 
keeping up an h ps hich ests choose to exercise it no party organization, 
model farm. in espe we by ee the however well intrenched, is invincible, and 
this me tnog OF pen UCB ene aes ce 11. no privileged interests can stand against the 
eats) can oubte yy Win and | well sincere expression of public opinion. meant, but the result will probably be P P P' . 
exactly the same as that don agape CITY GOVERNMENT BY COMMISSION 
many philanthropic manufacturers in their aie ‘ 
attempts to establish model villages, and to [T ee ee ee 
meuiate ee centre commissions under the diner control of ing to more refined standards. The more the peGple Mian they ace by the ordinary 
general conditions are improved the better, AMaRHineEh OE rHURetsall Gowechinient. ST he 
but in each and every individual case the experiance SE Diss Mane Aes passer 

snangrausty tutnls ye ape a bel = eagerly observed with reference to its ap- 
Own! Way OULNOr Benn il at Dest, De plication to the affairs of other cities, and feeble product of an artificial environment, its success so far has been accepted as a 

instead) of a’ free citizen of a democratic triumphant demonstration of the practica- 
community: bility of a simple, direct and purely demo- 
WHEN VOTERS THINK FOR THEM- cratic form of government. The plan of 
SELVES having five men, elected directly by the 
JX this connection one of the most hope- people, run the city upon simple business 

ful signs of the times is the fact that principles, has been as successful as only a 
people are beginning to think for themselves simple straightforward plan can be. The 
on matters of national and vital import, as_ right of Recall, by which twenty-five per 
is shown by the awakening of interest in cent. of the voters can demand a special 
social and political affairs and the tendency election to oust any of these five men at 
of the best citizens to take matters into any time; the Initiative, by which ten per 
their own hands and see to it that an effort cent. can demand a popular vote on meas- 
is made to cleanse politics from corruption ures they refuse to pass; and the Referen- 
and to secure a decent administration of dum, by which ten per cent. of the voters 
public affairs. The alarm has been raised can cali for a veto by popular vote of any 
many times that a spirit of class hatred is action’ they take, puts the whole responsi- 
growing in America which ultimately will bility of the government up to the people 
bring revolution, but at present there does themselves by making the commission di- 
not seem to be much danger of that. The rectly responsible to them. The best part 
Americans are a virile, self-respecting race, of it is that, in order to carry on such a 
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form of government, the people are com-  terests, and a yearly convention of such 
pelled to think; to decide questions for men would bring the people of the whole 
themselves, and to abide by the conse- United States into much closer relationship 
quences of their decision. Once put a and a clearer mutual understanding. 
goodly number of our cities and towns THR VALUER OF EXPERIMENT 
under such a form of government, and : 
there would be little to fear from the W HEN so many people are hoping 
domination of any party machine. pe Ay a. Cee ee per 
BUSINESS METHODS APPLIED TO jr willing to fry so. many | experi 

i in the 
AC evidence that the people riage Sound ahd ero aes will 

are taking things into their own come from the stirring up of popular 
hands is the growing demand everywhere thought along these lines. Fortunately the 
for reform of our courts, so that the spread of education tends to make it pop- 
present abuses and delays in litigation shall jar thought instead of popular feeling or 
be abolished. Chicago has shown us that prejudice, and the thought of the people 

this can be done by establishing a municipal YVnen it is left unclouded by the dust of 
court which carries on its business promey political clamor, is apt to be fairly straight- 
and honestly, and has already proved that forward and direct. Many mistakes will 
straightforwardness and efficiency in the b d d th T evoliti ill 
punishment of wrong-doing and the award be aie ga ae vee thc this y : 
of civil justice is quite possible by the appli- 2° SOW» out who shall say That tis Bee 

: the remedy, and that the spirit of altruism 
cation to court procedure of common sense Hick fi . + . : : which now finds expression in various 
business methods. During the three years forme of bénevel ‘istultimatelwude 
that it has been in operation this court has i ei ‘ ene S! ae a ie sli ey A 
been a complete success, and this year a YO OP ie : Ne : < ee thi 
number of our larger cities, especially in murs f tis tH that shal eee preg 
the Middle West and South, will take steps "ton far hae ae hi aes ees 
to create a similar court. President Taft soe ean One - muparcy an ty 
has long urged such a reform. Neverthe- >°#?S ago 
less the method of putting it into effect is NOTES 
that of the people, and, combined with clean WOMEN SCULPTORS AT THE NEW 
and effective city government by commis- yORK SCHOOL OF APPLIED DESIGN 
sion, it gives the people a grip upon public Z : 
affairs that they could never get under the N extremely vigorous showing of 
old ‘rules. sculpture by women was an a 

bition this spring at the new build- 
Week oe HOUSE OF GOVERNORS ae ing of 4 School of pal Design 

or Women. women we have grown 
Gee the idea still further, the accustomed to expect at an exhibits of 

establishment of the proposed House sculpture were there,—Anna Hyatt, Abas- 
of Governors would assuredly bring the tenia Eberle, Caroline Peddle Ball, Edith 
people into much closer touch with the Woodman Burroughs, Clio Bracken, Janet 
affairs at Washington than would be pos- Scudder, Enid Yandell, and there were 
sible in any other way. The meeting once many others whose work is not so generally 
a year of the Governors of the separate exhibited, but should be, Annetta Saint- 
States, to agree upon uniform laws regard- Gaudens, Carol B. MacNeil, Helen F. 
ing subjects which affect the welfare of the Mears. The first impression of the work 
whole nation, and to recommend legislation was extremely interesting, as not at all sug- 
to that effect, would do wonders in clarify- gesting a woman’s exhibit. The effect of 
ing public opinion and keeping the people the ensemble was not in the least senti- 
at large alive to the importance of certain mental, as a group of women’s work was 
great questions. This House of Governors bound to be some years ago; ot particu- 
would have no legislative power, but it larly colossal, which followed the sugary 
would have behind it the tremendous force period in women’s art in America, or essen- 
of public opinion. The Governor of each tially eccentric, which the work of the 
State, elected by the people of that State, French women is apt to be today. It aver- 
would naturally seek to represent their in- aged just sane wholesome modeling, far 
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more American than foreign in inspiration themselves genuinely on canvas are the ex- 
and technique, and definitely explicit as to ception as yet. You feel a vital utterance 
the fact that women are taking their work in the work of such women as Cecilia 
in the field of art seriously, with courage Beaux, Rhoda Holmes Nicholls, Mary Cas- 
and sincerity. No sculptor in America is  satt, Charlotte B. Coman; they have be- 
doing more sincere modeling than Abas- come a part of the accomplishment of 
tenia Eberle. She works from life, any painting in America. But at this exhibition 
life that touches her imagination. She is of seventy women painters you were a little 
a fearless, vital worker, and her achieve- bewildered at the sense of reminiscence 
ment is good for herself, for art, for the which haunted you from canvas to canvas. 
country. With a different interest in life, Ellen Emmett’s portraits were most inter- 
but the same quality of attainment, is Anna esting, and Alice Schille had an excellent 

V. Hyatt. Her animals rank with similar “Young Man with a Dog.” (And it is 
sculpture of the Borglums. She knows worth mentioning that some of the most 
animal psychology and expresses it with a interesting plein air pictures at the spring 
sure and subtle technique. Caroline Peddle Water Color Exhibition were by this same 
Ball did not show a very characteristic ex- artist.) 
hibit, for her work is extremely individual Helen Turner’s “Summer Night” held 
as a rule, without affectation or foreign the mysterious charm of a still summer 
influence. evening, and Alethea Platt showed an in- 

Mrs. Saint-Gaudens’ work was delight- teresting moonlight scene. The sculpture 
ful, particularly her faun-like children, full was in a way a repetition of the names at 
of humor and insistent charm. Mrs. the School of Design,—strong, sincere 
Bracken’s “Little Boy and Dragon” was work, if one except “Paganism Immortal,” 
another exquisite presentation of youth, the by Mrs. Whitney, which seemed a definite 
appeal of the heartbreaking perfect beauty striving after the weakest tendency of one 
of childhood, the idealism that every phase of modern French sculpture. 
normal youth should have, and that the \ Rs. DUNLAP HOPKINS’ LANDSCAPES 
mother who has achieved it for her boy decidedt p hibiti even 
must watch vanish year by year as life A Secs Hi he Da ie le iG ange 
shadows the ideal. There were also some <4, eer yA ky % ap) al Gall igo 
beautiful nature fantasies of Mrs. Brack- ee Dt AC ee EOS tet Sacre: 
en’s, and a bit of fine craftsmanship in a i opkins, whose picture we are re- 
bronze door handle. Mrs. Farnham showed producing this month among our Signifi- 

YE : a a cant People, is best known as the founder 
a “Mexican panel” for the “Bureau of f'the New. York School of Applied. Desi 
South American Republics,” and Mrs. ° ‘16 New Folk choo! OF “°pP. ied Design 
Whitney an “Aztec Fountain” for the same fon Women ot was notuntilishe was past 
building in Washington. The latter seemed fifty that she gave any attention to‘develop- 
ibatacle subtlet: i ing her individual interest in art. Two 

years ago she was visiting in Brittany with 
WOMAN’S ART CLUB OF NEW YORK a group of people who were painting. As 
A the Macbeth Galleries during the she watched them from day to day she felt 

early part of May there was also an an almost unconquerable impulse to present 

exhibition of women’s work, painting and on canvas some of the scenes which had 
sculpture. Going from one of these exhi- interested her most. She talked it over 
bitions to another, as the writer did, there with one of the artists, and finally it was 
was opportunity of interesting contrast of decided that she should try her hand at an 
what American women are doing in these il painting. The result was something re- 
two fields of art, sculpture and painting, markable, and she spent the whole summer 
and the decision, with but very few definite painting with her friends. The pictures 
examples, was in favor of the work done which were exhibited at Knoedler’s were 
in the more plastic art. There is no ques- the result of this summer’s work, and when 
tion about it—on the whole you do not feel one takes this into consideration the work 
the personality of women in painting or is a rare achievement. Her color sense is 
music. You feel rather the kind of art in most interesting; her appreciation of the 
which they have been interested. The subtlety of elimination would be noticeable 
women who have acquired the freedom of in an artist of much longer experience, and 
thought, interest and technique to express her keen feeling for the poetic phases of 
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nature is evidenced throughout the work. first place, because the preparatory school 
Many artists of New York have been most routine, devised by the college, suppresses 
interested in this exhibition and have as- just what the college assumes that it will 
sured Mrs. Hopkins that she should devote develop; in the second place, because of the 
as much of her life as she could take from chaotic condition of the college curriculum ; 

her original interest to this newer line of finally, because research has largely appro- 
endeavor. The critics feel that we have in priated the resources of the college, sub- 
the painting of this woman of already great _ stituting the methods and interest of highly 
achievement an artist whose work will be specialized investigation for the larger ob- 

of distinct significance, if her progress in jects of college teaching.” oa 
the future can be measured by the work of The way out, as Mr. Flexner sees it, lies 
the past two years. It is Mrs. Hopkins’ in the vigorous reassertion of the priority 
plan to spend this coming summer in Bel- of the college as such; the shifting back of 
gium and to paint in and about Bruges, the point of emphasis to the training of the 

which is so full of inspiration for the lover undergraduate; a reform of the preparatory 
of landscape work. Mrs. Hopkins herself school so that the transition to college 
feels that the best and biggest part of her would be less mechanically regulated, and 
life must be given to aiding the progress of an emphasis of the teaching motive that will 
the students at the School of Design, and put an end to commercialism. (Published 

yet she finds great joy in this personal ex- by The Century Company, New York. 237 
pression of her own interest in the beauty pages. Price, $1.00 net.) 

of the world. HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE: BY 
REVIEWS RUSSELL STURGIS 
THE AMERICAN COLLEGE: BY ABRA- YW the death of the late Russell 
HAM FLEXNER Sturgis this country lost one of its 

criticism of our present college sys- most notable writers on art, architecture 
A tem that educators and students: and the crafts, so that the second volume of 

alike should read with care is “The his “History of Architecture” brings with 
American College,” by Mr. Abra- it a sharp regret that the work must be 

ham Flexner. The book is the result of finished by someone else. The third volume 
twenty years’ study of the subject, based is in preparation by his son, and others who 
upon the author’s own work in preparing have sufficient knowledge of his plan of 
pupils for college, a close observation of the whole work to finish it. In the volume 
their development during and after their at hand the history of architecture is 
college careers, and his personal experience brought down to the later Romanesque in 
as graduate student at universities in this the several countries of Europe. It will be 
country and abroad. remembered that the first volume dealt with 

Mr, Flexner first defines his problem by the classic architecture of ancient Egypt, 
outlining the work and development of the Western Asia, Greece and Rome. The sec- 
American college from its foundation in. ond, which is quite as exhaustive and schol- 
the days of the Puritans down to the pres- arly in its handling, takes up architecture in 
ent time, showing the conservatism that has India and Southeastern Asia and in China, 
so seriously hampered the wider usefulness Japan and Persia. This is followed by an 
of these institutions, and also the tentative account of the styles resulting from the de-’ 
efforts now being made toward widening cline of ancient art, of which a historical 
the curriculum sufficiently to make college sketch is given. Next come descriptions 
training more useful to the practical work and illustrations of the earlier Basilicas, the 
of after life. These efforts to reorganize churches of Radiate plan, and the effects 
the curriculum on vital modern lines have of the Byzantine influence upon Christian 
failed in effectiveness because, as the author architecture; then a sketch of Moslem 
summarizes his argument: “The Amer- architecture in Syria, Egypt, North Africa, 
ican college is wisely committed to a broad Persia, India, Sicily and Spain, and the lat- 
and flexible scheme of higher education, ter part of the book is devoted to the de- 
through which each individual may hope to velopment of the later Romanesque in Italy, 
procure the training best calculated to real- France, England, Germany, Spain, Scandi- 
ize his maximum effectiveness. The scheme navia, Armenia and Southeastern Europe. 
fails for lack of sufficient insight; in the Mr. Sturgis’ work is so well and widely 
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known that comment upon the deep learn- led to British occupation and domination. 
ing and careful research shown in this his- Many things have happened on the banks 
tory is unnecessary. Had he lived to finish of the Hudson, and you will find the story 
the work it would undoubtedly have been of most of them in this book. (Both books 
the most important history of architecture published by The Macmillan Company, 
produced in this country, and even the New York. “Highways and Byways of the 
fragment we have of it in the first two vol- Pacific Coast.” Illustrated. 323 pages. 
umes is invaluable to those who wish to Price, $2.00 net. “The Picturesque Hud- 
gain a comprehensive knowledge of the his- son.” 227 pages. Price, $1.25 net.) 
tory and development of the building art. THE PATH OF LIGHT: TRANSLATED 
(Published by the Baker & Taylor Co, BY L. D. BARNETT 
pes York. eee second. Illustrated. THe effect of the wave of Eastern phi- 

448 pages. Price, $5.00.) losophy which has overwhelmed the 
TWO BOOKS OF TRAVEL IN AMER- Western world within the past few years is 
ICA: BY CLIFTON JOHNSON being felt in almost every branch of West- 
Wee admitting that the stupendous ern thought where it touches the questions 

natural beauties of America cannot of cosmogony or metaphysics. As is always 
be surpassed anywhere in the world, it is the case, the awakened demand has brought 
amazing how we neglect them for the won- the response, and excellent translations of 
ders that lie across the sea. Probably it is famous Eastern classics are now at the 

because this is all one country, and although disposal of everyone. A few years ago a 

we may travel thousands of miles we are series of small inexpensive volumes con- 
still in America, while in Europe one can taining translations of Indian, Chinese, Per- 

change one’s environment so completely sian, Jewish and Arabian masterpieces of 

within the space of a few hours that the philosophic literature was issued in Lon- 

way of the tourist is always pleasantly di- don and found a very cordial reception. The 
versified. Yet if we travel in this country editors and translators of the series were 

in the same pleasant, responsive frame of Oriental scholars, both English and Indian, 

mind that we assume almost unconsciously and their object was to create a closer un- 
when once we have crossed the ocean, we derstanding between the East and the West 
will find much to interest us in the people —the old world of Thought and the new of 

as well as in the towering mountains, enor- Action. This was done with the belief that 

mous rivers and lakes and broad fertile a deeper knowledge of the great ideals and 
plains and valleys, and once in a while lofty philosophy of Oriental thought might 
someone makes us see that this is so. help to the revival of a truer spirituality in 

Mr. Clifton Johnson, in his “Highways the more energetic and materialistic people 
and Byways of the Pacific Coast,” gives us of Europe. This belief has been amply 
a vivid description of the country and also justified, and now an American edition of 

E brings us very close to the human element, these invaluable little books is being pub- 
for the book is crammed with anecdotes of lished for the benefit of people in this coun- 
the people of the West, bringing us into try, who may be interested in knowing the 
close touch with the cosmopolitan popula- great works of Eastern philosophers 
tion of California, Oregon and Washing- through the medium of translation rather 
ton. There are stories of the Hopi and than that of commentary and adaptation. 
other Indians; stories of the Chinese and The latest addition to this series is a 

Japanese traders, gardeners and house manual of Maha-Yana Buddhism, entitled 

servants; of the Mexicans and Spaniards “The Path of Light.” It contains an in- 

who remain from the old days of Spanish troduction which gives an admirable idea of 

dominion, and of the bustling, cheerful, the personal teachings of Gautama and his 

aggressive Americans who have revolution- chief followers, followed by the text of the 

ized life in California. Bodhicharyavatara of Santi-Deva, rendered 

Another book by Mr. Johnson is called for the first time into English by Canon 

“The Picturesque Hudson.” This is not so Barnett, the well-known Oriental scholar. 

full of anecdote, but it goes most entertain- (American edition published by E. P. Dut- 

ingly into the history of this most beautiful ton & Co., New York. 28th volume in “The 

river in all America, recalling the days of Wisdom of the East” series. 107 pages. 

the Dutch rulers and the happenings that Price, 6oc., net.) 
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A REFERENCE LIST ON COSTUME books is “Ancient Mysteries and Modern 
PrORe who are interested in getting Masonry,” by the Rev. Charles H. Vail. It 

up historical and national costumes gives a brief but very clear and vivid ac- 
for theatricals, charades or pictures will count of the origin and object of the ancient 
find much help in a comprehensive reading ™mysteries—Egyptian, Hindoo, Persian, Dru- 
and reference list published by the Brook-  idical, Gothic, Grecian, Jewish and Chris- 
lyn Public Library. This list is not for sale, tian; shows the symbolism underlying all of 
but single copies will be sent to any of the them, and the symbolic meaning of the 
readers of THe CraFrsMAN upon applica- true initiation into these mysteries as it was 

tion. It is useful to people in all parts of Practiced in ancient times—a knowledge as 
the country, as well as to those within Vitaly important to humanity now as it was 
reach of the library, because the listed then. The present rites of initiation merely 

names of reference books and their authors, S¢tve to recall the memory of the earlier 
together with the brief description of the Ceremonies, but the symbolism remains the 

contents of each book, will be most valua- Same, giving the key to many a dark saying 
ble in directing the researches of any stu- i Our own Scriptures, and reconciling 
dent of costume. (Published by the Brook- ™any a puzzling contradiction that seems 
lyn Public Library, Brooklyn, New York. @pparent in the teachings of the Christian 
64. pages.) religion. (Published by The Macoy Pub- 
REPLANNING READING: BY JOHN lishing & Masonic Supply Company, New 
NOLEN York, 214 pages. Price, $1.00.) 

INCE the publication in THE Crarts- HINTS ON HOUSE FURNISHING: BY 
S MAN of the articles on town planning W- SHAW SPARROW 
in England we have had many requests for AASONE who has ever seen or heard 
information regarding the planning of new of the beautiful English homes will 
towns or the remodeling of old in this find much that is delightful as well as in- 
country. Therefore we imagine that many structive in Mr. W. Shaw Sparrow’s “Hints 
people will be interested in Mr. John on House Furnishing.” Mr. Sparrow is 
Nolen’s book, “Replanning Reading,” show- an authority on architecture, interior dec- 
ing how an industrial city of one hundred oration and furnishing, and this book forms 
thousand inhabitants is being rearranged an admirable supplement to “The English 
with a view to creating more healthful con- House,” which was published a year or two 
ditions as well as greater beauty. Maps are 4g0 and reviewed in this magazine. “Hints 
given of the old town and the proposed on House Furnishing” is not a dry book of 
alterations, and many illustrations repro- directions for interior decoration, but a 
duced from photographs. The plan is rich most sympathetic description of the treat- 
in suggestive value to citizens who may be ment of certain well-known houses and 
interested in projects for remodeling other ooms that were planned by famous de- 
towns. One valuable feature of the book signers. The principles that are laid down 
is a carefully selected list of books on civic aS a foundation for home furnishing are 
improvement. (Published by George H. sound and universal, and if they were more 
Ellis Company, Boston. Illustrated. 108 generally applied in this country our 
pages. Price, $1.00 net.) houses might be less showy and more home- 
ANCIENT MYSTERIES AND MODERN like and beautiful. The book is amply illus- 
MASONRY: BY C. H. VAIL fae wh color plates, half-tones and 

H . os i ine cuts o interiors, furniture, metal work, 
T a bee hye oo canparica and the like. (Published by John 

given to most people the idea that all the ss Company New York. Illustrated 
teachings of the Masons are kept as care- With color pe half-tones and line cuts. 
fully hidden as were the ancient mysteries 307 Pases. Erice, $2.50 net. Postage, 18c.) 
upon which Masonry is founded. Never- THE ISLE OF WIGHT: BY A. R. HOPE 
theless, there is only a part of it that must MONCRIEFF 
be kept secret, and the Order publishes Wwe. all know that the Isle of Wight is 
books giving to the world all that is permit- a famous English resort, yet in this 
ted to be known of the symbolism and phi- country there are many thousands of peo- 
losophy so carefully preserved by its mem- ple who have not the slightest idea what 
bers. One of the most interesting of these constitutes the peculiar charm of the place. 
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Therefore the pleasant and interesting book, house is a complete example of the German 
written by A. R. Hope Moncrieff and illus- new art, and is most elaborate in design and 

trated with color reproductions from paint- execution. Approaching from the front 
ings by A. Heaton Cooper, will interest the building, which is severely classic in 

many people. Not only does it give delight- general form, is seen framed in tall trees 
ful descriptions of the natural beauties of that stand at its sides like sentinels, At the 
the place, but the reader will also gain back is a beautiful Italian garden with per- 
from it a clear idea of the history of the gola, statues, fountains, and straight formal 
island, which is closely bound up with the walks. The interior is costly and elaborate, 
eventful history of England. The story of more like a royal palace than a home, and 
the Isle of Wight simply emphasizes such all is absolutely in keeping with the some- 
portions of English history as are directly what fantastic spirit of the new art as they 
connected with the smaller island, and it is see it in Germany. The house is as ex- 
safe to say that anyone who reads the book pressive of Franz von Stuck as are his pic- 
and studies carefully the charming sketches tures, and has the same strange mingling of 
that illustrate it will feel like spending his severity and barbaric splendor. (Published 
next holiday wandering through the quaint by Alex. Koch, Darmstadt. Illustrated. 32 
old villages that crown its hills and nestle _ pages.) 
in its valleys. (Published by Adam & WISTORY OF MARLBOROUGH: BY 
Charles Black, London. Imported by The GC, M. WOOLSEY 

Macmillan Company, New York. 175 pages. good idea of the Colonial and Revolu- 
Price, $2.50.) A tionary history of this country is given 

THE STUDIO YEAR BOOK in “The History of Marlborough,” by C. M. 
A who are interested in knowing what Woolsey, who has carefully gathered to- 

is being done abroad in art and archi- gether all records of the town and people 
tecture will welcome the current issue of of Marlborough and compiled them into an 

“The Studio Year Book,” which is given interesting book. Old legal documents are 
over entirely to a review of the latest de- included, old letters and petitions, so that a 
velopments in the artistic construction, dec- complete view of the life, ambitions and 
oration and furnishing of the house. An trials of the people is given to the reader 
admirable paper on English domestic archi- of the present day who may wish to know 
tecture by C. H. B. Quennell, F.R.IL.B.A., something of the brief past of this country. 
serves as an introduction, and the remain- (Published by J. B. Lyons Company, Al- 
der of the book is given over entirely to bany. Illustrated. 468 pages.) 
half-tones and color reproductions of pho- A BOOK OF OPERAS: BY H. E. KREH- 

tographs, drawings and paintings of some BIEL 
of the best British country houses built in & ‘ 
modern times; the most significant things Ac veh te Me, Cae 

that are being done in the way of interior ward ‘Krehbiel, entitled “A Book of Op- 
decoration, stained glass, tapestries, needle- oie? ln this is given the history, the plot 

work and metal work, together with de- and the leading themes of all of the best- 
. scriptions and illustrations of modern art known operas of the old and the new 

and architecture in Germany and Austria. schools, including the great Italian and 
The volume contains the best of the illus- French operas which have become classic, 
trations that have appeared during the year and the Wagner operas. Mr. Krehbiel does 

in The Studio, and forms an admirable jot touch upon the intensely modern pro- 
book of reference. (Published by John  quctions of Strauss and Debussy, but con- 

Lane Company, New York. 258 pages. fines himself to the works that have stood 
Price, $3.00 net. ) the test of time. The portraits of great 
VILLA FRANZ VON STUCK: BY FRITZ singers, both of the past and present gen- 
VON OSTINI erations, are used to illustrate the book, and 
Ww* have received from Germany a_ brief accounts and anecdotes of these sing- 

book, beautifully illustrated with ers enliven and humanize the text. The 
half-tones and photogravures, which con- story of each opera is told as a story, and 
tains an account of the villa recently de- its relation to the music is made clear. It is 
signed and built by Franz von Stuck and just the book to brush up one’s knowledge 
intended for his principal residence. The and memories before going to hear any of 
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"the great operas. (Published by The Mac- and love songs, sonnets and fragments, most 
millan Company, New York. Illustrated. of which show great beauty of thought 
345 pages. Price, $1.75 net.) and expression. The book contains The 

. Sistine Eve, fragments of an oratorio 
a Wit oe we ahs Beans written for the beginning of the twentieth 

i a : ». century, in which there is rich imagery and 
AMY edition of Francis T. Palgrave’s daring thought as well as musical utter- 
fey oe c ee of pong aod yh ance. (Published by The Macmillan Com- ics” has recently been issued. x New York. 72 Price, $12 
been revised and enlarged, and the ie and ben), eer Yorke, “184 pages.” Price, $1:25 
second series are combined in a small boo! 
that can easily be slipped in a coat pocket Py ANEEL CATHEDRALS: BY E. R. 
or a hand-bag and taken along when one 7 | Noa Ae ay 
goes for a solitary walk in the country. The I Habs su oe ‘ "4 oe EY 5 : ae 

ne) OG Ae sec F vench ieathediela ae that joseph Fennel , e ve est lyrica! als, a J | 
Sage and peeme Hy the English fnibiage. has illustrated it with reproductions of his 
It is well printed on thin opaque paper, and wonderful sors and See, pf 
contains a great deal within a small oe a ye heen pe Se Mt eae 
pass. (Published by The Macmillan Com- have ¢c ° e L 

Melati Uh ach Woe ee et aed Gee 
ae ce ena te coke. Ua more than fulfils all expectations It was © : ed. ‘0 vol- . 

fine in eae, a. prregg oe $1.00.) not written hastily, nor is it the result of a 
NATURE AND ORNAME N T: BY quick and businesslike tour through France. 
LEWIS F. DAY i. From beginning to end it took eighteen 

tee years to gather the material and write and 
4) Bape derivation of ornament from nat- illustrate the book, and during that time 

: ural forms is treated in a very intet= these two cathedral-lovers rode, walked and 
esting way in “Nature and Ornament, by cycled all over France—north, south, east 
Mr. Lewis F. Day. _The book is in two and west—staying sometimes for weeks in volumes, the first dealing with nature as the one cathedral town or months in another, 
raw material of ornament, and the second as the case might be, living with the people 

with ornament as the finished product of and sharing their home life, and loving design. Mr. Day is an authority upon this every minute of it. 

subject, having written a number of books Therefore it is not strange that the book 
of design and various processes of craft ya. an intimate charm very seldom found 
work. This one deals with its ae in a book of travel, and almost never in a 
thoroughly and authoritatively, and the ook on architecture. The impression one 
points of the author's argument are made gets is that the travel was simply an op- 
clear by numerous illustrations showing portunity to get close to the life of France, both the natural forms and the decorative past and present, and that to both writer 

oo derived from them and applied to and artist the cathedrals are simply the 
painting, carving, sculpture, leather work, fullest expression of that life. It’ goes 
fabrics and papers, both the natural forms  \ithout saying that the book is not illus- 
and the conventional forms being used, and trated with photographs as usual, but with 
their uses explained. (Published by B. T. drawings and etchings that capture all the 
Batsford, London. Imported by Charles poetry and charm of the country as well as Scribner’s Sons, New York. Illustrated. OF the Greit@minters which are. hece 

280 pages each. Price, per volume, $3.00 grouped together to form an unbroken rec- 
net. ) ord of the Middle Ages. The descriptions 
POEMS: BY PERCY MACKAYE of these cathedrals occur almost acci- * 

R. Percy MacKaye, the playwright dentally in the story of life as it is gathered 
M and poet, has just published a ° about them, and the whole has a vivid per- 
volume of charming poems, chiefly lyrical sonality that makes it as fascinating as a 
and descriptive, that draw their eee la a poe ane, ' ane ee 
partly from our own country and partly Company, New York. lustrated wi 
from the riper civilization of an older pictures by Joseph Pennell. 424 pages. 
world. There are delicious little ballads Price, $5.00 net.) 
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aks BY SYDNEY nervous collapse which ended in his death 
only seven years ago. It was said of him 

COLLECTORS and connoisseurs whose that he bore a whole tone-world in his brain, 
special hobby is Oriental rugs and car- but fate made it possible for him to give to 

pets will be delighted with “Oriental Car- humanity only a small part of it. Never- 
oe by Sydney Humphries. This is a theless, humanity is richer for that part, and 
large and very handsome volume, published hundreds of people will welcome this sym- 
in England and recently imported into this pathetic portrayal of the man. (Published 
country. The story begins with the allegory by John Lane Company, New York. Il- 
of the Golden Fleece and the quest of the lustrated with portraits. 274 pages. Price, 
Argonauts, followed by the story of Jason $2.50 net.) 
and Medea, who stand side by side as CATALOGUE OF ART WORKS IN NEW 
ote ci we combination of industry YORK 
and art. e second chapter gives a i 
exhaustive but delightful history of Pa At Seal ek dias, Some od 2 
CehE Fup: Weaving and’ dts contempotary has been spent by the City Government 

arts, enriched with many beautiful color of Pew ore ot aline 4 caialoeie one ists Of fanibue Migs aid catpeay then the paintings, sculpture and other works of 

auiinonee ence iach recent ot Lae art belonging to the City of New York. 
Visere and’ Fave and 4 Res Seehine The catalogue is the work of the Art Com- 
mono Oe oseph ‘ atanie Tae 4. with mission of the City of New York, and will 

_ a full account of his method of weaving Bee eat reece oe thse 
reproductions of the Oriental rugs. The whe aS oy te ieneey te sions Met narige the bask ia devoted: to the to” prominent pictures and statues, but also to 

mance that is woven into the old Oriental discover. seh Were Oh arr aa ae uct 
carpets, to a full analysis and description tes ew (robe! by ore ae 
of the illustrations, and to a very complete ee 
bibliography and index. The book is almost Illustrated. 240 pages. ) 
large enough to be called a “ponderous AMERICAN ART ANNUAL 
tome,” and is sumptuous in every detail, "THE current volume of “The American 

from its white and gold binding to its color Art Annual” (1909-10) has just, been 
plates, which are as rich as oil paintings, sent tous. It includes a list of sales of all 

(Published by Adam & Charles Black, Lon- paintings sold for $50 and over, which are 
don. Imported by The Macmillan Com- classified under the name of the artist, ar- 
pany, New York. Illustrated in color and ranged alphabetically. In addition to this, 

half-tone. 428 pages. Price, $10.50 net.) there is a list of the books on art that have 
HUGO WOLF: BY ERNEST NEWMAN been published within the past two or three 
THE marvelous songs and ballads of years, obituary notices of prominent artists, ° 

Hugo Wolf are well known in this and a directory giving the addresses of 
country. With his operas we are not so painters, sculptors, illustrators, architects 

familiar, and his choral and instrumental and art dealers. (Published by The: Amer- 
works are known only by the few to whom ican Art Annual, Incorporated. 284 pages. 

Wolf’s genius makes special appeal. But Price, $5.00.) 
the songs have made their own place, and MUGEN: BY F. R. POOLE 
now comes a most sympathetic biography Ae of verse by Fanny Runnells 
of the man himself; a study of his life and Poole, entitled “Mugen,” shows a 

character, as well as of the work which quality that is sweet and musical, rather 
grew out of them. The story of Wolf’s than great—a pleasant treble note that is 
hard and unhappy life comes only too close very soft and silvery, but much better suited 
to the usual thing, for there was the terrible to ballads and other lyrical forms than to 
struggle with poverty and lack of apprecia- the stern dignity of the epic or the concen- 
tion; the difficulty to obtain recognition; trated essence of the sonnet. (Published 
the uncompromising attitude that made him by George William Browning, Clinton, New 
the most drastic of critics, and the final York. 94 pages. Price, $1.00.) 
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